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Dedication 
 
This year’s Town Report is dedicated to two local men: one who has recently passed but 
is not forgotten for his good deeds, and the other who is still actively serving his 
community.  The Town of Wiscasset would like to offer a communal “thank you” to 
both. 
Arthur V. Reed 
 
 
 
Local resident, Arthur V. Reed, passed away on July 21, 2011 at the age of 78.  Arthur 
was born in Edgecomb, and in 1954 entered the Army, serving the country during the 
Korean Conflict.  He was active in community affairs and was a long-time town 
employee, retiring in 1994 as Supervisor of the Wastewater Treatment Plant.  Arthur also 
served on the Wiscasset Fire Department for 18 years.  In addition, Arthur was a member 
of the Bradford-Sortwell-Wright Legion Post No. 54 for five years.  He ran a shop at his 
home repairing small engines and other equipment and was the “fixer of everyone’s lawn 
mowers and snow blowers in the Town of Wiscasset”. He could repair or make anything 
that a person might want and was always willing to assist anyone in need.   
 
Arthur’s kindness and dedication was evidenced at the graveside service, which was 
attended by so many of his friends and family.  He is missed and leaves many 
townspeople with heavy hearts.   
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Robert C. Fairfield 
 
 
 
This year’s town report is dedicated to Robert C. Fairfield, a long-time resident of 
Wiscasset. Every town has its large noteworthy personalities, who often do noteworthy 
and sometimes wonderful things.  However, no less important are the smaller, quieter 
contributors. Most often, it takes many years before that person is recognized for the 
good they do. In some instances not until after they have died. Wiscasset selectmen 
choose to honor Bob for his service to the town and the people of Wiscasset while he 
lives. 
 
Bob is small in stature but big in heart.  He is a quiet man, one that never misses an 
opportunity to greet everyone he meets with a hand shake and a smile.   He moved to 
Wiscasset at the age of 10, and since that time has not strayed far from the town he has 
devoted his life to. He is a 1950 graduate of Wiscasset Academy, served in the U.S. 
Army during the Korean Conflict, came home from the service, and married Kathleen 
“Kay” Bronson.  The couple had four children, Robert, Jr.; Gary; Peter; and Kandy.   
 
Bob is well known around town for his good nature and good cooking   Bob is a chef, 
having been a businessman and restaurateur in town over 50 years.  Many people have 
enjoyed his cooking and his personality.   He opened his first restaurant on Water Street, 
“The Homestead Restaurant”, in the mid-1950s. He later owned and operated the Quik 
Stop on the Gardiner Road. He and his late wife, Kay, owned and operated the Village 
Café next door to the Quik Stop, and later the Fairfield Restaurant on Route One. After 
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retiring from the restaurant business, Bob cooked and delivered Meals on Wheels to 
people in the area.  He jokes about still having a business in Wiscasset, “Bob’s What-not 
Shop” on the Gardiner Road.  
 
Apparently Bob never learned to say, “No.”  Whenever he is asked to serve or to provide 
a service, his answer is always, “Yes.” His volunteer service to town includes serving on 
the Ordinance Review Committee, Planning Board, and Budget Committee, and was 
elected twice to the Board of Selectmen. 
 
At the age of 80, he shows no signs of slowing down. He is a member of the Huntoon 
Grange, Wiscasset Senior Citizens, and Wiscasset American Legion Post, and was 
appointed as the National Vice Chairman of the Homeland Security Commission for the 
American Legion National Organization for the past two years. He was recently elected 
Vice President of the Wiscasset Lions, and has been a member of the Masons for over 40 
years. 
 
The Town of Wiscasset takes this opportunity to thank Bob for the many selfless 
contributions he has made to this community over the years and for the many happy 
memories he has given, and continues to give, to the citizens of Wiscasset.    
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Town Officers 
December 31, 2011 
Board of Selectmen-2010-2011 
David Nichols, Chair 
Judith Colby, Vice-Chair 
Edward Polewarczyk 
Robert Blagden 
Pamela Dunning 
 
Board of Selectmen-2011-2012 
Judith Colby, Chair 
David Nichols, Vice Chair 
Edward Polewarczyk 
Pamela Dunning 
William Curtis 
 
The Board of Selectmen meet regularly on the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays of each month at 7:00 
p.m. unless otherwise noted at the Municipal Building’s meeting room.  Please visit the 
town website (www.wiscasset.org) or call the Town Office (882-8200) to verify times.  
All are welcome. 
 
To view Agendas and Minutes, go to www.wiscasset.org and click on “Boards and 
Committees”, “Board of Selectmen”, then “View Agendas or “View Minutes”. 
 
Town Manager 
Laurie A. Smith 
 
Ambulance Service 
Roland Abbott, Chief 
Wendy Williams, Deputy Chief 
Mark Webber, Deputy Chief 
 
Animal Control Officer 
Marla Blagden 
Kathy Williams, Deputy 
 
Building & Plumbing Inspector 
Code Enforcement Officer 
Sign Control 
Rick Lang 
Misty Gorski, Deputy 
Bruce Engert, Deputy 
 
Director of Planning & Development 
Misty Gorski 
 
EMA Director 
Roland Abbott 
Dickey Brigance, Deputy 
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Fire Department 
Robert Bickford, Chief  
 
Harbor Master 
Peter Dalton 
 
Health Officer 
Rick Lang 
 
Police Department 
Lt. John Allen (Jan – May) 
Chief Troy Cline (Aug – Dec) 
 
Property Tax Collector 
Treasurer 
James H George 
 
Recreation Department 
Director Todd Souza 
 
Road Commissioner 
Greg Griffin 
 
 Town Clerk, Excise Tax Collector & Register of Voters 
Christine Wolfe 
 
Transfer Station 
Supervisor Ron Lear 
 
Waste Water Treatment Plant 
Supervisor William (Buck) Rines 
 
Sealer of Weights and Measures 
Duane Goud 
 
Shellfish Warden 
John Hentz 
 
Superintendent of Schools 
Greg Potter 
 
Airport Committee 
Ken Boudin, Jr., Chairman 2012 
Bryan Buck, 2013 
Kevin Sprague, 2013 
Pam Bracket, 2014 
Steven Williams, 2014 
Ervin Deck, Airport Manager 
David Stapp, F.B.O. (Ocean Point Aviation) 
 
Appeals Board 
Susan Blagden, Chairman, 2014 
Joan Barnes, Alternate, 2012 
John Blagdon, 2012 
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Denis Hebert, Alternate, 2012 
Jean Huber, 2012 
Ross Varney, 2012 
Peter Rines, 2013 
 
Appearance of the Town Committee 
Norma Gordon, Chairman, 2012 
Vickie Hersom, 2012 
Don Jones, 2012 
Richelle Pontau, 2012 
Vacancy, 2012 
 
Budget Committee 
Constance Schumann, Chairman, 2012 
Richard Hanson, 2012 
Clifford Hendricks, 2012 
Vacancy 2012 
William Barnes, 2013 
Joseph Piccirillo, 2013 
Robert Blagden, 2014 
Norman Guidoboni, 2014 
Raymond Soule, 2014 
 
Community Center Scholarship Committee 
Robert Bickford 
Molly McMahon 
Vicki Hersom 
Louann Pontau 
Katharine Martin-Savage 
Sheila Sawyer 
Brian Viele 
 
Conservation Commission 
Anne Leslie, Chairman 2014 
David Lieser, 2012 
Larry Barnes, 2013 
Larry Lomison, 2013 
Dan Sortwell, 2014 
 
Investment Advisory Committee 
Pamela Dunning-Selectman 
Laurie Smith-Town Manager 
James George-Treasurer 
Stefan Mehrl, 2012 
Frank Barnako, 2012 
 
Lincoln County Television Committee 
Sean Rafter 
Jack Swanton 
Stephen Wallace 
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Ordinance Review Committee  
H. Karl Olson, Chairman 2012 
Larry Lomison, 2012 
Al Cohen, 2013 
Jackie Lowell, 2013 
Pat Barnes, 2014 
Conrad “Doc” Schilke, 2014 
 
Planning Board 
Steve House, Chairman, 2014 
Jackie Lowell, Recording Secretary, 2013 
Anthony Gatti, 2012 
Peter Mc Rae, 2012 
H. Karl Olson, 2012 
Al Cohen, 2013 
Raymond Soule, 2013 
Lester Morse, 2014 
Debra Pooler, 2014 
 
Senior Citizens Trustees  
Eleanor Tracy, Chairman, 2014 
Newt Blakesly, 2012 
Larry Clark, Treasurer, 2012 
Sally Sherman/Peggy Simmons, 2012 
Larry Roy/Richard Grondin, 2013 
Jane Labreck, Secretary, 2013 
Keith Bridgham, 2014 
Earl Dighton, 2014 
Anthony Gatti, 2014 
 
Shellfish Committee 
Donald James, Chairman, 2014 
Rex Collamore, 2012 
Scott James, 2012 
Peter Fairfield, 2013 
Timothy James, 2013 
Paul Dickson, 2014 
Richard Forrest, 2014 
 
RSU #12 School Committee 
Mary Myers, 2014 
Kimberly Andersson, 2012 
Dudley Leavitt, 2012 
Eugene Stover, 2013 
 
Transportation Committee 
Donald Jones, Chairman 2012 
Lois Kwantz, 2012 
Seaver Leslie, 2012 
John Rafter, 2012 
Cynthia Fischer, 2012 
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Waterfront Committee 
Susan Robson, Chairman 2012 
Bryan Buck, 2012 
John Pringle, 2013 
Cindy Collamore, 2014 
Frank Sprague, 2014 
 
Wiscasset Water District Trustees 
Phil Di Vece, Chairman 2012 
Edward Kavanagh, 2013 
Dean Shea, 2013 
Mark Johnson, 2014 
Gregg Wood, 2014 
                    
250th Anniversary Committee 
Lisa Garman, Chairman 
Mary Ellen Barnes 
 
 
STATE SENATOR 
District 20 
Senator Christopher K. Johnson 
 
Home Address: 3230 Turner Ridge Road, Somerville, Maine 04348 
 
Home Telephone: 207-549-3358 
Capitol Address: Maine Senate 
  3 State House Station 
  Augusta ME 04333 
When the Legislature is in session, you can leave a message for 
Sen. Johnson by calling the State Senate Message Phone: (800) 
423-6900 or by calling the office at: (207) 287-1505. 
Capitol Telephone: 207-287-1505 
Capitol Fax: 207-287-1527   
Legislative Aide: Diane Johanson diane.johanson@legislature.maine.gov 
Senate web site: http://www.state.me.us/legis/senate 
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REPRESENTATIVE TO LEGISLATURE 
District 53 
Leslie T. Fossel 
 
Home Address:   P.O. Box 525, Alna, ME 04535 
Business Telephone:  207-586-5680 
Cell Phone:  207-631-0219 
E-mail:   fossel@oldhouserestoration.com 
Capitol Address:  House of Representatives 
2 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0002 
Capitol Telephone:  207-287-1400 (Voice) 207-287-4469 (TTY) 
State House E-Mail:  RepLes.Fossel@legislature.maine.gov  
House web site:  http://www.maine.gov/legis/house 
Year-Round Toll Free House of Representatives Message Center 1-800-423-2900 
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Hours 
 
Town of Wiscasset 
51 Bath Road 
Wiscasset, ME 04578-4108 
207-882-8200 
207-882-8228 fax 
 
Staff extensions are as follows: 
 
 101  Sue Varney - Assessor 
 102  Becky Applin – Accounts Payable  
 103  Lisa Garman – Executive Assistant / General Assistance  
104  Christine Wolfe - Town Clerk/Excise Tax Collector/Registrar of Voters 
 106  Misty Gorski – Town Planner 
 107  Shari Fredette – Treasurer / Property Tax Collector 
 108  Laurie Smith - Town Manager 
109  Rick Lang - Code Enforcement / Plumbing & Building Inspector 
 
TOWN CLERK & EXCISE TAX COLLECTOR  
& REGISTRAR OF VOTERS HOURS 
CLOSED HOLIDAYS 
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes and Registrations 
Hunting & Fishing 
Marriage Licenses, 
Copies of Vital Records 
882-8200 
 
Monday  8 a.m. to 7p.m. 
Tuesday  8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Thursday  8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Friday  8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
 
TREASURER/PROPERTY TAX COLLECTOR HOURS 
CLOSED HOLIDAYS 
Payment of Real Estate & Personal Property Taxes. 
 
Monday  8 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Tuesday thru Friday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday                 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
 
TOWN OF WISCASSET OFFICIAL WEBSITE: 
www.wiscasset.org  
From the website you may access the annual budget and annual audit as well as view the 
warrant for the annual June town meeting.  Feel free to contact the town office if you 
have difficulty in accessing any of the information on the website.  The following are 
email addresses for various town offices: 
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Town Manager    townmanager@wiscasset.org  
Town Planner & Economic Development townplanner@wiscasset.org   
Assessors Agent   assessor@wiscasset.org  
CEO    codes@wiscasset.org  
Town Clerk   clerk@wiscasset.org  
Treasurer / Tax Collector  treasurer@wiscasset.org  
Executive Assistant   admin@wiscasset.org  
General Assistance   admin@wiscasset.org  
 
TRANSFER STATION HOURS 
882-8231 
CLOSED HOLIDAYS 
 
Sunday & Monday   CLOSED 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday   10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
 
COMMUNITY CENTER HOURS 882-8230 
WINTER HOURS  
September 4th, 2012 thru May 28th, 2013 
 
Monday thru Thursday            5 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Friday   5 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Saturday   8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sunday   1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
 
SUMMER HOURS 
May 29th thru September 3rd, 2012 
 
Monday thru Thursday 5 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Friday   5 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday   8 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Sunday   CLOSED 
 
CLOSED FOR THE FOLLOWING HOLIDAYS 
EASTER, MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND, JULY 4TH, THANKSGIVING DAY, 
CHRISTMAS EVE, CHRISTMAS DAY, NEW YEARS EVE & NEW YEARS DAY, 
SHUT DOWN WEEK (AUGUST 25th THRU SEPTEMBER 3rd) 
 
PUBLIC LIBRARY 
882-7161 
Mondays   CLOSED 
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. 
Wednesday  10 a.m. – 7 p.m. 
Saturday   9 a.m. – 2 p.m. 
(Closed Saturdays from July 1 through Labor Day.) 
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Town Manager’s Report 
I am pleased and honored to have served as the Town Manager through another busy 
year. The Board of Selectmen, the Town staff, and I accomplished many things, dealt 
with a variety of challenges and moved the Town in a positive direction.   
Every organization has a structure, whether it is planned and detailed, or whether it just 
happens.  Our goal in Wiscasset is to develop a structure which creates order and allows 
for efficient and effective operations.  In 2011 we made great strides in this area 
including the following: 
 The Selectmen adopted our first set of job descriptions in February.   
 The Selectmen also adopted the Investment Policy in February.   
 The Selectmen adopted the personnel policy in March.  
 
Finances:   
The municipal budget for FY 2012 was $4,919,451, this did not include the County or 
Education expenses.   The total municipal revenues this year are projected at $3,059,720. 
The Selectmen recommended the use of $500,000 from the fund balance to use against 
next year’s taxes.  This equated to a 3.39% decrease in the tax commitment, or a $.12 
decrease in the municipal tax rate.  
 
The Selectmen adopted a new investment policy in 2011 to govern the use of the reserve 
funds.  The new policy allows for an annual distribution of 3.5% of the value of the 
account to be used towards capital projects, which will allow the fund to continue to 
grow, yet fund needed capital projects each year.  The Town voted on the first 
distribution under the new policy totaling a little over $355,000.  Equipment purchased 
through the Capital Plan included a pool pump rebuild, a Bobcat replacement for Public 
Works, a Transfer Station truck replacement, roof repairs for the Municipal Building, 
stair repairs at the Wastewater facility, and two generators to help man the 17 wastewater 
pump stations during power outages.  These capital projects were funded through the 
reserve fund and not through the general tax rate. 
 
The Town passed a bond for $350,000 to replace the commercial pier by the public 
landing.  The pier was constructed in 1976. The pier is dedicated to Town waterfront 
commercial activities that include vehicle access and vessel berthing. The Town also has 
a license to dump snow from the deck into the river.  On December 13th the Board of 
Selectmen were joined by fishermen Rex Collamore and Greg Hammond to reopen the 
pier.  The construction was accomplished by Prock Marine ahead of schedule and on 
budget.   
 
Town Employees Retirement System: 
The Town of Wiscasset has participated in a retirement system for their full time 
employees through Acadia Trust and ADS for many years.  The Town budgets a 6% 
match of employee contributions but also pays to administer the plan through the 
contracting of services.  The costs of match and administration total between $67,000 and 
$80,000.  In December the Town approved the adoption of the Maine State Retirement 
System.  The cost to begin this plan would be a 3.7% employer contribution and the 
Town would pay no administrative management fees.  The Plan is a stable retirement 
fund, is a better benefit for employees, is used by most other governmental employers 
and will save the Town money each year.   
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Emergency Medical Services Analysis: 
Over the past year, the Ambulance Service and I have discussed the ability of the 
organization to become independent.  The main difference between the ambulance and 
other departments is that they generate most of the revenue needed to operate their 
service.  Roland Abbott, the Director of the Ambulance Service, and I reviewed the 
finances of the department.  The annual expenses are approximately $280,000, annual 
revenues are about $220,000, leaving a $60,000 gap.  The service undertakes about 700 
calls each year with an average revenue of $500 per call.  It would require an additional 
100 calls per year to get close to closing the gap.  The issue is that adding 100 calls per 
year would require that the department be absent from the Town, as they would be 
answering calls in surrounding communities and more often require a back-up service.  
What is the expectation of the residents regarding having only Wiscasset Ambulance 
members available to answer calls in Town?  Other opportunities for revenue would 
include transports to hospitals, however the same issue would exist.  Another revenue 
source is contributions from surrounding communities who use our service.  Roland and I 
met with the towns of Westport, Alna, and Edgecomb; each have each agreed to 
contribute $3,000 towards operations this coming year.  The Selectmen can continue to 
evaluate the possibilities of a true  regional service with shared costs, meanwhile staff 
will seek ways to provide the best service while increasing revenues. 
 
Wiscasset Area Chamber of Commerce is Official 
In February of 2011, the Wiscasset Area Chamber of Commerce became official as the 
membership in attendance elected their first Board of Directors.   After a successful first 
year in operation, the Board held a day-long strategic planning session in December.   
The Town Planner, Misty Gorski, and I were invited to attend and participate as the 
Executive Board discussed their future plans for the coming year.  It was less than a year 
prior when Mary Ellen Barnes and I invited businesses to monthly breakfast meetings 
that eventually led to a formal organization.  The Board has a clear vision for the 
community and the local economy.  The Chamber and its members are a clear asset to the 
region and we will continue partnering with them to improve the quality of life for the 
Town, increase local commercial activity, and access federal and state resources.   
 
Shellfish Harvesting an Economic Engine?    
Dick Forrest of the Wiscasset Shellfish Committee came before the Board of Selectmen 
in May of 2011 to attempt to answer this question.  Dick worked with Amy Winston of 
the Lincoln County Economic Development Office and Mary Ellen Barnes of Lincoln 
County Regional Planning.  The study documented data on Wiscasset clam diggers: how 
often they dig, how many months a year they are engaged in clamming and how this 
compares with the other towns in Lincoln County.  The data shows that Wiscasset has 
about 140 acres of flats and the shellfish industry has a $115,515 impact on the local 
economy and is used as a resource by up to 14 clam diggers.  Although this is a small 
portion of the total economic impact in Lincoln County ($2.37 million), it is still a 
substantial small business for Wiscasset, keeping in mind that Waldoboro and 
Damariscotta have the largest portion of the shellfish industry ($1.87 million or 79%).  
One of the most interesting facts from the study was the realization that most clams 
harvested in Wiscasset are sold outside Lincoln County.  The local value of clam 
harvesting can be increased if there are opportunities for processing and wholesale 
services locally.   
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Village Development: 
The Board of Selectmen adopted the Downtown Plan for Wiscasset in May.  The plan 
includes the goals developed from the comprehensive plan, the waterfront plans, the 
railroad avenue improvements plan and the pedestrian/bicycle plan.  The reason for 
adopting the plan is to focus the Town’s future investments of time and infrastructure.  
The Town’s plans include implementing a phased waterfront improvement plan for the 
reconstruction of the commercial pier, the construction of a new parking lot and railroad 
facility on the north side of Route One, increased signage downtown to direct visitors, 
and recreational amenities such as the concert series on the Main Street pier. 
Another exciting development in the Village took place in June when a group of 
Wiscasset community members met to discuss the installation of “Museum in the 
Streets”.  Museum in the Streets was launched in 1993, and “is a company that creates 
heritage discovery trails for the benefit of a community's inhabitants and visitors. They 
work with towns to create free of charge walking tours that foster a sense of historical 
identity, educate, encourage preservation of local historic sites and promote the 
knowledge of the stories, events and traditions behind the creation of a community.  The 
series of panels that make up the tour invite people to discover a town's unique story at 
their own pace, over the course of an afternoon or several return visits.  The Museum in 
the Streets encourages all publics to consider that museums exist beyond the walls of the 
traditional institutions that collect and preserve the heritage of a nation and humanity.”  
The group has narrowed down the list of possible historic sites and is working to raise 
money to construct and install the infrastructure.    
Transportation: 
Route 1 - On August 1st the Town received the news that the Route 1 work had been 
“permanently suspended” and this action ended any plans to build a bypass around 
Wiscasset.  The Commissioner of DOT stated that it was a 6-8 week problem in July and 
August and did not justify a $100 million solution.  The Department committed to 
continue to “progressively seek strategies” to improve movements along Route 1 and 
Route 27 in both Wiscasset and Edgecomb.  The Selectmen met with representatives 
from Edgecomb and the Department of Transportation during the fall of 2011 to 
determine the next steps.  DOT should be bringing back alternatives to both Boards in 
2012.    
Pedestrians - During the summer of 2011, the State of Maine partnered with the Town to 
study pedestrian movements on Route 1.  The Town hired police officers to maintain a 
presence on Route 1 and assist pedestrians across the street.  The purpose of the study 
was to determine if by controlling pedestrian movements we could increase traffic flow.  
In September, Town officials met with the State of Maine Department of Transportation 
to review the effects of the 2011 summer study.  Analysis of the traffic data collected 
showed there was essentially no change in northbound traffic throughout with or without 
two uniformed officers directing traffic. Southbound traffic volumes increased 14.4% 
when two officers were present and the net overall improvement was 2.2%. It was noted 
that the reason for improved southbound traffic flow was likely due to the officers’ ability 
to see traffic conditions across Davey Bridge, while northbound traffic views are 
obstructed by the large hill and sharp curve located south of Water Street. Visual 
observations indicated that while overall traffic flows may not have improved 
appreciably, the conflicts between parked vehicles, pedestrians and vehicular traffic 
appeared to be less chaotic. As in the past, police did note there were still many instances 
of vehicle operators ignoring officer commands and jaywalking. Other police comments 
included the fact that vehicles cross US Route 1 to enter empty parking spots, further 
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causing unnecessary delays. Traffic volumes from May 1 through August 28 were down 
about 3% this summer from 2010, and slightly lower than 2009 traffic volumes. 
Main Street Water Line -The water line construction project took place throughout the 
summer of 2011.  As part of the project, the State of Maine DOT partnered with the 
Town to replace the stormwater lines along Main and Federal streets.  This work was 
needed as the pipes had deteriorated greatly since their installation in the 1970’s.    
Originally the State took the position that the work was the responsibility of the Town; 
however, after several meetings, the State agreed to fund the repairs that were more than 
two hundred thousand dollars.  The project ended up impacting the sidewalk along 
Federal Street, adding to the cost of the project.  The Road Commissioner was greatly 
concerned that the new curb height would cause safety concerns, drainage issues, and 
maintenance problems.  After several on-site meetings between the State, the Water 
District, the Selectmen, the contractor and Town staff, a resolution was reached.  The 
Town paid 20% of the cost of reconstruction of the sidewalk with the State picking up the 
remaining 80%.   
Staff Changes:  
In June, Lt. John Allen retired after 25 years of service with the Wiscasset Police 
Department.  This change led to the hiring of a new Police Chief.  A committee of 
citizens, town officials, and law enforcement representatives assisted in the hiring of 
Chief Troy Cline.  Troy worked the past 22 years in law enforcement with the Biddeford 
and the Hooksett, New Hampshire Police Departments.  Chief Cline has served as a 
SWAT Team Leader, and a Battalion Command Sergeant Major with the U.S. Army 
Reserves.   
 
Jeffrey Hinderliter, the Town Planner also left in the spring of 2011.  We again were able 
to bring in a top notch staff person through the assistance of our Planning Board, 
Selectmen, and Ordinance Review Committee.   Misty Gorski was hired in early fall and 
came to the Town with experience in Waldoboro and knowledge of planning and 
transportation and community planning in New Hampshire.  Misty has been a great asset 
as she has tackled many outstanding projects and made a huge impact on town operations 
in her short tenure. 
 
Mandatory Recycling 
In June, the Wiscasset voters authorized amendments to the Solid Waste Ordinance 
requiring mandatory recycling.  The penalty for non-separation of recyclables from 
unrecyclable goods is $2.00 per bag.   The Transfer Station staff spent many hours 
educating the public as to the new recycling ordinance and the basics of recycling.  This 
education effort included a new flyer and many one-on-one conversations with residents.  
Our goal was to increase recycling by 200 tons per year.  In 2010, we transferred about 
550 tons of recycled material, which included single stream, cardboard, mixed paper, 
metal, and reused items.  This means our recycling would need to increase by 37%, a 
lofty goal!   Out of the 550 tons of recycled materials 250 tons were single stream 
recycling, or 45% of the total.  Single Stream can be measured on a monthly basis and 
should increase by about 2 tons per week.   
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The Chart above shows our history before mandatory recycling and since.   Waste and 
recycling tonnages change with the seasonal population, so it is expected that the 
numbers will decrease over the winter months.  We will need to continue our education 
efforts in the Spring.   
 
General Assistance  
Lisa Garman, my Administrative Assistant, administers a State authorized program that is 
the “safety net” for people at the local level. Its focus is to help people before they fall 
through the cracks of the regular assistance programs administered through the State of 
Maine, i.e. section 8 housing, food stamps, temporary assistance for needy families, etc.  
Based on State formulas, in Lincoln County the amount of money on which a family of 
four is expected to live is $1,101 per month or $13,212 per year.  This amount assumes 
that 4 people will need $668 for food each month ($155 per week) and a two bedroom 
unheated unit for $619 per month.  One can quickly see that the program is expected to 
assist those at the very bottom of the income ladder.  If you are able to generate more 
than $1,101 per month in income, you would be determined to be “ineligible” for 
assistance.   
In the fall of 2011 we began seeing an increase in the number of people seeking 
assistance very early.  We have compared this fall season with last and can see a doubling 
of the number of people seeking assistance.  The explanation is variable from loss of 
State funding to increasing need (homelessness, unemployment, and higher public 
demands).  However, the number of people who are actually “eligible” and assisted has 
only increased by about 30%, again due to the severity of the poverty to be determined 
“eligible”.  
The amount of assistance granted increased by almost 120%.  The chart below shows that 
dollars per case and per person have increased in the 56% to 68% range.  The need for 
each person in this range has increased dramatically.  The majority of requests have been
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for heat and rent (the basics of assistance).  The issue is that federal and state cutbacks are 
requiring more assistance at the local level.  Further cuts in the federal and state level 
translate into increased municipal spending to deliver the same assistance or a reduction 
in those “eligible”. 
 
2010 2011 
 
Applications 
Processed 
Cases 
Approved 
# of 
People 
Assisted 
$ of 
Assistance 
Applications 
Processed 
Cases 
Approved 
# of 
People 
Assisted 
$ of 
Assistance 
September 6 3 4 $204.55  3 2 3 $30.06  
October 2 1 3 $83.69  9 2 3 $267.93  
November 4 3 9 $675.40  14 4 8 $842.68  
December 11 3 8 $649.03  23 6 17 $2,377.60  
Total 23 10 24 $1,612.67 49 14 31 $3,518.27  
 
Fall 2010 Fall 2011 
$ of Assistance $ per case $ per person $ of Assistance $ per case $ per person 
$1,612.67 $161.27 $67.19 $3,518.27 $251.31 $113.49 
Lisa began meeting with other community leaders to attempt to meet this increased need 
in a unified approach.  Non-profit social service providers, churches, and local 
government officials are working together to meet the needs of our low income residents 
without an increase in the property tax bill.   
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Laurie A. Smith 
Town Manager  
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Municipal Departments 
Airport 
Wiscasset Municipal Airport had another very successful year in 2011, one that put the 
airport on the regional map.   
Like 2010, aircraft operations were quite heavy with an annual adjusted average of about 
18,000 take-offs and landings.  Based and transient aircraft filled the parking aprons 
throughout the summer, often exceeding capacity.  This resulted in above average fuel 
sales, reaching 36,000 gallons (30,000 gallons in 2010).  And once again, sales exceeded 
revenue projections by about 150%.  In 2011 the combined revenue and property taxes 
raised by the airport covered all operating expenses with a surplus of funds.  
As reported last year, the airport continued with building renovations.  New high-
efficiency lights were installed in both the airport maintenance and terminal buildings, 
replacing older inefficient lights. Planned painting of the maintenance building did not 
take place, but is scheduled for the spring of 2012.   The major facility upgrade was the 
installation of additional security fencing and new state-of-the-art electronic gates. The 
gates were installed at three key locations with the purpose of controlling access to the 
airport operating areas. The gates are lift-style that reduce unauthorized access while 
keeping with the airport’s community feel. Based pilots and other authorized users are 
provided with an access code and proximity card that activates the gate. 
As also reported last year, 2011 was the airport’s 50th anniversary and was celebrated in 
style.  In July 2011, the Texas Flying Legends arrived and spent the summer delighting 
young and old with their fleet of World War II vintage aircraft.  Based at Ellington Field 
in Houston, Texas, Texas Flying Legends Museum (TFLM) flies their growing collection 
from Texas to Minot, North Dakota each spring, and now to Wiscasset, Maine each 
summer, and back to Texas in the fall.  The Museum’s mission is to acquire the best 
flying WWII aircraft available today, and exhibit these Flying Legends with a sense of 
inspiration for those who are not aware or involved in the great history of the United 
States. During their stay, from mid-July through early October, the aircraft were on 
display almost every day and the public came in numbers that we could not have 
imagined.  The TFLM chose Wiscasset because of the support it gets from both the flying 
and non-flying public, and announced in October 2011 that Wiscasset was their new 
permanent summer home. 
The airport held two big events in 2011 as part of its 
50th anniversary: a two-day open house in August 
and its annual Air & Land Family Festival in 
October, both featuring the TFLM.  Both events are 
planned and run by volunteers throughout the area.  
The August event drew an estimated 3000 visitors and brought in close to $9,000 in 
donations, of which $7,500 was donated to charities, including the Wounded Warrior 
Foundation, the Aviation Career Education (ACE) Camp, the Wiscasset Chamber of 
Commerce scholarship fund, and others.  The October Air & Land Family Festival was 
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expanded to include an air show by the TFLM, however inclement weather kept the fleet 
grounded, but the crowds still came.  This event also featured the CAF Red Tails 
Traveling Exhibit, a mobile theater dedicated to the famous Tuskegee Airmen.  For 
additional information visit the TFLM website at www.flyingfreedom.us. You can scan 
this QR code with your smartphone to watch a video of the Legends in action over 
Wiscasset and Boothbay Harbor. You can also watch it on YouTube at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YX8ST2eX8I.  Our 2012 open house is scheduled 
for August 11 & 12, and the 2012 Air & Land Family Festival and Air Show is set for 
October 6. 
As 2011 came to a close, our only Fixed Based Operator (FBO) announced that 
he would not be renewing his lease. After four years, Ocean Point Aviation 
would terminate its agreement to operate the terminal and maintenance 
buildings, parking aprons, and fuel system.  After careful deliberations and 
discussions between the Airport Committee, Town Manager, and Board of 
Selectmen, it was decided that the Town would take over most FBO services.  
While the “jury is still out” so to speak on the soundness of this decision, only 
time will tell if it’s the right one.  Early fiscal projections indicate that revenues will 
increase, primarily through the sale of fuel and leasing of hangar and aircraft tie down 
spaces.  The Airport Committee and I both agree that we are in a position to take 
advantage of our airport’s popularity and location along Mid-Coast Maine. We believe 
we can lower the cost of flying, which will attract more aircraft to Wiscasset.  I look 
forward to reporting back to the citizens of Wiscasset one year from now that this was the 
right decision and that we are one step closer to being fully self-supporting. 
In conclusion, it is important to remind the citizens of Wiscasset how vital this airport is. 
As a General Aviation Airport, Wiscasset is an economic engine that gives people the 
freedom to fly where they want, when they want.  It’s one of many vital transportation 
links along the beautiful coast of Maine. 
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the all-volunteer Airport Committee; Ken Boudin, 
Jr., Bryan Buck, Pam Brackett, Steve Williams, and Kevin Sprague. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Ervin Deck 
Airport Manager 
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Assessors’ Agent 
 
JANUARY 1, 2011 - DECEMBER 31, 2011 
 
Although there seem to be fewer home sales, the assessing office continues to keep busy 
with recording, posting in the database, and listing the sales on the sales maps with color 
codes.  The sales are reviewed for future workshops to be held with the Board of 
Assessors. All valid sales are documented in a sales book in the Assessor’s office and are 
very helpful to area appraisers who frequent the office.  The Town received our 
preliminary state valuation numbers for 2012.  This valuation represents the full 
equalized value of all taxable property in the municipality as of April 1, 2010.  Although 
the market is still very volatile, it is good to confirm with this report that we are still 
being consistent with assessing the entire town.  Our combined sales ratio was listed as 
104% with a quality rating of 12.  This compared to a ratio of 98% and a quality rating of 
15 last year.  The quality rating should be less than 20 to ensure that all properties are 
being treated fairly and equitably and the State allows for the combined ratio to be under 
or over 100 by 10%.   
 
Selectmen/Assessor David Nichols volunteered to go out in the field and take 
photographs of all the building permit properties so that the information was ready for the 
site visits to be completed later in the spring.   I want to say thank you to David for all his 
help; it was very much appreciated.  The building permit review work added 
approximately $3,517,128 in valuation, much of which came from additional Central 
Maine Power Company substation value, the new McDonalds, Shell Station and Bank on 
the south end of town as well as some new construction.   
 
The Board of Assessors met February 16, 2011 and June 28, 2011 to review, discuss and 
act on abatement requests for tax year 2010-2011.  The total amount of valuation abated 
was $1,424,527 resulting in reductions of $25,399.89.  Supplemental tax bills were sent 
to four taxpayers in the amount of $16,603.82 for tax years 2010 and 2011.   
 
The Board of Assessors was notified by the Lincoln County Commissioners of appeals 
scheduled for May 17, 2011 regarding the Douglas Smith property, which, after 
testimony, was ruled in the Town’s favor; and June 21, 2011 regarding Mason Station 
LLC, at which the Commissioners found no inconsistencies with the property on lot 15 
but on lot 72 ruled that due to a DEP order, which we were not aware of, the assessment 
be lowered to 25% functional.   The Commissioners also held an appeal on December 6, 
2011 regarding Dorothy Holbrook’s property and ruled in the Town’s favor.  Thank you 
to Jim Murphy, Jr. for representing the Town in this case.   
 
Below is a comparison of the tax commitment for the past two tax years to give a 
representation of where we stand. 
 
Tax  
Year 
Taxable 
Valuation 
Mill  
Rate 
County 
Tax 
Municipal 
Approp. 
Education 
Approp. 
Revenue 
Sharing 
Tax  
Commitment 
2011 448,188,800 .01515 $491,658.00 $4,908,586.00 $4,849,627.00 $260,000 $6,790,060.32 
2010 446,100,800 .0148 $480,843.63 $4,525,471.50 $4,823,359.31 $250,000 $6,602,291.84 
  
It must have been a tree growth penalty year!  A tree growth penalty is assessed to a 
property owner when the property is sold and removed from the tree growth current use 
exemption.  The penalty amount is a percentage calculated on the difference between the 
100% valuation a person would have been assessed and the amount of value actually 
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assessed based on the number of years the land was classified tree growth.  Three 
properties were calculated as the owners were considering the sale of the land but no 
property has been removed at this time.  I also met and discussed with numerous 
residents on the possibility of combining abutting lots for ‘tax purposes only’, in order to 
save some money. 
 
One task accomplished during the year was the naming of 911 roads and/or private 
driveways with two or more structures on them.  I would like to thank Codes Officer, 
Rick Lang, for his assistance in measuring distances so that the new numbers could be 
issued.  In all, we named 22 new 911 roads. Letters were sent to other residents in town 
to name their road/driveway, which will be completed later in the year.   I would also like 
to thank Ken Cooper, of the Highway Department, for his assistance and effort 
completing the road sign inventory so that the roads in town will have signs. 
 
I was involved in the completion of a couple of jobs that have been in the works for a few 
years.  Those were the creation of job descriptions and the complete review and rewrite 
of the personnel policies, which Town Manager, Laurie Smith, took on and 
accomplished.  Once adopted by the Board of Selectmen, all employees were given 
copies of their job descriptions.  There is also a copy of each job description as well as 
the personnel policy in a notebook in my office.  All department heads attended day-long 
supervisor training which was helpful to them in doing employee evaluations later in the 
year.  Employee evaluations have never before been completed.  A big thank you goes 
out to Laurie for getting this done.   
 
As Human Resource Officer for the town, I assisted employees with insurance matters, 
filing of income protection paperwork, processing any family medical leaves, and 
assisting with any new benefit choices.  I completed training and am responsible for 
setting up and tracking random drug testing appointments for all of our CDL truck 
drivers.  It was a busy year for workers compensation claims, but safety meetings are 
now conducted, which should help keep our employees safer.   I also assisted the Town 
Manager with various interviews for employee hires.   Some of my time each month is 
spent reconciling the town bank account.  All the reconciled statements then become part 
of the Town’s financial record.   
 
The assessing department continues to post the assessing information on the town’s 
website; the address is: www.wiscasset.org under the Assessor Department tab.  This 
service is well-received and very much appreciated by all that use it. 
 
In order to maintain my assessor certification, each fall I attend the Maine Association of 
Assessing Officers fall conference where I network with assessors from all over the state. 
We have speakers and discussions on a variety of topics.  I have discovered that 
comparing notes and interacting with many assessors has shown that we are not all that 
different and have similar assessing issues statewide.  I was elected to serve as a board 
member to the organization and attend meetings a few times a year.  Serving on the board 
keeps me connected with assessing issues statewide.  Many hours were spent this year on 
revising the organization’s bylaws which turned out to be a very big task!  This year I 
also served on the Audit Committee and was elected as Chairman of the Fall Conference 
Committee. 
 
I would like to remind everyone to apply for any and all exemptions, which may be 
available.  These exemptions may include homestead, veterans, and blind exemptions.  
All exemption applications are due before April 1st each year and are available in the 
assessor’s office and also by visiting the town website.  As always, if I can be of any 
further assistance please, contact me at the town office, 882-8200 extension 101. 
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In closing, I would like to personally thank Town Manager, Laurie Smith, for all of her 
assistance and support of all the town employees.  She continues to take care of ‘old 
issues’ and is constantly delving into new things.  We, as town employees, have all 
learned from Laurie’s experience in municipal government and she has great ideas for 
our town.    I would also like to extend a special thank you to all the town office staff for 
assisting in any way they could during my extended absence in the fall, as well as to a 
volunteer who has been extremely helpful in assisting me with ‘catching up’.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Susan M. Varney 
Assessors’ Agent 
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Notice to Veterans /  
Homestead Exemption 
 
 
Notice to Veterans 
Desiring Exemptions 
 
No exemptions on estates shall be allowed in favor of any person who is not a legal 
resident of the State; and provided that any male or female veteran, or blind person, who 
desires to secure exemptions shall on or before the first day of April, notify in writing the 
assessors of the cities, towns and plantations in which he or she resides and furnish proof 
of entitlement and thereafter said assessors shall grant such exemption while so qualified.   
 
In accordance with Title 36 MRSA section 653. 
 
 
 
 
Homestead Exemption Applications  
Available at the Town Office   
 
If you are a legal resident of the State of Maine and as of April 1st of any given tax year 
owned a homestead property in Maine during the previous 12-month period, which is 
your primary place of residence, you may qualify for a portion valuation exemption off 
your tax bill.  If you are already receiving a homestead exemption there is no need to 
reapply. 
 
In accordance with Title 36 MRSA, section 681-689. 
 
If you have any questions or if you are not sure if you qualify for the exemption, please  
contact the town office at 882-8200.   
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Clerk 
 
The Clerk’s office had a bang-up year in 2011.  We continue to be the “one-stop 
shopping location” for Municipal items.  Only in the Clerk’s office can you license a dog, 
buy a fishing license, get a certified copy of a vital record, pay your taxes, buy a marriage 
license and get married all in one transaction.  We also serve as the general information 
center of our building and look up a fair amount of telephone numbers for citizens. 
January saw all four passport agents receiving their recertification even though April 31st 
was our last official day as passport agents.  Federal law changes ended our ability to 
issue birth certificates and process passports from the same office.  We continue to 
provide photo services for passports or concealed weapons permits. 
Shellfish license allocations were the same in 2011 as in 2010.  Wiscasset’s commercial 
license allocations were 12 resident licenses and 2 non-resident licenses.  We also had 
recreational peck (clam) licenses with 30 resident and 3 non-resident licenses available 
for purchase.  The purchase fee is waived for those 65 years old and older and 12 years 
old and younger. 
There were a few law changes that affected the day to day operations in the Clerk’s 
Office.   Municipalities are now able to register both residents and non-residents in the 
salt water registry rather than having fishermen register with National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Association.  A resident fishing license now automatically includes the salt 
water registry and those not wishing to purchase that license can pay a nominal fee and 
register directly with IF&W through our office. 
Another law change that affected us was the law pertaining to public access to vital 
records.  While the previous year had seen changes to the law which closed all records 
for 100 years from the date of event, this law created problems for genealogists and town 
clerks alike.  The most recent laws loosened those restrictions and we now see death 
records closed for 25 years, marriages closed for 50 years and births closed for 75 years.  
The law also expanded the family members who will have access to the vital record if 
they are able to prove the family relationship. 
The Bureau of Motor vehicles upgraded their operating software this past year which 
thankfully produced no problems for us.  A motor vehicle registration can now list three 
people as registrants instead of two along with showing both mailing and physical 
addresses.  Also new in 2011 was the requirement that commercial vehicles with over 
10,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight involved in commerce be assigned DOT numbers.  This 
is a big change as previously the GVW requirement for DOT numbers was 26,000 lbs. 
2011 saw 14 businesses being added to our business license registry.  We continue to 
struggle with compliance to the ordinance requiring annual registration of all businesses.  
Registering your business with the town gives us the information we need in order to 
know who may be operating within our borders and allows us to promote the business 
both on our website directory and through customer inquiries.  There is no fee to register 
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your business and will only serve as a benefit during these tough financial times when 
everyone is trying to increase or at least maintain business levels. 
This was actually a year which saw fewer than normal elections.  Our first election of the 
year was in March where we voted on a 40-year lease with the State of Maine for a public 
safety tower site on Huntoon Hill.  Voters were also asked a non- binding survey question 
in regards to whether we should keep the Redskins as the Wiscasset High School mascot.  
Voter turnout was a dismal 335 voters for the June Annual Town Meeting Election.  All 
department budgets, ordinance changes and elected positions were voted on.  November 
saw a State Referendum election along with a Municipal ballot containing an 
appropriations request to use $5,000 of impact fees for Wastewater System capital 
expenses.  We also had a second non-binding referendum to gauge interest in withdrawal 
from RSU 12.  Voter turnout for this election was a phenomenal 1169.  Our final election 
of the year came in mid-December and presented an ordinance on the sale and use of 
fireworks and a request for the Town to join the Maine Employees Retirement System.   
Only 124 people cast their ballots in this election.  For all the election results, please see 
the warrants for each Municipal election that are included later in this publication. 
A change in the law pertaining to absentee ballots makes them no longer available after 
the 3rd business day prior to Election Day (the Thursday before a Tuesday election) 
unless special circumstances can be met.  We will also continue to have same day voter 
registration. 
 
Wiscasset Voters:                         
Total Voter Registration:  2754 
Democrats:  708 
Republicans:  907 
Green Independents:  74 
Unenrolled:  1065 
 
Census numbers 2010: 
3732 (increased from 3603 at the 2000 census) 
 
Motor Vehicle Excise Collected 2011 
$448,351.77 
 
Births:      Marriages:  
34 births recorded                      32 marriages recorded 
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In Loving Memory 
Laura Cederlund 1/4/2011 
Emilie Preyer 1/9/2011 
Geneva Bolling 1/18/2011 
Joanna  Bardo 1/29/2011 
Stanley Fairservice 2/4/2011 
Harriet Willey 2/11/2011 
Leigh Apt 2/13/2011 
Robi Saputra 2/28/2011 
Philip Little 3/6/2011 
Louis Goodman 3/22/2011 
Johnson Nein 4/9/2011 
Edward Grant 4/23/2011 
Nancy  Downing 5/5/2011 
Dorothy Gardner 5/8/2011 
Abbie Barter 5/12/2011 
Robert McRae 6/10/2011 
Arthur Flanders 6/16/2011 
Jamie Scott 6/18/2011 
Charles Preyer 6/23/2011 
Carmella Chadwick 7/19/2011 
Arthur Reed 7/21/2011 
Charles Caton 7/26/2011 
Jean Libby 8/15/2011 
Elizabeth  Chubbuck 8/25/2011 
Myrtle King 10/9/2011 
Millard Hanson 10/11/2011 
Philip Aversano 10/11/2011 
Raymond Dalton 10/19/2011 
Bessie Laramee 10/26/2011 
Dolores Maguire 11/3/2011 
Merry Leavitt 11/3/2011 
Roscoe Varney 11/6/2011 
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Ernest  Grover Jr. 11/30/2011 
Ronald  Hodgdon 12/12/2011 
Victoria Rukstalis 12/15/2011 
Linda Leeman 12/16/2011 
Barbara Hupper 12/24/2011 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Chris Wolfe 
Town Clerk 
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Code Enforcement 
 
This office has been very busy again this past year. There was a tremendous amount of 
training and testing in the new building codes mandated by the State. I am now certified 
in all areas of these codes: Residential Building Code, Commercial Building Code, 
Residential Energy Code, Commercial Energy Code, Indoor Residential Ventilation 
Code, Indoor Commercial Ventilation Code and Residential Radon Code. The new 
building codes were written to include all towns with a population of 2000 or more, 
which included Wiscasset.  Then, half way through the year it was changed to a 
population of more than 4000. Wiscasset has a population of about 3700 and at this time 
does not have to enforce these new codes. There will be some major changes in how 
building permits are issued, not only in the design of all of the projects but the number of 
required inspections once the new codes are enforced. With the added inspection 
requirements, the Town will need to look at changing fees. I have continued to work with 
both the Planning Board and the ORC along with our new Town Planner, Misty Gorski, 
in the development of the much needed changes to our ordinances. 
CODE ENFORCEMENT 
This year I issued 76 building permits; this is down from 99 permits in 2010. There were 
7 permits for new homes, 4 for completely new homes and 3 were for replacement from 
fires or tear downs.  There were 4 permits for mobile homes, all of which were for 
replacement. The largest project was for Ames True Value for a 10,000 sq. ft. addition. 
The Town received $8,221 in building fees, and the construction raised the Town’s 
evaluation by about $4,179,475. New construction starts remain slow.  
PLUMBING INSPECTOR 
I issued 45 plumbing permits for 2011; this is down from 54 permits in 2010. There were 
12 permits for septic systems (SSWD) and 33 for internal plumbing permits.  The total 
fees collected were $4,871.00, with $3,529.50 to the Town, $1,176.5 to the State, and 
$165.00 to the DEP. 
SIGN CONTROL OFFICER 
I issued 33 sign permits for a total of 43 signs.  The total fees collected were $1,720. 
After having to enforce the new sign ordinance for the past year, I have found several 
areas that I would like to bring to the ORC for review. As we change our zoning we need 
to keep the sign ordinance in consistent with these changes. 
HEALTH OFFICER 
This position is State-mandated and is overseen by DHHS, Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention.  I receive monthly updates from the CDC. As Health Officer, I deal with 
landlord / tenant issues, animal control, mold and malfunctioning septic systems along 
with a wide variety of other issues. 
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SAFETY COORDINATOR 
Our Safety program has come a long way since 2009. We now have regular monthly 
safety meetings with department heads. We had a site visit from MMA, our insurance 
carrier, and in his report he stated, “I am very impressed with the progress that has been 
made with the development of the Town Wide safety program. All departments visited 
have evidence of active participation in the Town Wide safety program. The development 
of these written programs should help with reducing hazards exposure to employees. 
Keep up the great work.” This really shows what can be done with teamwork! 
Respectfully submitted, 
Rick Lang CEO / LPI 
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Building Permits 
 
Date First Name Last Name St. # Road/Street Type Size Value 
1/5/2011 Paul Ezzell 45 Easy Street See Notes See Notes 1,000.00 
1/24/2011 Sydney Mc Carren Barnes Road Home 24' X 32'  243,000.00 
2/8/2011 Donna Pottle 619 Gardiner Road 
Kitchen 
remodel 55,000.00 
2/17/2011 Morris Farm 156 Gardiner Road Pole Barn 16' x 32' 3,000.00 
3/22/2011 Dion West 5  Evergreen St. New Roof 25' X 46" 10,000.00 
4/4/2011 CFE Telecom 53 Huntoon Hill Road Tower & equip 
SEE 
NOTES 80,000.00 
4/7/2011 Joshus & Abigail Seiders 125 Old Dresden Road Shed 9' x 20' 1,000.00 
4/26/2011 Larry & Carol Jewett 58 Oxhorn Road Addition 12' x 20' 24,000.00 
4/29/201 Cindy  Collamore  107 Fowle Hill Rd. Deck 10' X 24' 1,600.00 
5/9/2011 John Anzalone 18 Oak Ridge West Remodel 26' X 44' 100,000.00 
5/10/2011 Robert    Applebee 683 Gardiner Road Garage 25' x 40' 25,000.00 
5/16/2011 Joan Kaler 98 Old Sheepscot Road Deck 8' x 16' 1,000.00 
5/23/2011 CMP Footing 
SEE 
NOTES 54,000.00 
5/26/2011 Klem K Inv, LLC 1051 Gardiner Road MH 
SEE 
NOTES 12,000.00 
5/31/2011 Andrew Sciasci 43 Bradford Road Addition 12' x 16' 5,500.00 
6/7/2011 Bill & Cheryl  Thayer 296 Foye Rd. House 
2072 Sq. 
ft. 240,000.00 
6/16/2011 Margaret Colby 527 Willow Lane Shed 12' x 16' 1,000.00 
6/27/2011 Blanche Johnson 92 Beechnut Hill Rd. Garage 18' X 18" 23,000.00 
7/5/2011 John Anazlone 18 Oak Ridge West Garage, etc 
SEE 
NOTES 23,000.00 
7/5/2011 Cleveland Ashton 123 Lowelltown Road MH 
SEE 
NOTES 10,000.00 
7/7/2011 Michael Dunn Old Stage Road Garage    
SEE 
NOTES 35,000.00 
7/18/2011 Rowena Flynn 515 Lowelltown Road Woodshed 7'x7' 925.00 
7/20/2011 Richard Zeig 59 Federal Street Deck 
SEE 
NOTES 30,000.00 
7/21/2011 Ed & Arlene Polewarczyk 67 Young's Point Road Addition 
SEE 
NOTES 70,000.00 
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7/21/2011 Mark Welborn 19 Hickory Dr. Shed 10' X 14' 3,000.00 
7/25/2011 Herbert Register 19 Summer Street Remodel 
SEE 
NOTES 70,000.00 
7/27/2011 Wendy Ross 21 Willow Lane Rehab 
SEE 
NOTES 20,000.00 
8/1/2011 Robert Nesbitt 304 Gibbs Road Remodel - bath 5,000.00 
8/2/2011 Diane Robinson 519 Lowelltown Road Home/shed 
SEE 
NOTES 115,000.00 
8/2/2011 Mark Welborn 19 Hickory Dr. Deck 12' x 12' 2,000.00 
8/3/2011 Richard Forrest 20 Rocky Ridge Drive Deck add 8' x 7' 1,000.00 
8/3/2011 
George & 
Marjorie Knight 181 Alna Road Modular 28'x52' 131,000.00 
8/9/2011 
George & 
Marjorie Knight 183 Alna Road Garage 28' x 40' 25,000.00 
8/9/2011 Kyle Yacoben 277 Bath Road Remodel 
SEE 
NOTES 96,000.00 
8/10/2011 Al Rines 20 Bumpa Lane Shed/coop 6' x 8' 200.00 
8/11/2011 Steven M. Smith 23 West View Road Deck/kitchen 
SEE 
NOTES 15,000.00 
8/15/2011 Central Maine Power Antenna 32' 8,000.00 
8/16/2011 Nancy Appleton 216 Foye Road Apartment 
SEE 
NOTES 5,000.00 
8/24/2011 Chris McMorrow 1051 Gardiner Rd., #17 Mobile Home 
SEE 
NOTES 33,000.00 
8/29/2011 US Cellular 54 Huntoon Hill Road Antenna add 
SEE 
NOTES 18,000.00 
8/29/2011 Gordon Campbell 161 Old Bath Road Addition 
SEE 
NOTES 2,500.00 
8/30/2011 Micah O'Neal 43 Old Ferry Road Carport - Metal 22' x 24' 1,000.00 
8/30/2011 John Grundy 25 Freedom Song Lane Shed 12' x 12' 1,000.00 
8/31/2011 Chris Cossette 16 Three Pond Trail Deck - entry 5' x 12' 1,000.00 
9/6/2011 Tom Soule 59 Page Avenue Garage 
SEE 
NOTES 38,000.00 
9/8/2011 
Town of 
Wiscasset 9 Water Street 
Pier 
replacement 
SEE 
NOTES 350,000.00 
9/8/2011 James Roy 11 Page Avenue Shed 8' x 12' 750.00 
9/12/2011 Sue Shingleton 65 Lowelltown Road Garage, etc 
SEE 
NOTES 27,000.00 
9/12/2011 Henry Cole 185 Beechnut Hill Road Deck w/stairs 8' x 5' 1,000.00 
9/12/2011 Sidney McCarren Barnes Road Storage bldg 12' x 16' 4,500.00 
9/12/2011 Sidney McCarren Barnes Road Shed 8' x 8' 500.00 
9/12/2011 Sidney McCarren Barnes Road Shed 8' x 12' 1,000.00 
9/13/2011 Richard Harvey 144 Old Dresden Road Garage 
SEE 
NOTES 14,000.00 
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9/19/2011 Basil Bowen 970 Gardiner Rd., #10 MH 
SEE 
NOTES 8,000.00 
9/21/2011 Dwane Sukeforth 20 Sukie Lane Storage bldg 
SEE 
NOTES 12,000.00 
9/21/2011 Lady Marion Trust 506 Old Bath Road Deck 
SEE 
NOTES 2,000.00 
9/26/2011 Glenda Mitchell 91 Birch Point Road Remodel 
SEE 
NOTES 5,000.00 
9/29/2011 Nancy Appleton 216 Foye Road Shed 8' x 12' 400.00 
9/29/2011 Keith Hammond 223 Gibbs Road Addition 
SEE 
NOTES 55,000.00 
10/3/2011 Ames True Value 447 Bath Road Addition 
SEE 
NOTES 1,300,000.00 
10/17/2011 Madelyn Bailey 22 Bailey Lane Garage 
SEE 
NOTES 17,000.00 
10/18/2011 George     Green 605 Bath Road Greenhouse 28' x 70' 2,000.00 
10/19/2011 
Grover Auto & 
Tire 342 Bath Road Garage 
SEE 
NOTES 80,000.00 
10/24/2011 Kennedy Maine 11 Middle Street House 
SEE 
NOTES 160,000.00 
11/7/2011 Martin Fox 408 Willow Lane House 28' x 32' 260,000.00 
11/9/2011 Frank & Vanessa Schutte 4 Borskis Way Garage 24' x 32' 12,000.00 
11/14/2011 Sheri Dunbar 85 Fowle Hill Rd. Shed 12'X16' 3,000.00 
11/16/2011 Eric Johnson 54 Hale Pond Road Shed 8' x 8' 500.00 
11/28/2011 Anthony Goulette 40 Old Stage Rd. Roof 4'X18" 1,000.00 
11/29/2011 Pauline  Brewer 50 Old Sheepscot Rd. Green House 10'X14' 1,000.00 
12/6/2011 Peter Dalton 215 Indian Road Home   
SEE 
NOTES 95,000.00 
12/7/2011 
Habitat for 
Humanity 7 Danforth Street Remodel 
SEE 
NOTES 30,000.00 
12/7/2011 David Gagnon 153 Bradford Road Addition 10' x 30' 45,000.00 
12/7/2011 Bruce Benner 326 Bath Road Remodel 
SEE 
NOTES 50,000.00 
12/12/2011 Rynel Inc. 11 Twin Rivers Drive Shed - garden 10' x 12' 2,100.00 
 $  4,179,475  
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Plumbing Permits 
Date 
Per 
# F Name L Name Street Type  Cost  
1/3/2011 2669 Huntoon Grange 11 Huntoon Hill Rd. SSWD  $         135  
1/10/2011 2661 Lady Marion Trust Lot 3, Twin Oaks INT  $           60  
1/24/2011 2662 Anthony Barnes Barnes Road SSWD  $         115  
1/4/2011 2670 Michelle Peele 155 Federal Street INT  $           66  
2/8/2011 2663 Donna Pottle 619 Gardiner Road INT  $           40  
3/2/2011 2664 Ivette Segovia 43 Northwood Court INT  $           40  
3/9/2011 2665 Douglas Fitts River Point Road, #1 INT  $         120  
3/30/2011 2671 Tony Casella 565 Bath Rd. INT  $           40  
4/6/2011 2672 Andrew  Robinson 8 Clarks Pt. Rd. INT  $         130  
5/5/2011 2673 John  Anzalory 18 Oak Ridge West INT  $           90  
5/10/2011 2674 Robert Applebee 683 Gardiner Road SWDS  $         265  
5/10/2011 2675 Robert Applebee 683 Gardiner Road INT  $           40  
5/16/2011 2676 Michael Dunn 770 Bath Road SWDS  $         265  
5/26/2011 2677 Klem Investments 1051 Gardiner Rd., #28 INT  $           70  
5/31/2011 2678 Chewonki Found 485 Chewonki Neck Road INT  $           40  
5/31/2011 2679 Chewonki Found 485 Chewonki Neck Road INT  $           40  
6/8/2011 2680 Machinery Service 192 Chewonki Neck Road SSWD  $         100  
6/8/2011 2681 Steve Williams 112 Chewonki Neck Road INT  $           40  
6/8/2011 2682 Kenneth Boudin 112 Chewonki Neck Road INT  $           40  
6/23/2011 2683 Lonnie Kennedy 37 Churchill Street INT  $           40  
7/5/2011 2684 Cleveland Ashton 123 Lowelltown Rd. INT  $           70  
7/7/2011 2685 Mike Dunn Old Stage Rd. INT  $           50  
7/20/2011 2686 Coastal Commons  565 Bath Rd. INT  $           50  
7/21/2011 2687 Jason Peacock 278 Alna Rd. SSWD  $         265  
7/26/2011 2688 Paul Dickson 93 Chewonki Neck Road SSWD  $         265  
7/26/2011 2689 Jody  Register 19 Summer Street INT  $           60  
8/1/2011 2690 Robert Nesbitt 304 Gibbs Road INT  $           80  
8/9/2011 2691 Kyle Yacoben 279 Bath Road INT  $           60  
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8/16/2011 2692 Cheryl Thayer Foye Road INT  $         190  
8/16/2011 2693 Nancy Appleton 216 Foye Road INT  $           60  
8/30/2011 2694 Paulette Bailey 33 Bradford Rd. INT  $           40  
9/6/2011 2695 Ed  Polewarczyk 67 Youngs Point Rd INT  $           40  
9/19/2011 2696 Basil Bowen 970 Gardiner Road INT  $           90  
9/23/2011 2697 Glenda Mitchell 91 Birch Point Road INT  $           40  
9/29/2011 2698 Keith Hammond 223 Gibbs Road INT  $           40  
10/3/2011 2699 George  Knight 191 Alna Road INT  $           40  
10/4/2011 2700 Ray Soule West View Road, #2 SSWD  $         265  
10/4/2011 2701 Ray Soule West View Road, #1 SSWD  $         265  
10/4/2011 2702 Howard Davison 162 Bradford Road INT  $           40  
10/31/2011 2703 Martin Fox 408 Willow Lane SSWD  $         265  
11/7/2011 2704 Douglas Kennedy 11 Middle Street INT  $         190  
11/15/2011 2705 Lady Marion Trust Twin Oaks SSWD  $         265  
11/28/2011 2706 Tracy Coy  Gardiner Road INT  $           40  
12/1/2011 2707 Dianne Robinson 519 Lowelltown Road INT  $           40  
12/5/2011 2708 Melissa Wallace 402 Old Bath Road SSWD  $         285  
 $      4,871  
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Sign Permits 
 
STATE BUSINESS  BUSINESS LOCATION PD DATE 
ME Market Place Café 681 Bath Rd, $40.00 2/22/2011 
ME Garden Island Laundromat 681 Bath Rd. $40.00 2/22/2011 
ME Hair..We Are 43 Northwood Ct $40.00 3/2/2011 
ME Hair..We Are 43 Northwood Ct $40.00 3/3/2011 
MA Clipper Mart 68 Bath Rd $40.00 3/7/2011 
MA Clipper Mart 68 Bath Rd $40.00 3/7/2011 
MA Clipper Mart 68 Bath Rd. $40.00 3/7/2011 
MA  Clipper Mart 68 Bath Rd. $40.00 3/7/2011 
MA Clipper Mart 68 Bath Rd  $40.00 3/7/2011 
MA Clipper Mart 68 Bath Rd. $40.00 3/7/2011 
ME Pet Life 681 Bath Rd. $40.00 3/23/2011 
ME Pet Life 681 Bath Rd. $40.00 3/23/2011 
ME Sweet Georgia BBQ 536 Bath Rd. $40.00 4/6/2011 
ME Radar's Service & Repair 683 Gardiner Road $40.00 5/10/2011 
ME Umbrella Mental Health Services 42 Hooper St. $40.00 5/19/2011 
ME Antiques & Appraiser 57 Water Street $40.00 5/23/2011 
ME Maine-ly Sewing 49 Water st. $40.00 5/25/2011 
ME Maine-ly Sewing 49 Water st. $40.00 5/25/2011 
ME Maine-ly Sewing 49 Water st. $40.00 5/25/2011 
ME Manic Berries 806 Bath Road $40.00 6/23/2011 
ME Manic Berries 806 Bath Road $40.00 6/23/2011 
NH Enterprise Rental Car 378 Bath Road $80.00 6/30/2011 
ME DFH Acquisition dba Pet Lief 681 Bath Road $80.00 7/18/2011 
ME Farm Stand 257 Bath Road $80.00 7/18/2011 
ME Shed City Inc 806 Bath Rd. $40.00 7/18/2011 
ME Wiscasset Quik Stop 71 Gardiner Rd. $160.00 7/20/2011 
ME Wiscasset Quik Stop 71 Gardiner Rd. $160.00 7/20/2011 
ME Peapod Jewery Same $40.00 11/1/2011 
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ME Christmas Wreaths 536 Bath rd. $40.00 11/9/2011 
ME Art Gallery Same $40.00 11/14/2011 
ME Mid-Coast Powder Coating 519B Gardiner Rd. $40.00 11/29/2011 
ME Central Maine Pain & Headache Center 721 Bath Road $80.00 12/20/2011 
ME Possibilities Salon 147 Gardiner Road $40.00 12/29/2011 
$1,720.00 
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Temporary Business Permits 
 
 
  
ISSUED EXPIRES 
FIRST 
NAME 
LAST 
NAME BUSINESS  
BUSINESS 
LOCATION 
5/17/2011 6/17/2011 Alexa  High door to door sales 
5/24/2011 6/24/2011 Wayne Otto Hot Dog Cart 74 Flood Ave 
6/23/2011 9/21/2011 Nicholas Hewison Manic Berries 806 Bath Road 
6/31/2011 09/31/2011 Kurt Rauscher BBQ cart 536 Bath Road 
7/18/2011 10/18/2011 Stacey Pinkham Berry Vending 257 Bath Road 
7/18/2011 Terry Ryan Sheds 806 Bath Road 
11/9/2011 2/18/2011 Scott Colby X-Wreaths 536 Bath Rd. 
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Emergency Medical Services / 
Emergency Management 
 
To the citizens of the Town of Wiscasset 
 
The following is the report for the Wiscasset Ambulance Service (WAS) and the Office 
of Emergency Management for the Town of Wiscasset (EMA) 
 
In July of 2005 I took over as Director for WAS.  At that time, we had on our roster 3 
Paramedics, 10 Intermediate EMTs, 16 Basic EMTs and 6 CPR/Drivers for a total of 35 
Members.  As of January 1, 2012 we have 10 Paramedics, 9 Intermediate EMTs, 9 Basic 
EMTs and 4 CPR/Drivers for a total of 32 members. We also have 1 paramedic and 4 
Intermediate EMT’s on a per diem list, who are people who do not have the time to put 
into the ambulance service that is required to be a full member but want to help when 
they can. 
  
WAS is still running with the same type of volunteer/on call service that we started with 
in 1976 when the service  had 146 patient contacts.  WAS currently operates with 12 
members covering 5 weekdays Monday 0600 (6am) thru Friday 1800 (6pm), with 3 
members working each day and 12 members covering 6 night shifts Sunday 1800 (6pm) 
thru Saturday 0600 (6am). The remainder of the members fill in as needed to allow the 
crew members to take needed time off. 
 
The weekends are covered by volunteers who sign up to take duty. Their shifts run 12 
hours and start Saturday morning at 0600 (6am) and run through Sunday evening at 1800 
(6pm). There are also 3 members on shift during this timeframe. 
 
For the year ending December 31, 2005 the service had a total of 522 patient contacts. 
For the year ending December 31, 2011 the service had a total of 751 patient contacts.  
This is an increase of 229 patient contacts per year in 6 years.  
 
For the period of January 1, 2011 thru December 31, 2011 the service has responded to 
the following towns: 
 
Alna 39 calls   
Boothbay / Boothbay Hbr. 14 calls    
Damariscotta (Miles Hospital) 48 calls 
Dresden 16 calls 
Edgecomb 108 calls   
Westport 25 calls 
Wiscasset 481 Calls 
Woolwich 9 calls       
Other areas 11 calls  
 
The following is a breakdown of calls for the period 01/01/2011 thru 12/31/2011: 
 
Emergency calls: 701        Transfers: 50 
 
The service transported 685 patients to the hospital, had 48 no transports and 18 
cancelled calls. 
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The service currently has 2 ambulances; a 2003 Ford Wheeled Coach and a 2006 Ford PL 
Custom. We asked to replace the 2006 ambulance last year and were turned down due to 
budget restraints. The service will ask again this year (2012) to replace/remount the 
ambulance. The 2006 ambulance is newer than the other ambulance, however the 
reliability and increasing cost to repair it forces the service to request replacing this 
ambulance versus the older one.  
 
(EMA) Emergency Management Agency 
 
I was appointed in July of 2008 as the Emergency Management Agency Director for the 
town of Wiscasset.  Since then the town has come into compliance with the National 
Incident Command System (NIMS) by getting all required town employees trained to 
NIMS 100 and 700 criteria. NIMS 100 and 700 are required by the federal government so 
that if a natural or man-made disaster strikes the area, all town employees will be able to 
respond as a unit and best help the people of the area. This training is also a requirement 
by the federal government for towns who apply for grants like the federal fire grants. 
 
We have had a few storms this year which required the callout of the EMA and the Fire 
Department. The EMA and the Fire Dept. took care of numerous flooded roads in the 
town and closed off a few roads until the water went down. The Fire Department 
responded to numerous flooded basements. With the good working relationship that the 
EMA and the Fire Department has, this went very well. 
 
The town had 1 storm where EMA opened the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) for 
12 hours. This center is located in the fire station and consists of the following personnel: 
EMA Director, Town Official (Selectman), Fire Chief, EMS Director and a officer from 
Law Enforcement. I opened the EOC at 0600 and the EOC ran for 12 hours getting 
updates from FEMA Maine and Lincoln County EMA. The storm did not turn out as bad 
as it could have, being more mild than predicted with just some wind and rain. I opened 
the shelter at the Community Center with help from the Red Cross. We opened the shelter 
at 1300 (1pm) and ran the shelter through the night closing it at 0800 (8am) the following 
morning. The shelter had 21 people come for meals and had 4 stay overnight due to 
power loss at their houses. 
 
The town office still does not have an emergency generator. This is a vital piece of 
equipment in times of emergency. Without a generator when we lose power to the 
municipal building, we lose all of our communications to the people in the field and it 
takes away one of the town’s warming shelters which we have used in the past during 
extended storms. The town has had to rent generators (2) for each storm to make sure that 
we have power to the town office and the community center. Renting works when we 
have a storm that we can plan for but if the town gets an unexpected power outage it does 
not. 
 
In closing I would like to thank the townspeople of all the towns that we cover and their 
Board of Selectmen and Town Manager for their ongoing support of the service over the 
last year; including the Wiscasset Fire Department; the Wiscasset Police Department; 
Lincoln County EMA; Lincoln County Communications; and all of the Fire and EMS 
services we have had the privilege to work with over the past year.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Roland Abbott EMT-P 
Director Wiscasset EMS 
Director Wiscasset EMA 
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Finance 
Unpaid Personal Property Taxes 
 
NAME Amt Due
B & B AUTO 80.33$       
CHAPMAN, CHRIS 35.35$       
COLBY, DANIEL P. 160.66$     
HODGDON, JODY 160.66$     
HUNT COMPANY, INC. 123.23$     
K2 HOLDINGS LLC 803.29$     
KONVALINKA TRUST, DANILO 192.80$     
LAEMMLE, DAVID 16.06$       
LUCAS, KELLY 9.64$         
MASON STATION LLC 25.71$       
NEOPOST LEASING, INC. 32.13$       
NEW ENGLAND VENDING, INC. 72.30$       
NEXT GEN RETAIL LLC           240.99$     
PLUMMER, JOEY 32.13$       
REED, KENT 1,384.88$  
RENT A CENTER 142.98$     
TILAS, LUCINDA 451.46$     
VILLAGE CAR CARE     257.05$     
WEST, DION 883.63$     
WEST, PETER G. 11.61$       
WHITE, DOUGLAS C. & REBECCA 417.71$     
TOTAL 5,534.60$  
2010
UNPAID PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES
AS OF 4/11/12
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Real Estate Taxes 
 
 
Name Amt. Due
137 CHEWONKI NECK ROAD, LLC 2,425.20
15 SUMMER STREET REALTY TRUST 4,974.86
ABBOTT, JAMES 427.37
ABBOTT, MARY LEE 884.48
ALEXANDER, AUBREY ALEXANDER, MARY LOU 18.69
ALLEN, LYNNE    J/T  FIELD, KARENA 762.22
ASDOT, MARION H. 1,458.74
BAILEY SR., GERALD A.  J/T  BAILEY, SHELLEY A. 1,560.85
BARNETT TRUSTEE, ETHEL C/O MARILYN ALDRIDGE, PR 3,103.18
BEATTIE, JEAN E. 2,494.42
BELL, SANDRA 1,665.99
BELMORE, WILLIAM 10,831.65
BERRY, SALLY A. 571.19
BLAGDON, JENNA M. 2,079.71
BLOOM JR., GLADE O. 3,145.72
BRAWN, MARIE 1,084.46
CARLTON, MICHAEL H. 2,215.51
CATON JR., DEAN A. 619.48
CHAPMAN, CHRISTOPHER G. 5,296.94
CHAPMAN, KENNETH W. 403.67
CHAPMAN, KENNETH W. 127.77
CHAPMAN, KENNETH W. 105.28
CHAPMAN, KENNETH W. 1,580.14
CHAPMAN, KENNETH W. 388.94
CHAPMAN, KENNETH WAYNE 792.90
CHICK, DOUGLAS G. 35.91
CHUBBUCK, DAVID 1,405.78
COLBY, DANIEL P. 2,337.61
COLBY, DANIEL P. COLBY, JULI 2,189.80
COLBY, DANIEL P. 965.58
COLBY, SCOTT ROBERT 921.10
CONNORS, SCOTT 1,074.83
CONNORS, SCOTT CONNORS, WENDY 883.64
CRAWSON, JAMES 532.63
CROMWELL, LAURIE M. 676.39
CROMWELL, MARIAN O. 753.48
CROMWELL, MARIAN O. 927.85
CRUTE, LAWRESTON 839.50
CURTIS, GREGORY A. CURTIS, JOAN F. 494.88
DALTON, THEODORE 715.27
DELANO, KYMBERLY D. 1,119.04
DELONG, DARYL L DELONG, VICKI L. 1,520.62
DENOVO, LLC 2,577.83
DEREDIN, NANCI 3,755.46
DORR, GEORGE C. 399.08
DUFFY, KATHLEEN 670.21
EDDY, LLC 2,373.95
ELLIS, DANNY M. 674.01
ENGERT, BRUCE C. ENGERT, MARY-ELLEN 3,130.68
EZZELL, MARK A. 684.56
FAIRFIELD, KIMBERLY M.   J/T  LINCOLN, MARK A. 1,482.06
FAIRFIELD, SHAUN 747.91
FERRY ROAD DEVELOPMENT CO., LLC 11,618.16
FERRY ROAD DEVELOPMENT CO., LLC 1,241.28
FERRY ROAD DEVELOPMENT CO., LLC 5,296.15
2010 Unpaid Real Estate  Taxes as of 4/11/12
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FERRY ROAD DEVELOPMENT CO., LLC 16,698.89
FINLEY JR., MARTIN S. 9,055.60
FRANZEN, JR., RAYMOND W. 13,281.99
FREEMAN, GEORGE M. 2,087.81
GAGNON, ROBERT R. GAGNON, MISTY K. 1,318.20
GAGNON, ROBERT R. GAGNON, MISTY K. 635.39
GAUTHIER, DENNIS 723.82
GILES, WILLIAM 4.13
GILLESPIE, MICHAEL L.   J/T  GILLESPIE, MEGHAN S. 2,052.85
GORDON, MICHAEL D. 1,632.50
GORDON, PAMELA L. 69.90
GREENLEAF, ROBERT PRIVE, CARRIE 113.32
GROVER SR., JAMES MATTHEW GROVER, MICHELLE 257.91
HARRIS, BASIL J.. 1,099.13
HILTON, HARRY H. 582.31
HODGDON, DAVID P. 1,577.08
HOUSE LLC., FRANKLIN CLARK 12,968.42
HOWARD, JEFFREY E. 291.65
HUBER II, WILBUR ROSS 1,076.06
HUNT COMPANY, INC. 4,594.03
JAMES, KEVIN 1,070.00
JAMES, SANDRA E. 298.14
JONES, ROBERT ARNOLD    T /C STEAD, MARY E. 1,107.79
JOSLYN, GARY JOSLYN, DEBBIE 537.45
JUDKINS, DENNIS A. 374.61
KALER, JOAN 1,606.22
KING, JAMIE 51.76
KINGSTON, LENA KINGSTON, SEAN 389.65
L.B. MAPLEWOOD ESTATES, LLC 2,979.46
LAEMMLE, DAVID G. 2,937.69
LANGLEY, CURRIER 1,175.27
LARAMEE, MARK J.   J/T  LARAMEE, MELANEE A. 926.25
LEIGHTON, SAMUEL LEIGHTON, RUTH 195.25
LINDSEY, KATHERINE LINDSEY, MIRANDA 890.40
LUTES JR., STEVEN 150.78
MAREAN, KARL J. 1,039.26
MASON STATION LLC 1,446.00
MASON STATION LLC 3,648.58
MASON STATION LLC 3,624.49
MASON STATION LLC 3,624.49
MASON STATION LLC 3,642.15
MASON STATION LLC 3,648.58
MASON STATION LLC 8,827.24
MASON STATION LLC 3,691.95
MASON STATION LLC 3,674.29
MASON STATION LLC 3,736.94
MASON STATION LLC 36,266.78
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 3,624.49
MASON STATION LLC 3,627.70
MASON STATION LLC 653.90
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 642.66
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
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MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 3,624.49
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 653.90
MASON STATION LLC 653.90
MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 657.11
MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 653.90
MASON STATION LLC 1,229.06
MASON STATION LLC 2,340.82
MASON STATION LLC 1,990.59
MASON STATION LLC 2,180.16
MASON STATION LLC 1,907.04
MASON STATION LLC 2,382.59
MASON STATION LLC 2,029.14
MASON STATION LLC 2,377.77
MASON STATION LLC 1,246.73
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 1,246.73
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 661.93
MASON STATION LLC 673.17
MASON STATION LLC 669.96
MASON STATION LLC 665.14
MASON STATION LLC 665.14
MASON STATION LLC 653.90
MASON STATION LLC 3,642.15
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 1,224.24
MASON STATION LLC 1,866.88
MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 658.72
MASON STATION LLC 657.11
MASON STATION LLC 657.11
MASON STATION LLC 653.90
MASON STATION LLC 668.36
MASON STATION LLC 1,884.55
MASON STATION LLC 668.36
MASON STATION LLC 1,871.70
MASON STATION LLC 1,860.45
MASON STATION LLC 1,866.88
MASON STATION LLC 1,866.88
MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 1,892.59
MASON STATION LLC 1,863.66
MASON STATION LLC 1,863.66
MASON STATION LLC 7,593.27
MASON STATION LLC 1,857.23
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 650.69
MASON STATION LLC 655.50
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 652.29
MASON STATION LLC 666.76
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MASON STATION LLC 1,257.98
MCAFEE, MABEL 2,070.91
MURRAY DAVID R.     J/T  MURRAY, JUNE L. 1,605.00
MURRAY HILL PROPERTIES, INC. 34,038.85
MURRAY, WENDY L.   J/T  MURRAY, BRIAN C. 1,915.53
NEXT GEN RETAIL LLC 11,170.64
NICHOLS, KIRBY T. 735.06
NICOLL,GORDON F., PETER S. & ROBERT S. CO-TRUSTEES OF NICOLL FAMILY TRUST 6,543.59
PERKINS, KRISTY 164.72
PERRY, PATRICK W.   J/T  PERRY, LEANITA M. 1,972.85
PETEFISH, JANNAH     J/T  HAEDRICH, TODD M. 6,306.66
PINKHAM, JR., ALBERT 987.30
PINKHAM, MIKE 241.83
PINKHAM, STARR A. 741.49
PLANT, IRENE M. 2,037.17
REED, CHARLES 306.11
REED, CHRISTOPHER D. REED, JACKLYN D. 417.96
REED, NAOMI 217.74
RINES, ALBERT L. & RACHEL-ETTA   L/T  RINES, GILBERT,WILLIAM, CHARLES,HEIDI, & KATHLEEN 944.22
RINES, GILBERT H. 113.32
RINES, WILLIAM RINES, BRANDI 445.87
SCHAFFER, DEBRA E. 4,973.95
SENECA, STEPHEN SAFFORD, CARRIE 547.76
SHEA, BRANDON 195.25
SHERMAN, CATHERINE A. 1,804.31
SOMMELIER HOLDINGS, LLC 1,895.03
SPROUL, MARJORY DELANO, DEVISSES OF SPROUL, PERRY 1,956.08
STRONG, ISAAC 1,659.63
SUKEFORTH, BRIAN SUKEFORTH, DARCY 1,168.84
SUKEFORTH, BRIAN 151.87
TENNEY, MARK HUTCHINS, CECILIA 481.96
TRAVIS, PAUL A. TRAVIS, CHERYL L. 3,423.60
TRUE, DONALD A. TRUE, DENISE L. 1,923.94
VANBRUNT, ROBERT W. VANBRUNT, JEAN T. 1,338.82
WAITE, JOSHUA 347.87
WALL, HEIDI 174.36
WEST, PETER G. WEST, MICHAELA H. 5,688.95
WHITCOMB, TANYA WHITCOMB, JAMES 431.42
WHITEBEAR, LINDA & HEYDON, C. HOLT,K.,OLIVER,J.(D.STRANGFELD) 2,313.77
WIDMER, STEPHEN K. 6,572.36
WIDMER, STEPHEN K. 612.96
WISCASSET RACEWAY, LLC 773.62
WISCASSET RACEWAY, LLC 19,738.58
WISCASSET, INHABITANTS OF THE MUNICIPALITY 1,463.61
TO TAL 488,390.59
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2011 Payroll Totals 
 
 
012   JASON DOWNING 2,010.00
013   D. KENISTON COOPER JR. 42,159.04
014   MICHAEL WILLIAMS 1,810.00
016   REBEKAH APPLIN 37,625.09
020   JOHN BLAGDON JR. 450.00
027   SUSAN HAMMOND 43.80
029   MATTHEW HUBER 41,471.37
042   TODD SOUZA 55,216.72
043   DAVID GAGNON 1,100.00
045   MAUREEN SMITH 1,032.26
048   DORIS GABRIELE 11,689.85
050   LORI CRONK 121.50
063   JOAN BARNES 688.76
068   NATHAN BARNES 7,217.74
076   EDWARD GOUD 1,250.00
077   JEFFREY BAILEY 2,295.00
088   DUANE GOUD 480.00
090   SHARON PENNINGTON 20,729.34
105   TIMOTHY MERRY 200.00
107   BETTY KENNEDY 162.55
109   WILLIAM RINES 56,076.32
111   WILLIAM ANDERSON 220.00
113   NANCY WYMAN 1,106.60
116   LAWRENCE GORDON JR. 440.00
117   JEFFERY SPEED 4,420.50
122   MICHAEL WILLIAMS 2,245.00
125   TIMOTHY MERRY 3,155.50
128   JOAN GRONDIN 122.64
153   SARA GEORGE 65.70
154   ROBERT MACDONALD JR. 37,440.00
173   MICHAEL GORDON 976.50
174   MARK JONES 44,585.75
175   WILLIAM THAYER 42,635.14
177   NATALIE DEMENY 11,896.08
193   LAURIE BERRY 235.80
197   JOHN MERRY JR. 2,760.00
198   TIMOTHY MERRY 836.00
204   JEFFREY HOWARD 6,586.21
211   PAMELA EMERY 10,427.08
2011 PAYRO LL TO TALS
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217   NICHOLAS MERRY 2,924.00
221   CHRIS COSSETTE 2,120.00
223   MICHAEL SMITH 18,449.00
233   ROBERT MACDONALD JR. 107.00
251   DAVID GAGNON 31,605.88
253   JOHN ALLEN 37,570.95
262   JOHN GRUNDY 8,061.50
264   JAMES GEORGE 53,171.93
266   RONALD LEAR 44,913.38
269   PETER RINES 530.00
282   ROBERT BICKFORD JR. 11,629.96
290   TONY COLBY 40,889.72
295   DUANE GOUD 350.00
296   LARRY RINES 490.00
302   MAURICE PICKERING 42,982.78
322   LORI LAPOINTE 36,959.24
332   ALFRED SIMMONS III 18,710.41
341   MATTHEW GORDON 600.00
353   BONNIE BLAGDON 27,277.50
359   EDGAR RANKIN JR. 220.00
379   ROBERT MACDONALD JR. 640.00
383   WENDY WILLIAMS 6,420.50
387   JEAN BEATTIE 5,020.50
397   PAULA FOYE 614.25
402   KATHY WILLIAMS 47,527.96
405   LEVON TRAVIS 260.00
428   WILLIAM RINES 260.00
433   SUSAN VARNEY 44,420.48
436   JEFFERY SPEED 520.00
438   MARCIA LOVEJOY 5,616.50
468   ROLAND ABBOTT 50,681.30
485   LESLIE WENTWORTH 29,956.26
494   PATRICIA BRIDGHAM 227.76
506   ROBERT MCFETRIDGE 565.00
520   DANIEL NICHOLS 1,927.00
532   ROBERT BANKS 1,441.00
537   JACQUELINE  LOWELL 4,592.70
545   NICHOLAS A MERRY 2,830.50
546   TIMOTHY J MERRY 2,692.00
550   TIMOTHY WEATHERBEE 450.00
553   BONNIE MARCOUX 210.00
555   KATHARINE MARTIN-SAVAGE 109.50
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581   ADAM ST JEAN 2,605.26
586   LORIE MERRY 61.32
589   SUSAN BLAGDEN 100.00
590   MAEVE TISCHBEIN 374.50
592   NOREEN MCLEOD 4,668.26
602   JAMES REITH 13,392.00
605   TODD D SOUZA 530.00
606   BRENDAN  JOYCE 1,520.00
613   SPENCER BAILEY 30,801.46
614   JEFFREY HINDERLITER 19,614.56
619   CHRISTOPHER M MARCOUX 150.00
626   KERRY LEEMAN 11,251.76
632   DAVE RENFRO 2,808.00
637   CAROLINE DAVIS 1,042.55
639   SYDNEY PONTAU 1,308.00
641   MARK WEBBER 13,239.50
642   NANCY O'BRIEN-MACKINNON 1,907.50
644   GARY CARON 7,705.55
645   DANIEL NICHOLS 450.00
652   DICKEY BRIGANCE 3,061.00
667   ROBERT BLAGDEN 1,100.00
668   DANIEL AVERILL 4,537.00
670   JOANN HARRISON 6,665.50
671   SHAWN HOUSE 9,893.50
677   PAMELA LEAR 24,531.63
679   MARLA BLAGDEN 5,242.00
684   DAVID NICHOLS 2,675.00
685   DONALD JONES 17.52
695   RACHEL HANLEY 495.21
702   ROBERT MESIMER 1,883.00
704   JACOB WILLIAMS 6,841.00
712   JON HENTZ 2,571.89
714   JOAN BICKFORD 5,478.56
716   JEFFERSON SLACK 370.00
721   NANCY APPLETON 1,639.64
723   LUCINDA YOUNG 2,507.50
728   BELINDA HAGGETT 61.32
730   JOHN VANHORN 568.00
733   ALEXANDER SLACK 3,429.01
736   MARK WALSH 1,690.50
738   MATTHEW GORDON 1,189.50
740   WILLIAM CURTIS 1,300.00
741   NEIL PAGE 384.75
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743   DONALD SMITH 18,353.75
744   MORGAN WHITE 2,856.91
745   ADAM TEMPLE 14,390.00
754   GLENN BANGS 282.17
755   SUSAN LAMOUREUX 56.38
756   SUE ANDERSON 4,234.00
758   JOHN MCLEOD 746.50
759   DENIS HEBERT 8,423.83
767   PAMELA HARDING 290.25
769   PETER DALTON 13,391.78
773   COREY BLAGDON 300.00
776   ROSS HANLEY 1,627.89
781   ROBERT BICKFORD 3,682.17
783   LOUISE SPEECE 3,593.25
784   CRAIG BALSDON 13,800.00
785   HEATHER HODGDON 8,410.77
786   AMELIA PENNINGTON 2,244.01
787   JAJA MARTIN 1,946.25
789   LISA GARMAN 32,449.51
791   TODD BAYHA 974.85
792   CONNIE DALTON 108.00
793   CODY HAGGETT 1,450.00
796   ROGER QUANDT 1,175.00
797   CHRISTINE WOLFE 44,228.86
799   NICHOLAS GROVER 1,130.00
800   GREGORY GRIFFIN 57,674.34
802   ASHTON BENN 3,710.75
803   PAMELA DUNNING 2,400.00
806   BRIAN CAMPBELL 1,691.46
807   SAMUEL SCHMAL 2,323.50
808   KIMBERLEY WHITE-KAISER 530.50
809   JUDITH COLBY 2,725.00
811   ROBERT WOLFE 29,385.89
813   RICHARD LANG 47,036.18
819   MACKENZIE CHANCELLOR 870.04
821   KRISTINE TRACY 12,413.00
824   ZOE BIGLEY 37.23
826   EDWARD POLEWARCZYK 2,400.00
828   DAVID FLORIN 308.00
829   BAILEY HARRISON 1,792.20
830   CATHERINE HENDRICKS 1,081.13
831   JASON HINMAN 1,840.65
833   STEPHANIE HEWITT 1,720.52
836   RYAN HANLEY 2,881.51
837   LAURIE SMITH 89,067.15
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838   DEVIN GROVER 3,289.88
839   CAROLYN MACDONALD 1,181.50
842   GREGORY SIEGEL 4,067.50
843   MARTHA BANGS 182.54
844   BENJAMIN FIELD 4,405.15
845   ELIZABETH HOWARD 2,382.50
846   TARA LITTRELL 325.50
847   DEBORAH SIEGEL 298.50
849   LARRAINE BARNES 565.00
850   ZACHARY ELLISON 607.38
851   HOLLIE JALBERT 56.00
854   SHAWN HIGGINS 95.22
855   WILLIAM GILES 10,711.22
857   DAVID BODGE 14,731.25
858   TYSON FAIT 8,082.25
859   JASON WARLICK 29,123.91
860   REINA-ANN NURNBERGER 461.25
861   JAMES READ 4,926.75
862   OLIVIA PENNINGTON 1,113.50
863   ERVIN DECK 1,350.00
864   BRIANA GOUD 1,477.53
865   MADELINE WEHRLE 1,183.16
866   CRYSTAL ESTES-ALMASI 85.41
867   PAUL WASSEROTT 747.00
868   STEPHANIE EARLE 2,647.78
869   KARA MULLIN 59.50
870   TANYA BAILEY 13,337.00
871   PETER EDWARDS 2,533.50
872   DEANE STANTON 1,929.50
873   PRESTON DUNNING 1,400.00
874   DANIEL NESSMITH 1,290.00
875   ZACHARY PICKERING 5,256.00
876   JAMES ANDRETTA 3,321.00
877   MATTHEW PETRIE 1,722.50
878   RYAN CROMWELL 720.00
879   KYLE CANADA 810.00
880   MARK MCDONALD 840.00
881   ALEX GREENLAW 10,978.25
882   PERRY HATCH 3,524.50
884   PAUL RUBASHKIN 450.00
885   ELEANOR GROVER 135.00
886   TROY CLINE 17,980.74
887   JUANITA GREENLEAF 1,503.41
888   EMILEE DELANO 551.27
889   BECCA ERSKINE 356.27
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890   AUSTIN HASKELL 69.38
891   MISTY GORSKI 8,444.16
892   CAROLE JORDAN 2,101.00
893   THEODORE SNOWDON 1,468.50
894   KELLY RAMSAY 445.00
895   NATASHA COSGROVE 1,585.25
896   JACOB NALL 692.75
897   ANNELIESE PUGH 605.00
898   MICHAEL DOUCETTE 857.25
899   GORDON GOLDSMITH 1,725.75
900   ROBERT DOODY 3,097.50
901   AMANDA PENDERGRASS 272.00
902   JARED BLAKE 91.00
903   KEITH BRIDGHAM 30.00
Total 1,868,509.39
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Fire 
 
The Wiscasset Fire Department responded to 184 calls for service between January 1 and 
December 31, 2011. This is a 15% increase over the same time in 2010 when we responded to 
159 calls for service. Of the 184 calls, 54 were to neighboring communities to provide “mutual 
aid” assistance. The towns that we responded to most for mutual aid were Edgecomb, Alna, 
Dresden, Woolwich and Westport Island. As much as we provide mutual aid for these area 
departments, we rely on them to return the favor when we call for assistance, should the need 
arise. Their support is unwavering and I would like to thank the area Fire Chiefs and their 
departments for their continued support. 
 
The Fire Department had several notable incidents this year. In January, a fire caused significant 
damage to a historic property on Churchill St. and displaced the family. Another fire destroyed a 
home on the Old Sheepscot Rd. in February and also displaced a family of 3. March saw a large 
rain storm come through resulting in assistance to 14 residences in removing water from their 
basements. This was an all-day event, and the members of the department never faltered or 
complained about the working conditions. Tropical Storm Irene brought a day of excitement to 
the area. We responded to 13 incidents of storm related problems including trees and wires down 
in the road, trees falling on houses, flooding, etc. Again, the fire station was manned and several 
crews patrolled the town looking for hazards. In September, an arson fire claimed an abandoned 
Wiscasset landmark when the former Tony’s Pizza building burned.  Two juveniles were 
arrested for the crime. Then, just 2 days short of the New Year, a fire destroyed a home on the 
West Alna Rd. displacing a family of 4.  
 
Throughout all these incidents, the members of the Wiscasset Fire Department, as well as our 
mutual aid departments, missed birthdays, holidays and family get-togethers to respond to the 
calls for help at all hours of the day and night in all kinds of weather conditions. These are true 
professionals who do this job, not for the money, but for the satisfaction of helping their fellow 
citizens. 
 
The department also attended several special events throughout the year including Touch-a- 
Truck at the Airport, a ceremony marking the 10th anniversary of 9-11 in Boothbay, the 
Damariscotta Pumpkinfest parade as well as our own annual Fire Prevention Open House, 4th of 
July celebration and visit to the Primary School with Sparky the Fire Dog. When the members 
participate in these events, they do it on their own time, for the good of their community. 
 
Training for the year included our annual training that is mandated by the Maine Bureau of 
Labor Standards, which includes, Bloodbourne Pathogens, Haz-Mat Awareness refresher, traffic 
control, Sexual Harassment, Hazard Communication, Lock-out / Tag-out and Fire Extinguishers 
(Yes, even the Fire Department has to have fire extinguisher training).  Our members also had 
training in the advanced levels of the Incident Command System, Live Fire Training, Pump 
Training, Sprinkler system training as well as an annual NRC-mandated fire drill at the Maine 
Yankee Independent Fuel Storage Facility. 
 
We welcomed 2 new members in 2011. James Pray and Brittany Corson joined the department 
in March and April, respectively. The Fire Department has a 45-member limit on the roster and 
with the 2 latest additions, we have achieved that number and began a waiting list of prospective 
members throughout the year. 
 
Our equipment continues to be in good shape, thanks to the continued work of our town 
mechanic, Mark Jones and Road Commissioner, Greg Griffin. I would like to thank them for 
their continued support and efforts in the daunting task of maintaining an aging fleet of vehicles. 
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We will have some added challenges ahead for the Fire Department with a new state law and 
local ordinance legalizing fireworks that went into effect on January 1, 2012. The department 
would like to remind everyone that in order to display fireworks in the town of Wiscasset, you 
must obtain a permit from the Fire Department. This permit is very similar to the outdoor 
burning permit and must be obtained before lighting off the fireworks. 
 
I would like to thank the departments that we work with on a daily basis: EMS Director Roland 
Abbott and the members of the Wiscasset Ambulance Service, Chief Troy Cline and the officers 
of the Wiscasset Police Department as well as Communications Director Tim Pellerin and the 
entire staff of the Lincoln County 9-1-1 Center for their continued support of the Fire 
Department. These departments are the heart and soul of public safety and we should all be very 
proud of the work they do for our community. 
 
Most importantly, I would like to thank the citizens of the Town of Wiscasset. Without your 
continued support, your Fire Department could not give you, its “customers”, the highest level of 
service possible. 
 
In closing, I would like to thank the members of the Wiscasset Fire Department and their 
families. Without your commitment and continued determination to work hard and strive to be 
the best Fire Department that you can be, as well as the support and sacrifice of the families that 
you leave at a moment’s notice, this department would not be the best Fire Department around. It 
is truly an honor and a privilege to not only be associated with, but to be the leader of such an 
amazing group of men and women. I want to thank each and every one of you for your 
continued support and sacrifice for the betterment of your community. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Rob Bickford, Fire Chief 
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Harbormaster 
 
This past year was a year of major construction in and around Town, with the digging up 
of Main Street to replace waterlines.  It put a lot of strain on our already limited parking 
problem.  Thanks to patience and help from the Wiscasset Yacht Club in providing 
additional parking, the waterfront ran smoothly to the start of the boating season.  Then 
came the new Chamber of Commerce, which will be a great asset to our Town.  They 
have some great ideas to promote our Town and all it has to offer.  With the Chamber 
getting involved with the new Museum in the Streets, it will help revitalize our Town 
history and heritage. 
 
Todd Souza and the Parks and Recreation Department, along with volunteers and help 
from the Waterfront Committee had a great first year with the Alive on the River concerts.  
We had great music by local bands and the people from Town seemed to enjoy the music 
and just getting out to enjoy our beautiful waterfront.  Things are already getting set up 
for the upcoming season.  We hope to see more of a turnout this season.  It was a great 
boost for our merchants around Town as well as the vendors on the pier. 
 
This past year was a busy one for me and Greg Griffin, our Road commissioner.  We 
fixed the pier caps on Whites Island Bridge.  This was an ongoing project most of the late 
summer and into fall.  We hope that this fix will last until a permanent solution can be 
reached.  There were more floats replaced at the boat ramp downtown and one at Ferry 
Landing launch ramp.  These floats were in desperate need of replacement and our Town 
crew did a great job in the construction part of this.  Thanks guys!  We also preplaced one 
more aluminum ramp on the Recreational Pier.  We have just one more ramp to replace at 
Ferry Landing and all our ramps will be updated from wood to aluminum.  I am in hopes 
this year the Ferry Landing road ramp will be replaced. 
 
This year we also received word that we were selected for a grant for $100,000 to 
upgrade our Recreational Pier.  This has been an ongoing project for me and Kevin Russo 
from Augusta.  Kevin and I tried to get money to repair our Commercial Pier but fell 
short in 2009.  So when the money came along from the Maine Coast Gas Tax, Kevin 
thought of Wiscasset.  Thank you, Kevin.  I am in hopes that we put this money to good 
use and upgrade and enhance our Recreational Pier and floats. 
 
Last but not least is the replacement of our Commercial Pier.  This has been a goal of 
mine from the day I took the job as Harbormaster four years ago.  Thanks to the new 
Capital Improvement Plan and our Townspeople voting to replace our old and broken 
down pier, it finally came together this past fall!!  And what a really nice pier it is.  Prock 
Marine Company did a great job.  Derek Prock and his men did a very professional job 
with the replacement.  It was done in the timeframe we were looking for, and we were 
able to use it for our snow removal this winter.     
 
In closing, I will say thanks to my townspeople and co-workers who have supported me 
over the last few years as Harbormaster.  It has been a great experience to work for the 
Town that I grew up in.  I hope that I have done a good job for my town and the people 
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who work on the water daily.  I hope the new Harbormaster can keep our waterfront 
moving forward to improve our facility and to make it more appealing to come to our 
Town by water.  I think our waterfront is a very big asset, and we have to keep improving 
it for future boaters to enjoy. 
 
Thanks for the years!! 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peter Dalton 
Harbormaster 
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Parks & Recreation 
 
To the Citizens of Wiscasset, 
 
The mission of the Wiscasset Parks & Recreation Department is to create recreational 
opportunities to increase the social, emotional and the physical well-being of our 
community, while providing safe, accessible and well-maintained facilities and parks to 
enrich the overall quality of life.  
 
We take great pride in working with other municipal departments to find creative ways to 
reduce costs and are always looking for new ways to improve services through shared 
resources and a team effort. We feel very fortunate to have such a dedicated and talented 
group working for the town and are very grateful for their help and support throughout 
the year. In an effort to provide a well-balanced selection of programming and quality 
facilities, we also take pride in working hand-in-hand with local community 
organizations, school department, volunteers and youth groups.  
 
One of our major challenges is the balance between operational costs and member needs. 
As the building gets older and items are in need of repair we have too many times had to 
choose between repair costs and purchasing new equipment. Because of this we are 
always evaluating staffing, energy, and maintenance costs to ensure that we are getting 
the greatest value from our dollar.   
 
Our department staff has worked hard to evaluate job responsibilities, daily tasks 
performed and staff schedules in an effort to streamline our department in a way that will 
reorganize ourselves to utilize the strengths of present staff, identify weaknesses to 
improve on and ways to insure that staff costs are in-line with revenues. As we strive to 
increase financial independence, we are working to better understand the different 
functions our department performs and the relationship to revenue it produces and/or the 
community support it provides. These findings will allow our department to make better 
fiscal decisions based on what the community is asking and strive to maximize revenues 
and limit expenses. We are also looking at the way we market ourselves to new members 
and program participants, while getting feedback from existing members on what they 
like and what they would like to see us offer.  One of our major goals is to find ways to 
increase membership and program participants to help reduce the local impact on our 
taxpayers. Another way we are looking to improve our offerings is to create local 
partnerships.  
 
Over the past year we have formed several partnerships that have benefited the entire 
community. These have increased both services and revenue opportunities.  One 
partnership is with Lincoln County Health Care. They have created an aquatic physical 
therapy program at the WCC, renting pool space to provide this service. This has not only 
benefited their clients, but ours as well. It provides us 
an additional stream of revenue and provides our 
membership with an additional resource to meet their 
fitness goals.  
 
Another partnership formed was with the Wiscasset 
Area Chamber of Commerce.  We have worked 
together to kick off our ice rink fundraising, hosting 
after-hour functions and creating our “Alive on the 
River” concert series. This musical series had a 
wonderful inaugural season.  With the  weather 
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cooperating and the  Sheepscot as a backdrop, Thursday evenings at the Pier was a festive 
place to be.  We have already started discussing improvements for next season.  If you 
have a band in mind, please feel free to let us know and we can add them to our list of 
future performers. This is a sponsored event.  If you would like to support an evening 
next season, we would love your help. We would again like to thank  this year’s 
sponsors, Ames Supply, Le Garage, Maine Heritage Village, Wiscasset Community 
Center, Wiscasset Area Chamber of Commerce, Treats, Rock Paper Scissors, Sprague’s 
Lobster, Red’s Eats, In The Clover, Patricia Stauble Antiques and Wiscasset Bay Gallery. 
Please don’t forget to support your local businesses.  
 
Another way we targeted to improve our overall service was to increase and improve our 
staff training opportunities. Department staff attended numerous planning sessions and 
training workshops, from leadership training to cooperative workshop with Adult 
Education and area organizations. Working toward this goal will create well-rounded 
employees that will offer our community quality programs, well maintained facilities and 
strong customer service skills.  
 
 The WCC Aquatic staff held service trainings to improve their safety skills 
and improve staff communications, each just as important as the other in 
creating a safe aquatic environment.  
 Summer Camp staff took part in three days of training including CPR and 
First Aid, bus safety/procedures and prepared facilities for camper’s arrival.  
 Administrative staff worked with other departments to review and improve 
overall safety procedures for the town and its employees.  
 Front desk staff attended customer service workshops. 
 
Keeping with the theme of improving services to the community, our staff planned 
several projects to create increased space and functionality to our fitness room, developed 
a walking loop and disc golf course around the WCC and painted the waterfront 
restrooms.  
  
 WCC Fitness room received a face lift during shutdown week.  We expanded 
the area by removing the wall that divided the gymnasium and fitness room 
creating a larger floor plan allowing us to provide greater spacing between 
equipment, an area for stretching, increased the number of usable free 
standing workout spaces and easier access to the gymnasium for better 
utilization of that existing space. We installed new televisions to improve the 
overall viewing and function of the room, and we drastically improved our 
cardio equipment with the additional of a Concept 2 rowing machine and two 
new CYBEX treadmills.  
 
 Our maintenance team cleared and made improvements to 
our walking loop around the center, as well as installed 
our new disc golf course.  This isn’t your regular course.  
Our “Bucket Course” is designed with recycled 5-gallon 
buckets instead of disc baskets. We have designed a 9-
hole course that weaves around the center to allow our 
youth program participants, members and the general 
public to enjoy a safe and fun time without having to walk 
far from the security of the building.  
 
 The Waterfront restrooms got repainted and had seasonal maintenance 
performed in preparation for the summer season.  The restrooms also received 
motion sensor light switches to help reduce energy costs.  
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On behalf of the entire staff I would like to thank all of the department heads, town 
employees, Board of Selectmen, Senior Center Trustees and the entire school system for 
their support throughout the year.  Without our volunteers, nothing we do would be 
possible; thank you for all your tireless support. Last, but not least to the staff of the 
Wiscasset Parks & Recreation Department, thank you for your passion and dedication.  
Thanks for another wonderful year!   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Todd D. Souza 
Director of Parks & Recreation 
 
Wiscasset Parks & Recreation Department Staff 
 
Todd D. Souza, Director 
Lori LaPointe, Aquatics Director 
Robert MacDonald, Facilities Manager 
Bonnie Blagdon, Activities Coordinator 
Jay Reith, After-School & Athletics Coordinator 
 
Bonnie Blagdon Shane Pennington Kerry Leeman 
Natalie Demeny Nancy MacKinnon Rob Doody 
Pam Emery Amanda Pendergrass Jeff Howard 
Doris Gabriele Ryan Hanley Nate Barnes 
Nancy Wyman Lanee Barnes Maureen Smith 
Denny Hebert  Joan Bickford Gordy Goldsmith 
Heather Hodgdon  Louise Speece Bill Giles 
Bob Bickford Nori McLeod  Anneliese Pugh 
Natasha Cosgrove Juanita Greenleaf Olivia Pennington 
Jeff Slack  Matt Mills  Michael Doucette 
 
 
FACILITIES 
 
Community 
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Community Park 
Sherman Park WCC Field 
 
Indoor Pool Multi-Age 
Playground 
Baseball/Softball 
Field 
Multi-use Surface 
Family Changing 
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Basketball Courts 
Misc. 
 
Locker Facilities & 
Showers 
 
Pavilions 
 
Benches 
Water Front 
 
Hot Tub 
Baseball/Softball 
Field 
Tennis Court  
 
Multi-Purpose 
Gym  
 
Band Shell  
  
 
Fitness Center 
   
 
Senior Center 
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Planning 
 
The Planning Department saw many changes over the course of the year. The 
department’s focus has shifted to economic development opportunities. Economic 
development can easily become a full-time job for most communities. Not only does the 
position focus on attracting businesses to the community but also on creating a business-
friendly environment assisting development with ease and clarity while still protecting 
the assets of a community. Wiscasset has an extraordinary amount of work to do to better 
position our small town in an ever growing competitive market. Being a small, rural, 
community, we have some limitations and challenges to work with while recognizing 
also that we have many assets that put our town at an advantage over other communities. 
In addition to these duties, the Department continues to work on land use related matters, 
assist several municipal committees, as well as offer direct support to residents and 
business owners on permitting and land use development.  
 
Hours of the Planning Department were adjusted with the hiring of a new planner to 
accommodate the additional economic development work and ordinance review work 
needed to bring the current ordinances into compliance.  
 
  Some highlights from January 2011 – December 31, 2011 are below: 
 
 Began developing economic development projects to promote business 
opportunities. 
 Researching opportunities for Mason Station properties. 
 Working with DOT on post bypass projects. 
 Preparing to begin a Bath Rd Master Plan to promote commercial growth and 
address traffic movement.  
 Assisted the Planning Board with 5 site plan review applications and 6 
ordinance reviews. 
 Provided technical support to the Ordinance Review Committee with the 
creation and amendment of 12 ordinances. A significant amount of the ORC-
related work time was associated with the implementation of the 
comprehensive plan. 
 Assisted with the Wiscasset Area Chamber of Commerce. 
 Hiring of a new Town Planner. 
 
The Planning Department is the key contact point for all development inquiries.  The 
Department routinely assists applicants through the Planning Board process, answers 
citizen questions, and concerns, whether planning related or not. For planning, land 
development, ordinance development, comprehensive planning, economic development, 
and other town-related information please call 882-8200 ext. 106, email me at 
townplanner@wiscasset.org  or stop by the office. 
. 
Planning Board.   
 
The Planning Board responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the review of 
subdivisions under State Subdivision Law and Wiscasset Subdivision Ordinance, Site 
Plan Review for non-residential development, and consideration of zoning and ordinance 
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changes. Between January 2011 and December 2011, the Planning Board considered 5 
land development proposals (compared to 32 during July 2008 – July 2009, and 21 in 
2010) and 6 ordinance changes (compared to 2 during July 2008 – July 2009, and 7 in 
2010).   
 
Between January 2011 and December 2011, the Planning Board considered the following 
proposals: 
 
 State of Maine- Construct a Wireless Telecommunication Tower Facility 
(Huntoon Hill Rd). 
 Maine Yankee- 25,500 sq. ft. paving (Old Ferry Road). 
 Ames Supply, Inc.- Building Expansion (Bath Rd). 
 Danielle King, Monkey C Monkey Do- 62’ x 35’ ice skating rink (Bath Rd). 
 Central Maine Power- 26’ x 30’ addition to existing control house (Old Ferry 
Rd). 
 
 
The numbers and types of projects remain a telling sign that the effects of the recession 
are still felt in this area. The complete lack of subdivisions is a clear indication of the 
decline in the new housing market. The types of projects are small in scope and many are 
associated with improvements to existing properties- another indicator of a difficult year 
for the local economy.  The start of 2012 has been a little slow; however, more interest 
has been developing and land development activities are beginning to increase. This time 
period proves to be an ideal opportunity to update some of our existing ordinances, 
ensuring they are compliant and efficiently addressing development needs to promote a 
positive community for businesses to establish and expand in.  
 
The Planning Board members are: Chair Steve House, Al Cohen, Tony Gatti, Deb Pooler, 
Peter McRae, Karl Olson, Ray Soule, Lester Morse, and Jackie Lowell. This group of 
individuals has been extremely dedicated to providing a service to the community and 
helpful in my transition as the new Planner. The Planning Board meets on the second and 
fourth Mondays of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Municipal Hearing Room at Town 
Hall. 
 
Ordinance Review Committee.   
 
The purpose of the Ordinance Review Committee is to provide the Selectmen, Planning 
Board and Town Planner with advice and recommendations on existing ordinance 
revisions, ordinance amendments, ordinance adoptions, and re-zoning applications.  
Issues that may be considered include land use, community planning, growth-related 
matters, general ordinance development, and other issues which may ultimately affect the 
quality of life for present and future residents.  The Ordinance Review Committee 
performs the above-mentioned work at the request of the Selectmen.  A majority of the 
Committee’s time was devoted to bringing our existing ordinances into compliance with 
the comprehensive plan and ordinance work assigned by the Selectmen.  
 
Between January 2011 and December 2011 the Ordinance Review Committee considered 
the following items: 
 
 Village 1 District 
 Village 2 District 
 Site Plan Review Ordinance 
 Subdivision Ordinance 
 Village Waterfront Ordinance 
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 Business and Residential Districts Zoning change 
 Sign Ordinance 
 Shoreland Zoning 
 Roads 
 Off-street parking 
 Fireworks Ordinance 
 PACE Ordinance 
 
The Ordinance Review Committee will continue to be quite busy during 2012. In 
working with the comprehensive plan, the ORC will work on the implementation of the 
future land use plan, which includes a complete revision of the current land use 
ordinances. The State allows a community to bring their current ordinances into 
compliance with the comprehensive plan within two years of adoption. Wiscasset is at 
least four years behind in bringing the ordinances into compliance, making the ORC’s 
work a priority this upcoming year.  
 
The ORC devotes an incredible amount of time and effort towards improving the town 
and has done an outstanding job this past year with transition in the Department and 
dedicating additional time to ensure ordinance revisions are done with careful attention 
and consideration. The Ordinance Review Committee members include: Chair Karl 
Olson, Conrad Schilke, Pat Barnes, Larry Lomison, Jackie Lowell, and Al Cohen.  The 
Committee meets on the second and fourth Mondays of each month at 5:00 p.m. in the 
Municipal Hearing Room at Town Hall. 
 
I appreciate the incredible amount of time and effort from all Board, Commission and 
Committee members, the help from town staff, and the support from the town’s people in 
helping with my transition into this position and making me feel welcome. Being new to 
the community this year, I am very pleased to have the opportunity to share my 
knowledge and skills with such a remarkable town. Many challenges face us in these 
upcoming years, and the road will surely be bumpy; I am delighted to be able to provide 
the needed attention to these challenges and play an active role in moving Wiscasset 
toward a promising future.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Misty Gorski 
Town Planner 
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Police 
January 2011 – December 2011 
 
To the Citizens of Wiscasset, 
 
The mission of the Wiscasset Police Department is to protect the citizens of this fine 
community and enforce the laws fairly and equitably.  We strive to assist you in 
maintaining a safe community by preventing crimes and maintaining order for all 
citizens. 
 
There was significant change this year with the addition of a new Police Chief and the 
retirement of Lieutenant John Allen.  Kathy Williams was promoted to Sergeant and 
continues to be an incredible asset not only to the department but to the Town as well. 
 
You will see the format of this annual report has changed significantly as I will attempt to 
focus on more than just statistical data for your review.  Having said this, I have provided 
the graphs below to compare the data reported last year to the 2011 data. 
 
 
       2010   2011 
 
The chart above reflects the difference in calls for service between 2010 and 2011.  Calls 
for service also reflect officer initiated activity.  Officers were more proactive the latter 
part of 2011 and that resulted in more calls for service as indicated. 
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Gray = 2010 
Black = 2011 
 
The chart above reflects traffic stops and accidents for 2010 and 2011.  Although you see 
a rise in traffic stops in 2011, you see a slight decline in motor vehicle accidents.  It is 
known that more traffic enforcement helps to minimize the instances of motor vehicle 
accidents. 
 
 
Gray = 2010 
Black = 2011 
 
The chart above reflects a sampling of the various calls for service the department 
handled and the difference between 2010 and 2011.  It should be noted that of the nine 
areas displayed, there has been a decline in six of the nine areas.  Most notably, thefts are 
down by almost 25%.Since my arrival in August of 2011, I have been evaluating your 
police department’s operations and community involvement.  It is my intent that the 
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officers of Wiscasset are professional and community policing oriented.  That is to say 
that you will see officers out of the car at your schools and businesses, walking Main 
Street and the village area, talking to citizens and staying in touch.  Please don’t hesitate 
to interact with the officers while they are doing that and feel free to ask them questions 
if you have any. 
 
The officers have also been participating in on-going training and recertification in areas 
required.  I have found the Wiscasset officers to be very knowledgeable and willing to 
learn. 
 
The Department is currently staffed as follows: 
 
Full Time Staff   
  
1. Chief Troy Cline  
2. Sergeant Kathy Williams  
3. Officer Perry Hatch 
 
Part Time Staff 
 
1. Reserve Officer Michael Smith 
2. Reserve Officer Don Smith 
3. Reserve Officer Rob Banks 
4. Reserve Officer Mark Walsh 
5. Reserve Officer Jason Nein  ** 
6. Reserve Officer Bob McFetridge  ** 
7. Reserve Officer Gary Caron 
8. Reserve Officer Adam Temple  ** 
9. Reserve Officer Tyson Fait 
10. Reserve Officer James Read 
11. Reserve Officer Alex Greenlaw 
 
** Full Time Officers with other agencies. 
 
I want to thank both the citizens of Wiscasset and all the other Town departments for 
being patient and understanding with all the changes that took place within the 
department in 2011. 
 
My staff and I look forward to working with the community to constantly strive to 
provide the best service possible to the citizens of Wiscasset in 2012. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Troy A. Cline 
Chief of Police 
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Public Works 
 
 
In the past year the Highway Department has completed a variety of tasks ranging from 
building and replacing floats to ditching and culvert repair. As many of you may know, 
we do much more than just maintain your roads. My crew provides you with a much 
needed maintenance staff to support a wide variety of tasks and town-owned buildings. 
 
While the current condition of our equipment is well maintained, it is aging.  Many of our 
critical pieces of equipment are in need of replacement so that in the future we will be 
able to provide the same level of service to the taxpayers that they have come to expect.  
 
Here are a few examples of projects and tasks we have completed: 
 
Waterfront 
 Complete rebuilding of 2 large floats at the waterfront (16x30). 
 1 Large float at the Ferry Landing (10x30). 
 Replaced an aging waterline running to the bathrooms. 
 Helped with the removal of ghost moorings. 
 Assisted Prock Marine in moving and relocating floats for the pier 
construction project. 
 Performed day-to-day clean-up and trash removal. 
 Removed, maintained and reinstalled all the existing floats.  
 
Town Owned Buildings 
 Removed and replaced the Scout Hall stairs. 
 Replaced emergency lighting at the Scout Hall. 
 Completed some minor interior repairs and safety issues. 
 
Cemeteries 
 Performed regular yearly cemetery maintenance like mowing and trimming. 
 Repaired and painted ancient cemetery fences.  
 Straightened, washed and repaired all broken head stones.  
 Worked on re-grading cemetery roads. 
 
Roads 
 The highway crew has replaced a significant number of driveway culverts. 
 Replaced several road crossing culverts. 
 Ditched and reseeded several miles of town roads. 
 Replaced 200 feet of 30-inch under drain at the Highway Department garage.  
 Performed road shoulder repair on several miles of re-paved roads. 
 Performed maintenance shoulder work on several town roads. 
 Cleaned all in-town streets. 
 Replaced several dozen road signs. 
 
Town Common 
 Mowed and maintained all Town Commons. 
 Removed the large overgrown spruce tree on the Town Common and replaced 
it with a new, smaller, more manageable spruce tree.  
 Cleaned out all the dead and dying hemlock trees that were obstructing the 
War Memorial on the common. 
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This year we have had a relatively mild winter.  As a result, our budget fared well, but the 
crew still responded to 34 call outs concerning plowing and/or sanding of 50 miles of 
town roads. We also plowed and salted a majority of the in-town sidewalks, performed 
snow removal, and Airport winter maintenance. 
 
I would like to thank the employees for their dedication to the Town and department.  We 
look forward to the year ahead and the opportunity to serve Wiscasset’s citizens. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Greg Griffin 
Road Commissioner 
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Transfer Station 
 
To the Citizens of Wiscasset:           
Thank you for your continued support. We have worked hard to educate everybody about 
Single Stream Recycling and how easy it is to do. Keeping recycling and other items out 
of the trash can make a big difference on tipping fees and revenues. Cardboard in trash 
costs $75.70 a ton to dispose of but if it is put where it belongs it makes us up to $190 
ton.  Metal items also like pots, pans, knives, forks and coffee makers belong in the metal 
bin and can make up to $220 a ton as opposed to depositing in the trash, costing $75.70 a 
ton.                                                                                                                                                                              
We started a new recycling program for our fluorescent lamps and CFL lamps through 
Maine Residential Lamp Recycling. We order boxes to fill from Veolia ES and ship them 
with FedEx at no cost to us. We used to pay $0.08 a foot to recycle them, and now it is 
free. This might not sound like much money but when we ship 11,000 linear feet a year it 
equals $880. We also have a new place to dispose of Demo Debris that will save us $22 a 
ton or about $7,000 a year. The money we save on some items is used to pay for the 
increases we face on others. 
Summary of Recycling and Waste Disposal 
 2010 2011 
SOLID WASTE  1,996.61 1,965.00 
DEMO 368.89 324.86 
SINGLE STREAM 250.14 255.96 
CARDBOARD 80.69 81.94 
BOOKS 8.06 26.34 
SHINGLES 118.15 159.10 
SHEETROCK      65.14      41.05 
LUMBER 210.00 210.00 
BRUSH 105.00 126.00 
METAL  185.62 158.65 
TIRES 45.56 38.00 
E-WASTE 
MERCURY LAMPS 
CFL’s 
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 
LEAVES 
21.26 
9,160 Ft 
330 items 
163 lbs. 
840 yds. 
25.97 
11,520 Ft 
500 items 
191 lbs. 
810 yds. 
   
 
I would like to thank my crew, Les Wentworth, Bob Wolfe, Carole Jordan and Ted 
Snowdon for all their hard work and dedication. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Ron Lear 
Transfer Station Supervisor                                                
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Wastewater Treatment 
 
To the citizens of Wiscasset: 
  
It’s been another busy year at the treatment plant. We have been working hard to bring 
our safety programs up to standards and be in compliance. We co-purchased air monitors 
with the Fire Department so we both have and can be trained on the same meters. These 
meters are for any confined space entries and carbon monoxide and explosive limit 
readings, plus it gives us the opportunity to have backup meters to assist each other.  
 
Capital Improvements 
 
I would like to thank the Town for supporting the department in our last budget cycle.  
Several Capital Improvements projects were funded and accomplished this year.  The 
department has needed safety repairs at the plant and generators to continue operations at 
our 17 pump stations.  The staircase on the digester tank has been repaired. We purchased 
two generators which will be a large help during storms and power outages.  
 
Operations 
 
We treated an average of 271,000 gallons per day of sewerage (9.8 million per year) or 
43.7% of our licensed flow. For the past three years we have been billing out for an 
average of just over 5 million gallons per year for usage. These numbers show that we 
still have a large amount of inflow and infiltration (storm water) getting into the system 
and we are continually working to reduce these amounts. We maintain 17 pump stations 
throughout the town and 14 miles of sewer lines.   
 
Past due sewer accounts are a growing concern and efforts are being made to collect the 
monies. We truly appreciate the support of the townspeople and will continue to do our 
best to keep the river and streams clean for everyone’s enjoyment.    
    
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
William Rines  
Wastewater Treatment Superintendent 
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Boards and Committees 
Wiscasset Budget Committee 
The Budget Committee is elected by the people of Wiscasset and its allegiance is to the 
people.  Our goal is the wise use of limited financial resources for the maximum benefit 
of the people.  I am writing this the end of March 2012 for an April printer’s deadline.  
The Budget process for  2012-13 has not yet started in earnest.  The WBC runs on the 
Town’s fiscal year July to July.  The Town Report runs on the calendar year January - 
December 2011.    So I’m reporting in two parts, with two budget committees. 
 
January 2011 to July 2011 
As best I can tell from old Town Reports, Steve Mehrl has chaired the Budget Committee 
for 5 years. Steve believed the Committee should be “the eyes and ears of the people”.  
Last year, Steve chaired a team of Sherri Dunbar, Richard Hanson, Steve Jarrett, 
Constance Schumann,  Greg Hammond,  Mark Johnson, and Evan Goodkowsky. The 
municipal budget came in UNDER the previous year (FY 2010).  Still our taxes increased 
by about $35 dollars per  $100,000 assessed valuation because of a small increase (2 
cents on the mill rate) in the Lincoln County budget; and a more sizeable increase (50 
cents on the mill rate) in the Education budget. Our mill rate went from 14.8 in 2010 to 
15.15 at present.  It is well to remember that 71% of our tax revenue is used for schools, 
21% is used for the Town, and 7% goes to Lincoln County. 
 
July 2011 to March 2012 
In July, a transition meeting was held and a new Committee assumed responsibility.    
The new members, Richard Hanson, Bob Blagden, Ray Soule, Bill Barnes, Norman 
Guidoboni, and Joe Piccirillo brought  a wealth of municipal experience and institutional 
memory--along with independent thinking---to the Budget Committee.  Constance 
Schumann was elected chairperson, (ironically with the least experience in town 
government).  Norman Guidoboni agreed to serve as Clerk, and what a great job he does. 
(All WBC Minutes are posted on the Town website under Budget). 
 
In our August meeting, Treasurer Jim George and Steve Mehrl  reviewed the monthly 
financial statements.  Joe Picirrillo was the catalyst in clarification of the town policy 
under the Freedom of Access Act for information.  And Dick Hanson came up with the 
wonderful idea of holding a “Taxpayers’ Night”, which we did in October. 
 
September saw Cliff Hendricks, with his no-nonsense information gathering skills, join  
the Committee.  The $5,000 impact fee for the wastewater treatment plant was approved 
7-0 for the November ballot. We had the pleasure of making the acquaintance of our new 
Police Chief, Troy Cline.  Member discussion ranged from demolition of the Winters 
property to low voter turnout and frustration with Article 3 on the Warrant: (ie… a no 
vote on issues just means continued funding and coming back for a vote until the issue 
passes.)  All agreed that the WBC should take a pro-active stance----researching 
questions and suggesting possible solutions. 
 
October was “Taxpayer Night”.  Only about 20 people turned out, but they were  lively 
and informative.  George Green of Federal St. suggested comparing Wiscasset to other 
towns of similar population. Dick Hanson and Norm Guidoboni took that challenge. Mrs. 
Pendleton humorously recounted her effort to get her tax bill corrected.  Mr. Maney 
challenged us to act for change, and not just have meetings.  Lack of excellent technical 
training for our high school students and the failure of our young people to find jobs here 
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at home segued into the need for economic development.  Economic development 
evolved into need to resolve the Mason Station debacle.  Although a small sampling, 
these are the issues on voters’ minds; and we hope Taxpayer Night becomes a yearly 
event. 
 
In November, we toured the Scout Hall, the Art Gallery (Old Academy), and the vacant 
Superintendent of Schools office.  The Scout Hall needed repairs (subsequently done by 
the Town). The Scouts are proudly sponsored by the American Legion.  The building is 
leased for $1 per year, has electric heat and costs about $4.000/yr.  The Art Gallery is 
also leased for $1 per year with the agreement that the Town maintain the exterior while 
the artists be responsible for the interior.  Their ability to get grants is hampered because 
they do not own the building.   The Superintendent’s office has been vacant, and it 
shows.   
 
In the interest of economy and clear lines of responsibility, the WBC suggested by letter 
to the Selectmen that the Scout Hall be GIVEN to the Scouts, and that the Art Gallery be 
GIVEN to the artists, with the stipulation that both be GIVEN back to the Town when 
usage changed.  We suggested that the Superintendent’s office not be allowed to sit 
empty another year; and be returned to the tax rolls. None of this came to fruition.  The 
stumbling blocks were that the Legion does not have $4.000 a year for maintenance, the 
Art Guild wanted some pro-rated compensation for capital improvements, and the 
Ambulance Department wanted time to investigate the cost of retrofitting the 
Superintendent’s office for their use.  
 
December’s meeting involved discussion of 2% non-union raises taken out of 
Contingency, discussion of the Town’s bid-process, of the Auditor’s report, and the 
predicted serious drop in State Revenue sharing.   
 
In January 2012 we visited the Transfer Station, Wastewater Treatment Plant, the Harbor, 
Highway Dept. and Rec. Center to discuss needs and see the new stairs, new truck and 
new pier funded with capital improvement monies.  Improvements at the Rec Center 
were made with private fundraising.  For more detail on these visits please see Norm 
Guidoboni’s January 5, 2012 Minutes under Budget on the Town website. 
 
In February, thanks to Joe Piccirillo’s persistence, we visited the Ambulance, Fire, and 
Police departments; as well as the Airport--complete with a bus ride to assess the runway 
and tarmac. Again, WBC was favorably impressed with the professionalism and candor 
of our Town employees.  Also in February, Dick Hanson and Norman Guidoboni 
reported on their visits to Damariscotta, Waldoboro, and Thomaston to compare services, 
costs, number of employees, etc.   One insight:  The only ambulance services not 
showing arrears were those in towns with frequent transports between a nursing home 
and a hospital.  
 
On March 20th, Town Manager, Laurie Smith, presented the proposed budget for FY 
2012-2013 for which we have tried to inform and prepare ourselves.   We face uncertain 
expenses around RSU 12, heating oil and gasoline at $3.90+ a gallon, decreased State aid,  
Mason Station remediation costs, underemployment, and a depressed housing market.  
On the plus side, the Capital Reserve account is thriving thanks to the foresight of the 
investment committee.  And some of the nicest people around call this pretty little town 
“Home”. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Constance Schumann, Chairman   
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Wiscasset Conservation Commission 
 
The Wiscasset Conservation Commission is continuing to find ways to be a purposeful 
asset to the town. We appreciate the natural world, enjoy learning about its many aspects 
and issues, and are committed to public education and volunteer action to benefit 
Wiscasset as a whole.  
 
In 2011, we hosted two educational workshops for the public. In June, Bob Maurais of 
Mainely Ticks spoke about the dangers of deer ticks and showed Under Our Skin, a film 
exploring the controversial realm of tick-borne illnesses and medical treatment. Deer 
ticks, the carriers of Lyme disease, are now well established in Wiscasset. We learned 
that everyone who spends time outside should take one or two minutes each day to scan 
their body with their fingertips. Find out how to identify and properly remove a deer tick. 
Contact your doctor if you find one on you; Lyme disease is serious. If you want to know 
more, go to the Mainely Ticks website: www.mainelyticks.com/. 
 
In September, Hildy Ellis of the Knox-Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District gave 
an enthusiastic presentation about invasive non-native plants. These plants often come 
from landscaping companies and nurseries who do not know that the species aggressively 
displace native plants, changing the look of the landscape, causing all kinds of problems, 
and despoiling ecosystems on which animals and people depend. Hildy brought buckets 
full of branches to help people identify the culprits. If you’re fond of bittersweet, barberry 
bush, and burning bush, beware! One helpful source of information: 
www.umaine.edu/publications/2536e/.   
 
We appreciated a July visit from Dick Forrest, a member of the Shellfish Committee. 
Dick gave us some history about Wiscasset clam flats and updated us on their present 
condition and attempts at enhancing the success of seeding. It was fascinating to hear 
about the effort of local people to maintain the health of this important (and lucrative) 
natural resource. 
 
Many people worked together in late summer to get a young American elm planted on 
the lawn north of the municipal building to honor the late Woody Freeman. Elms are an 
important part of the history of Wiscasset and New England, and Woody loved them. The 
Selectmen released funds that Wiscasset residents had donated in memory of Woody. 
Dennis Anderson of Anderson Horticultural Sales in Edgecomb chose a disease-resistant 
variety and generously provided the tree “at cost.” Larry Barnes sited it and worked with 
Road Commissioner, Greg Griffin and his crew to prepare the hole. Municipal staff 
member Pam Lear, along with members of the Public Works department, kindly watered 
the tree through hot weather. The conservation commission had a memorial stone carved, 
which will be set near the tree at a dedication ceremony when Woody’s family is ready. 
 
In December, the Commission enjoyed viewing a film of “The Dollars and Sense of 
Preserving Community Character,” a presentation by Ed McMahan of the Urban Land 
Institute. He makes clear that communities that protect natural and scenic assets are 
investing in future prosperity. 
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David Leiser finished his term on the Commission; we thank him for his service. Do you 
have an interest in Wiscasset’s ecology, outdoor recreation, scenic landscapes, forestry, 
animals and habitat, agriculture, bird watching, plants and trees, sustainable energy, 
mushrooms, air and water quality, or any other nature-based subject? We are looking for 
additional Commission members and would love to talk with you. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Anne Leslie, Chairman (tel. 882-5554)   
Larry Barnes  
Daniel Sortwell 
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Wiscasset Investment Advisory 
Committee 
 
 
The Investment Advisory Committee met periodically throughout the year to monitor the 
Reserve Fund as it is transitioning to a more diversified portfolio. 
 
The Committee membership consisted of the Town Manager Laurie Smith, Town 
Treasurer James George, Selectman Pam Dunning and Citizens Steve Merhl and Frank 
Barnako. 
 
H.M. Payson continued as the Investment Manager for the Reserve Fund and presented 
an annual report to the Board of Selectmen on January 17, 2012.  H.M. Payson has been 
managing the assets to achieve a growth greater than inflation and provide withdrawal 
funds for Town use.  To achieve that growth the assets are being slowly transitioned, as 
compelling values present themselves, to be within the diversification limits established 
by the investment policy. 
 
The Reserve Fund began calendar year 2011 with a market value of $10,163,894.  In 
spite of the market volatility this past year, H.M. Payson has managed the portfolio to 
provide sufficient growth to not only compensate for the planned withdrawal but also to 
end the year with a market value greater than at the start of the year.  The Reserve Fund 
ended the year with a market value of $10,289,361 after a withdrawal of $355,736.  This 
withdrawal was used for capital improvements for the Town without affecting the tax 
rate.  The chart above displays the monthly changes in the Reserve Fund Market Value 
throughout the year. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Pam Dunning, Selectperson 
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Wiscasset Shellfish Committee 
 
The routine annual activities for the Wiscasset Shellfish Committee (WSC) have been 
completed for this year. Those activities are governed by Town Ordinances. Commercial 
licenses were available for purchase by those diggers that had completed their 20 hours of 
conservation time. A total of 12 resident and 2 non-resident commercial licenses were 
issued. A total of 17 resident and 3 non-resident recreational licenses were also issued. 
The sale of these licenses amounted to $2,745. 
 
At the beginning of this year there was one flat open for digging.  A portion of 
Montsweag Creek was opened this year. Chewonki Creek and Bailey Cove are now 
classified as conditional. Both flats are closed from May to October and open during the 
winter. Cushman Cove had a WSC closure and the flat was opened July 1st. 
 
The upweller (clam nursery float) was put in Chewonki Creek on May 29th. Seed clams 
that were in the overwintering cages were transferred to the upweller. At the end of June, 
190,000 seed clams were placed in the upweller.  The upweller was removed in 
December and the clams were put in overwintering cages. 
 
Two flats were seeded this year. On May 1st seed clams were dug from Youngs Point 
Cove and seeded into Bailey Cove. On June 6th clams were seeded into Polly Clark Cove.  
Some clams were from the upweller and some clams were from the Down East Institute. 
This is an ongoing seeding/educational project conducted by Cindy Collamore and the 
eighth grade students in a section of Polly Clark Cove that is close to the middle school. 
In October core samples were taken again to determine the effectiveness of various 
growing techniques. Professor Brian Beal of University of Southern Maine, along with 
Denis Nault of Department of Marine Resources, the eighth grade students and teacher of 
the Wiscasset Middle School, and members of the WSC were all involved with taking 
samples and then counting the clams in the samples. 
 
The seeding/educational area in Polly Clark Cove was closed for another year.  Cushman 
Cove opened July 1st to digging. 
 
The shell program continued in 2011, and 6 tons of clam shells were placed on the flats. 
The flats from North to South where shells were deposited included: Indian flat (at 
Alna/Wiscasset town line), Polly Clark Cove, Hilton Cove, Cushman Cove, Bailey Cove, 
and Chewonki Creek. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Don James, Chairman. 
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Shellfish Warden 
 
Prior to harvesting any shellfish in Wiscasset, you must first obtain a shellfish license 
from the town office. At that time, ask if there are any conservation closures in effect and 
look at the latest pollution and red tide closure regulation, which you can find on the 
bulletin board in the hall. This way you can be absolutely sure the flats you are going to 
dig on are safe and open.  And prior to digging in the future, contact the town office by 
calling 882-8200 or the shellfish warden at 371-2732.  Openings and closings change at a 
moment’s notice so be sure to check. The warden makes every effort to post closure signs 
at major points of access to some of the flats. These locations are at the Maine Yankee 
boat launch ramp at the end of Old Ferry Road and the launch ramp at the Town Dock, 
however, never trust the absence of a sign, for they can, and in many cases are 
vandalized, damaged, or just plain vanish!  The only sign you can completely trust is the 
one located in the town office. Also check the Department of Marine Resources web site 
at www.maine.gov/dmr/rm/public_health/shellfishgrowingarea.htm for the most up to 
date status of the flats. This way you can be absolutely sure that the flats you plan to dig 
on are open. 
 
Please remember that if you use someone else’s property to get to the clam flats, you 
must first obtain permission from the owner.   
 
Red Tide Hotline number is 1-800-232-4733. If you have a problem understanding this 
recording, please look at a chart or map to find the points of reference being spelled out. 
If you are still in doubt, please call me at home so I can provide assistance. 
  
Respectfully submitted, 
  
Jon L. Hentz   
Wiscasset Shellfish Warden 
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Wiscasset Town Appearance 
Committee 
To the Citizens of Wiscasset: 
 
It doesn't seem possible that another spring is fast approaching!  However, "Every spring 
is the only spring, a perpetual astonishment." - Ellis Peters.   
 
During the spring of 2011, our committee was busy raking, weeding, and preparing areas 
for the planting of annuals.  These included the Sunken Garden, three in-town triangular 
islands, and the 'Welcome to Wiscasset' sign planter.  The latter two were planted with 
wave petunias, in shades of pink and purple, grown at Hawkes Farm and Greenhouse, in 
Bath, Maine.  It is a pleasure to work on this effort with Ed and Marge Hawkes.  Their 
hard work and generosity is appreciated.  We are pleased that many people commented 
on how beautiful these areas looked.  We thank The Garden Club of Wiscasset, Inc., for 
their donation toward the purchase of the plants, and for help in maintaining them.  In 
early June, a variety of annuals were planted in the Sunken Garden, to border the many 
interesting existing perennials.  These and the upper level common of the property were 
maintained throughout the growing season.  This property was generously gifted to the 
Town of Wiscasset, by the Sortwell family in 1958.  Another town common that is cared 
for during the spring, summer, and fall seasons is Bradbury Park.  It is a most pleasing 
and serene triangular shaped parcel of land, with flowering fruit trees, and a sloping 
terrace, which overlooks the water's edge and White's Island.  Don Jones takes great pride 
in maintaining this park.  Another effort he undertook was the clean-up and hand-mowing 
of the causeway that leads to the entrance of the Davey Bridge.  Special thanks to Don, 
for all the time and care he provides to our village.   
 
An improvement of our Wiscasset Town Common is a work in progress.  This fall, the 
six overgrown hemlock trees planted in a semicircle behind the veterans’ memorial stone 
were removed by the Highway Department, under the guidance of Greg Griffin.  It is our 
hope to restore the bronze sundial to the granite pedestal table on the Common, which is 
near this monument.  The removal of the hemlocks will provide sufficient direct sun to a 
reinstalled sundial.  A newly planted 15-foot Norway Spruce was purchased and is in the 
location where the original spruce stood for many years.  It was decorated this past year 
for our annual 'Tree Lighting ' ceremony on the Town Common.  It is our goal to 
gradually and thoughtfully improve the appearance of our Wiscasset Town Common. 
 
Our annual Wiscasset  'Tree Lighting’ ceremony was held on December 3, 2011.  The 
High School band, under the direction of Molly Winchenbach, began the festivities with 
a piece of music called 'Christmas Pops Medley'.  This was followed by a sing-a-long 
with the many people attending and gathered on the Town Common, and the 5th through 
12th grade chorus under the direction of Carol Drury.  Chip Schwehm, the High School 
Technology and Guitar Club teacher, accompanied on guitar.  Our announcer for the 
event was Dr. Jeffrey Grosser.  There were three special guests honored with their very 
own songs; namely, Frosty, Rudolph, and Santa Claus!  After the Norway Spruce was lit, 
everyone was invited to go inside Fellowship Hall for refreshments and musical 
entertainment provided by violinists Dr. Jeffrey Grosser and Jim McQuaide.  Thanks to 
all for their gift of music!  Thanks, also, to the First Congregational Church for the use of 
the Hall, and to the Wiscasset Parks and Recreation Department, who helped sponsor the 
event with our Town Appearance committee.  Once again, the Senior Center provided 
gingerbread cookies, which were enjoyed by all.  We also thank the Wiscasset Fire 
Department, Shaw's, Ames Supply, Big Al's, and Mike's Place of Farmingdale, for their 
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contributions toward this event. Many homeowners and businesses along the lighted 
route and beyond, decorated their places with their own personal touches, which 
complemented the Town's display, done beautifully by the Highway Department under 
the fine direction of Greg Griffin.  We enjoy working with them on many of our 
projects.  Thanks, also, to Landcrafters, of Woolwich, who has done work for us and has 
given us advice and knowledge on projects and concerns. 
 
With spring upon us, we are now preparing for yet another year of seasonal work and 
maintenance.  Our thanks to Town Manager, Laurie Smith, and all, who help us along the 
way!  If you would like to volunteer in any of our efforts, please contact us.  We 
appreciate volunteers and suggestions.  Until then,  "Happy Gardening"! 
                                                                                               
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Norma Gordon, Chairman 
Vickie Hersom 
Richelle Pontau 
Don Jones 
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Wiscasset Transportation Committee 
 
The Wiscasset Transportation Committee (WTC) is a non-ordinance advisory committee 
appointed by the Board of Selectmen to advise the town on matters relating to 
transportation. This includes roads, highways, railroads, crosswalks, and sidewalks. 
(There is a separate Airport Advisory Committee.) 
 
Last year’s report ended on a note of suspense as Wiscasset and the rest of midcoast 
Maine awaited the response of the Maine Department of Transportation to the discovery 
of an eagle’s nest blocking the planned route of the Wiscasset bypass.  
 
In January the Transportation Committee met with a representative from the US Army 
Corps of Engineers to discuss the town’s Freedom of Information Act request for 
documentation on USACE’s final bypass route decision. No documentation was 
forthcoming and further efforts by the town to get the requested information via FOIA 
were fruitless.  
 
In April the USACE issued a letter officially rescinding approval for the bypass route. On 
August 1 MDOT Commissioner Bernhardt announced the permanent suspension of the 
Wiscasset Bypass Study thirteen years after its beginning. The Commissioner pledged to 
work with Wiscasset and Edgecomb to find other less expensive ways to improve traffic 
flow in Wiscasset and Edgecomb.  
 
Our committee met in August and offered the following suggestions to improve traffic 
flow in Wiscasset:  
 
 Moveable barriers on Main St. between Middle and Water Streets during the 
summer season to discourage mid-block pedestrian crossing and cross-lane 
parking maneuvers. 
 Creating a one-way street pattern with traffic flowing away from Main St on 
north and south Middle Street and toward Main Street on north and south 
Water Street. 
 Expanding parking to both sides of south Middle Street if it becomes one-
way. 
 Creating a left-hand turn pocket on the northbound side of Main Street at the 
Middle Street intersection. 
 Installing a roundabout or traffic signal at the intersection of Gardiner Road 
and Bath Road to make it easier for traffic to exit Gardiner Road. 
 Moving forward with the intermodal facility & parking area planned for 
Railroad Ave. 
 Designating an area for larger RV’s to park. 
 
For six weeks during July and August, Wiscasset and MDOT jointly funded a pilot effort 
to determine if utilizing uniformed traffic officers to manage vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic could improve traffic flows through the historic downtown village area of 
Wiscasset. MDOT concluded from the results of the study that, while conflicts between 
parked vehicles, pedestrians and vehicular traffic appeared to be somewhat less chaotic, 
the overall traffic flows did not improve appreciably. Therefore, MDOT will not 
participate in further funding for uniformed traffic officers in Wiscasset. 
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Two meetings in the fall between MDOT and selectmen from Wiscasset and Edgecomb 
resulted in an agreed list of possible action items to improve traffic flow that will be 
further studied in the coming year. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Donald Jones, Chairman 
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Wiscasset Waterfront Committee 
 
Under the stewardship of the Wiscasset Waterfront Committee, we are pleased to report 
real progress on many fronts.   
 
2011 brought many positive changes to our thriving, working waterfront. Several of the 
recommendations highlighted in the Waterfront Master plan have been accomplished: 
report adopted by the selectmen, public access to the Main Street Pier, and revised 
ordinances that are clear and consistent. We strongly advocated for the reconstruction of 
the Commercial Pier with voter support. We continue to support the restoration of the 
Main Street Pier and the Railroad Avenue plan. Great relationships with Wiscasset Yacht 
Club, fishermen, clammers, and wormers have developed and lines of communication are 
open. (Historic Village and Harbor Neighborhood from 2006 Comp Plan.) 
 
Ongoing goals of the Waterfront Committee are to continue partnering with other town 
entities to enhance and revitalize the waterfront. Our efforts on the Main Street Pier have 
produced “Alive on the River” concerts, expanded vendor participation and community 
spirit. We continue to spearhead efforts to alleviate parking issues in the short term while 
supporting future long-term goals. An ongoing goal at the commercial pier is enhanced 
security. We have addressed this by requesting the exploration and implementation of 
surveillance cameras. Short-term goals that we met in 2011 include: better lighting on the 
Main Street Pier, upgraded floats and handrails, additional signage for parking and 
restrooms, additional restroom facility nearer Route One, and continued collaboration 
with the Chamber of Commerce and the Community Center.  
 
We are looking forward to another fabulous season on the waterfront! 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Susan Robson,  
Chairperson 
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Community Services 
 
Lincoln County Television 
 
Lincoln County Television (LCTV), established in 1991, is a non-profit organization that 
manages Public Access Channel 7 on Time Warner Cable for 10 towns in Lincoln 
County; Alna, Bristol, Damariscotta, Dresden, Edgecomb, Newcastle, Nobleboro, 
Waldoboro, Westport Island, and Wiscasset. The channel currently reaches approximately 
11,200 individuals in our community and our locally produced programs are available to 
untold numbers worldwide via the internet at www.lctv.org.   
 
2011 was a year of growth for LCTV. Some of the highlights include: 
 
 Hired a teacher to give instruction in video production (8 hours a week). 
 Expanded station access hours in September to 22.5 a week (was 10-12). 
 Gave instruction to 23 students.  
 Added the Town of Newcastle as a government producer, providing them with 
a volunteer and equipment. 
 Assisted Newcastle and Damariscotta in renewing their franchise contracts 
with Time Warner Cable. 
 Assisted Lincoln Academy in determining their recording equipment needs. 
 Advised Wiscasset on improving audio quality for government meetings and 
installed new mics.  
 Made improvements to the LCTV Media Center studio by raising the ceiling 
to install lights and building a set backdrop. 
 Equipment updates include 3 Canon XL2 camcorders (used), wireless audio 
mics for field and studio, pressure boundary mic for field, dynamic and 
condenser mics for studio,  24 channel audio mixer for studio, three additional 
PC editing systems (one purchased, two on loan). 
 The first LCTV on-line auction and 8 hour auction show, featuring local 
talent, businesses, government officials and non-profit organizations, netted 
$4165.81, used to purchase equipment.   
 First time use of the LCTV Media Center Studio to produced a weekly show, 
Maine Music, showcasing local musicians, produced by LCTV students with 
the guidance of instructor KJ Flewelling and Executive Producer Alan Lowe. 
 Teamed with the Lincoln Theater and PumpkinFest to produce a live video 
stream of the Pumpkinfest Regatta to the screen at the Lincoln Theater. 
 542 shows containing new content were locally produced in 2011, 348 of 
which are available for viewing on LCTV's website, www.lctv.org Video on 
Demand (VOD). 
 38 local producers contributed to new programming. 
 1169 shows containing new content produced outside our community were 
requested by organizations and individuals within our community. 
 Total of 7894 hours of programming, including repeat shows. 
 An average of 100 Community Bulletin Board slides and public service 
announcements air daily, produced by 73 local organizations and 
municipalities. 
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The above accomplishments were made possible due to a hard working board of 
directors and volunteers, enthusiastic local producers and increased funding from the 
community. In 2011, with valuable input from officials from several towns governments, 
LCTV instituted a funding formula based on population and number of cable subscribers 
to determine each town's share of financial support for LCTV. We are happy to report 
that last year, six out of the ten towns voted to contribute the assessed amount. Our 
hopes are high that all the towns will come to see the value of contributing their fair 
share to supporting the operation and development of their Public Access channel.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Mary Ellen Crowley 
Station Manager 
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Wiscasset Public Library 
 
DIRECTOR’S ANNUAL REPORT   
 
LIBRARIANS: Pamela Dunning, Director / Technical Coordinator 
  Judy Flanagan, Children's Librarian 
Lisa Hardman, Summer Children’s Librarian 
Karen Delano, Youth Services Librarian 
  Gwen Lemont, Assistant Librarian 
    
Wiscasset Public Library’s mission is to build literacy and provide up-to-date materials 
and quality services utilizing a wide range of media, sources, and technology to meet the 
needs of the citizens of Wiscasset and its neighboring communities.  The library strives to 
fill the community’s educational needs, to assist in developing the public’s ability to find 
and use information, and to stay attuned to the interests of the community in order to 
improve and expand its services and programs.  The library provides a home for 
genealogical and archival items to preserve local history for posterity.  The library 
supports each individual’s freedom to read, learn, and discover in a welcoming and 
stimulating environment.  The library trustees and staff are committed to fostering the 
enjoyment of reading, lifelong learning, intellectual freedom, and a sense of community. 
 
The library is now subscribing to InfoNet Download Library. All patrons are able to go 
online and download audiobooks and eBooks for free. There is a total of 2,370 items 
available with this subscription. If you are interested in accessing this wonderful 
resource, contact the library for your personal user number. 
 
This year’s summer reading program is “Dream Big - Read.”  The programs, activities 
and stories will introduce children to occupations of all types and help them dream about 
the future while they ask themselves, “What do I want to be when I grow up?”  
 
Story Time for preschoolers is held in the Children’s Room on Wednesday mornings 
beginning at 10:30. Stories, crafts and playtime are enjoyed by all.  
 
The library was fortunate to have several volunteers donate their time to help keep the 
library running smoothly. Volunteers helped to process new books, shelve books, read 
shelves, fill in at the circulation desk, rake leaves and maintain the building. Volunteer 
hours are a resource that is highly appreciated.  
 
Some vital statistics for last year: 
There were a total of 64 adult programs attended by 453 patrons in all.  
The total number of library visits was 32,492 including 9,500 reference transactions.  
There are 38,896 items in the entire collection with a total circulation of 60,263. 
There were 82 children’s programs held last year attended by a total of 1,478 patrons.  
Total number of registered patrons equals 5,696. 
The public access internet computers were used over 1,800 times. 
 
Wiscasset Public Library trustees and staff are pleased to see the collection and the other 
resources here being so well utilized by the public.  
 
Thank you for all your continued support.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Pamela Dunning, Director  
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Wiscasset Senior Center 
 
As stated in previous Town Reports, the Senior Center of Wiscasset is dedicated to 
enriching the lives of all people residing in Wiscasset, especially those 50 years old or 
older.  Membership is open to all people in Wiscasset, and the greater mid-coast region.  
We strive to enhance the quality of life through socialization and actions.  There has been 
no change to this statement.  
However, our approach to the day to day activities of the Senior Center of Wiscasset has 
taken a turn in a different direction.  Your Trustees, who are responsible for governing 
and establishing policies, were concerned about the reduction of numbers, and 
encouraged the Membership to share their concerns with them.  Consequently, this has 
brought new voices to the table.   The Membership has established a group among 
themselves, known as the Morning Coffee Break folks who meet twice a month to 
discuss day-to-day activities/issues.   Their meetings are led by a volunteer from their 
group, Minutes are recorded, distributed to those who were present, posted for all to 
review, and placed on file. 
At the onset there was a discussion about where to begin.  Should we be concerned about 
retention of members or recruiting new members?  Three reasons were given why 
retention should be our first concern: (1) High retention rates signify happy, satisfied 
members who will share their stories with others, automatically creating a grassroots 
recruitment campaign; (2) It is less expensive to retain members than to recruit new 
members; and (3) If we can’t keep our members, then we are wasting money recruiting 
them until we fix the problems. Through several hours of discussion and surveying those 
who continued to attend our activities, some problems have been resolved, and others are 
in progress. If we can get retention right, we can move on to recruitment.  
Many of the same members of this Morning Coffee Break group are the leaders of our 
community projects such as;  Awarding Scholarships to deserving graduating seniors; 
Donating to the local food pantry; Contributing to the Community Thanksgiving project; 
Making available free meals as needed; Providing time for our local Library personnel to 
visit; and Sponsoring cribbage tournaments, as well as numerous recreational activities.  
Our recruiting will begin on June 23rd when the Board of Trustees will convene its first 
Annual Breakfast Meeting with the hope that retention will be high and the New Year 
will begin with a significant increase in our Membership.   
Respectfully submitted,  
Eleanor ‘Ellie’ Tracy 
Chairman, Board of Trustees 
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Federal, State and Regional 
Wiscasset Water District 
 
The Wiscasset Water District installed 0 new residential and 1 new commercial service 
connections in 2011 as well as one new private fire protection service.  Total water 
consumption was 40,320,192 gallons compared to 42,072,008 gallons in 2010.  The 2011 
results showed a 4% decrease in water consumption.  This is the third consecutive year 
that the District has seen a decrease in water consumption.  This decrease can be 
primarily attributed to two contributing factors: decreased consumer consumption and a 
decrease in unaccounted for water from recent water main replacement projects.  Water 
purchased from Bath Water District totaled $173,573.28 compared to $157,112.83 in 
2010 reflecting a 10 % increase.  This increase is due to the 7% increase in rates that 
Wiscasset Water District pays Bath Water District for water as outlined in the 2006 
interconnection agreement. 
 
The District is continuing its annual meter maintenance program by replacing meters 
routinely by swapping out and testing meters in accordance to the Maine Public Utility 
Commission rules.  The District will be scheduling a regular number of meter 
replacements annually to ensure meter accuracy.  The District has realized tremendous 
benefits from this project: increased meter accuracy, the ability for leak detection, labor 
and billing efficiency improvements. This District has also been busy repairing broken 
curb stops, curb boxes, valve boxes, and has responded to 71 requests for Dig Safe mark 
outs, two water main repairs, four mutual aid requests to two other water systems, and 
have identified and assisted in 3 customer service leaks.   
 
The Water District sends out annually a Consumer Confidence Report to all its customers 
in accordance with Federal and State Requirements.  The brochure highlighted water 
conservation and treatment information as well as a history of the Water District.  The 
Water District continues to contract with the Town of Wiscasset Selectmen to do the 
billing and collection of sewer fees as they have since October 2000.  The District also 
continues to perform the same related services for the Town of Edgecomb for sewer 
billing services. 
 
The District has completed a system analysis and has also updated its capital 
improvement plan.  As part of this project the District conducted and analyzed the fire 
flow capabilities and identified critical areas within the system.  Also as a result of the 
system analysis, in connection with three years of discussion and negotiation the District 
undertook a water main replacement project along Main Street and Federal Street.  This 
project was a partnership between the District and Maine Department of Transportation.  
DOT contracted with the District to have its contractor replace a severely deteriorated 
storm drain system along the same streets.  The project was very successful and was 
completed ahead of schedule and under budget allowing the District to also tackle two 
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additional streets; Middle and Lincoln Street, which were also identified within the 
district’s Capital Improvement Plan. 
 
The District also went through a rate case filing with the Maine Public Utility 
Commission that went into effect on July 1, 2011.  The increase in revenue will offset the 
continued annual rate increase from Bath Water District and the debt service undertaken 
by the District to complete critical system improvements.   
Over the past year the District has seen a notable increase in their cash assets of 
$37,874.19.  The previous year end total was $36,802.32 and for 2011 year end the total 
was $77,676.51.  This increase can be attributed to the increase in rates that started July 
1, 2011.  The District is also required to have a reserve to cover the Rural Development 
Loan.  The District has also seen an increase in the District’s liabilities accounts payable; 
2010 year end was $14,873.63, while the 2011 year-end total was $16,817.01.  The 
District continues to make operational improvements to ensure financial stability to 
support the growth of the system and to offset future increases as outlined in the 
interlocal agreement with the Bath Water District. 
 
The Board and District staff is continuing to further strengthen the working relationship 
with the Town of Wiscasset, the Wiscasset Sewer Department and local water districts 
such as Great Salt Bay Sanitary District and the Bath Water District.  The District has 
also signed on to the Maine Water/Waste Water Agency Response Network (MEWARN) 
which is a state-wide mutual aid network that will ensure assistance such as equipment, 
materials and manpower from other utilities during large scale emergencies.  The District 
was also the recipient of an award from the Maine Water Utilities Association for 
Excellence in Operations.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Wiscasset Water District Trustees: 
Phil DiVece, Chairman  
Gregg Wood, Treasurer 
Mark Johnson, Asst. Treasurer  
Dean Shea, Clerk 
Ed Kavanagh, Trustee 
Chris Cossette, Superintendent 
Brian Murray, Utility Worker 
Stacey Knight, Administrative Assistant 
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Lincoln County Commissioners 
 
The best news for Lincoln County on the financial front is that our cost of supporting the 
Two Bridges Regional Jail has been reduced from $2.671 million to $2.436 million 
annually.  This reduction went into effect July 1st of 2011 so the county will enjoy the full 
benefit of this reduction for 2012 and in future years.  This savings will ultimately have a 
positive impact on county expenditures and resulting tax commitments of our towns.  Our 
total revenues have been stable with assistance from the County Recycling Center which 
has been getting good prices for the cardboard, mixed paper, and other commodities that 
they sell.  The Recycling Center also expanded their composting capacity by expanding 
the paved area on which they make compost from donated leaves from our constituent 
towns.  As many of the residents of Wiscasset and other county residents have noticed we 
also completed the multi-year grading, improved drainage, and paving project on the 
County parking lots around the County buildings. 
The winter of 2011-2012 was erratic to say the least.  With an early snowstorm but no 
significant heavy snow accumulations throughout the winter, we still had enough cold 
weather to cause dangerous driving conditions that required repeated treatment of the 
roads with sand and salt.  Also relating to the safety of our customers and employees, the 
county installed snow guards above the courthouse entrances to prevent dangerous ice-
falls landing on people entering and exiting the building.  On the inside of the courthouse, 
we installed additional handrails on the front stairway leading to the Superior Courtroom, 
with half of the cost of the historically-correct project paid for by the state. 
A new accounting software system was installed in 2011 with which everyone is steadily 
becoming more familiar.  In addition to the accounting software we have been working 
on networking all the courthouse administrative computers and providing a 
comprehensive back-up system. 
Our Regional Communications Center had an active year – responding to several high-
profile events including Hurricane Irene in August and the Halloween snowstorm.  The 
center also participated in multi-jurisdictional training exercises and Dispatcher training 
opportunities such as Verbal Judo, Stress Identification and Management, and Emergency 
Medical Service Conferences and Seminars.  The Lincoln County Emergency 
Management Agency was also heavily involved in the previously mentioned weather 
events as well as several exercises involving local hospitals, schools, and the Maine 
Yankee Facility. 
I would like to extend a special Thank You to your Selectman, Mr. Ed Polewarczyk, who 
chaired the Lincoln County Budget Committee this past budget cycle.  His experience 
and leadership helped to make the budget process a smooth, focused operation. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
John O’Connell 
Administrator 
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RSU #12 
 
Greetings!  Thank you for the opportunity to work with your school and your children 
over the past year.  It has truly been an honor, and I look forward to continued 
collaborative efforts to focus on excellence in the Wiscasset Schools. As you may know, 
the past year may be defined as one of many questions related to the future of Wiscasset 
Schools and the Town’s involvement with RSU 12.  I remain very concerned about the 
future of Wiscasset Schools; especially if the Town passes the withdrawal petition in 
June and (subsequently) votes to support a withdrawal plan.  To me, it is clear that 
REVENUE (state GPA, tuition receipts, Medicaid) would be DOWN by 2.5 to 3.0 
million dollars, as compared to FY 2009 (year prior to consolidation) and a new school 
board would be faced with the daunting task of either finding additional local funds, or 
making substantial cuts just to pay what the taxpayers pay now.  The Town’s present 
involvement with the RSU has been/is containing costs and allowing Wiscasset schools 
to remain open, and programs to survive and thrive.       
 
Some educational highlights include: 
 
 A “continuous improvement” focus, featuring parent / student 
feedback surveys 
 Support for Wiscasset High School preparation for NEASC (re) 
accreditation 
 Creation of a BACE B middle level program for students with 
behavioral special needs 
 Focused work on modernizing the comprehensive curriculum; 
including implementation of Maine’s (rigorous) Common Core 
(Math and Literacy), using the ATLAS on-line program (which will 
soon be accessible to parents / public, on-line) 
 Involvement in the “Maine Schools for Excellence” initiative, with 
focus on top quality teacher and leader evaluation & performance 
feedback and professional development (including all teachers 
completing the National Board’s “TakeOne!” program by March of 
2013) to improve effectiveness to enhance student learning 
outcomes.  This also includes the development of “measures” to 
track and enhance over time, including school-based improvement 
“challenges.” 
 Continued emphasis on student success in Math and Reading, using 
the “Response to Intervention.” 
 Implementation of the “Accelerated Reader” and “Accelerated 
Math” Programs 
 A study of the potential benefits of developing “customized” 
learning plans for all students  
 
The Wiscasset Schools currently serve approximately 600 students from Kindergarten 
through Grade Twelve.   
 
Scores on the state NECAP assessment (Grades 3 to 8) and the SAT (Grade 11),  
generally exceed state averages, and are trending upward.  
 
On the budget front, undoubtedly it can be said that the current economy continues to  
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present significant challenges.  The district will face yet another reduction in non-debt  
GPA funding for operational costs. 
 
Revenues from Medicaid reimbursements have all but disappeared. Thus, we must make  
every attempt to limit impact to the local taxpayer, given that certain areas of the budget  
will rise a bit. The current FY 2012 RSU budget is just over 25.1 million dollars.  This is  
significantly less than collective spending in FY 2009. In fact, non-debt service  
operational costs are about 23.9 million, reflecting our efforts to reduce spending  
primarily in the areas of Special Education and Administration. Reductions have been  
achieved WITHOUT LOSS OF PROGRAMS.  
 
In the coming year, I anticipate continued district level work/focus in the following areas: 
 
 Re-examination of the current formula for sharing “local” costs 
(Cost Sharing Formula) 
 Facility management planning, with focus on educational support, 
energy savings, safety & upkeep, and maximizing use of space 
available in all facilities across RSU 12 
 
Please be sure to attend one, or more of our public meetings regarding the budget 
process, or contact our Central Office if you’d like to be involved in any of our 
initiatives.  Additional information on important meetings and forums is available on our 
web site, at:  www.svrsu.org 
 
RSU 12 currently serves approximately 1,750 students.  We remain dedicated to 
providing high quality programming at an affordable cost.  Your Wiscasset 
representatives to the RSU 12 School Board are:  Mr. Eugene Stover, Mrs. Kim 
Andersson, Ms. Mary Myers and Mr. Dudley Leavitt III.  RSU #12 Board meetings will 
be held at 6:30PM at various school sites, on the second Thursday of each month.  As 
always, the public is invited to attend and “public comment” is part of each and every 
agenda. 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
Gregory G. Potter 
Superintendent of Schools, RSU #12 
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Leslie T. Fossel 
State Representative 
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Chellie Pingree, Congresswoman 
 
 
Dear Friend, 
 
I hope this letter finds you and your family well.  It continues to be an honor to represent 
you, and I wanted to take a moment to share with you some of the work I’ve done in 
Washington and Maine over the last year.   
 
As you know, times are not easy.  The country still struggles to recover from the 
recession, which is why I’m so frustrated Congress has not been serious about job 
creation.  Voters elected us to Congress with the highest priority of getting the country 
back to work.  While we should have been voting on jobs legislation, we have ended up 
debating anything but.   
 
I am proud, though, to have worked on my own piece of jobs legislation in 2011.  Local 
food is a growing part of Maine’s economy and has helped revitalize a traditional staple 
of our communities—the family farm.  We have seen incredible increases in CSA farm 
shares, farmers markets, and acres in cultivation.   
 
But outdated federal policy hasn’t done enough to support this bright spot, and often 
hinders it.  I’ve introduced the Local Farms, Food, and Jobs Act to bring local farmers the 
resources they need to continue growing.  If passed, it means investments in our regional 
food infrastructure, help for local schools to buy food produced in their communities, and 
giving more and more people affordable access to local food. 
 
Another piece of legislation I introduced in 2011 would help service members who are 
victims of military sexual assault.  This has become an alarming problem as thousands of 
women—and men—report being sexually assaulted while serving.  I’ve listened to many 
of them who are from Maine.  My legislation would ease the restrictions they currently 
face to get disability benefits from the VA.   
 
As a member of the House Armed Services Committee, I’ve been able to work on several 
policies that affect our military personnel.  It also means that I’ve kept close watch on our 
operations overseas.  In 2011, we saw some good news on this front.  First, we finally 
found and killed Osama bin Laden.  The second came with the official end to the war in 
Iraq.   
 
I am so glad that the Mainers who have served there will be able to return home.  But we 
can’t forget the nearly 4,500 soldiers we lost in Iraq—24 of them from Maine—nor the 
men and women who continue to serve in Afghanistan.  I hope we can start to bring them 
home in 2012.   
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My thoughts now are also with the many Maine families who can’t afford to heat their 
homes.  I’m disappointed to see deep cuts in LIHEAP, a program thousands of Mainers 
rely on.  I’ve introduced legislation to restore the funding and I will keep fighting to get 
Mainers the support they need.   
 
I wish you and your families the best—it’s a privilege to serve you.  If there is anything I 
can do, please don’t hesitate to contact me at (207) 774-5019 or www.pingree.house.gov.   
 
Hope to see you in Maine soon,  
    
  
Chellie Pingree 
Member of Congress 
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Olympia J. Snowe, Senator 
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Susan M. Collins, Senator 
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Christopher Johnson, Senator 
 
125th Legislature 
Senate of 
Maine  
Senate District 
20 
 
 
   
Senator Christopher 
Johnson 
3 State House Station 
Augusta, ME  04333-0003 
 (207) 287-1515 
 
3230 Turner Ridge Rd. 
Somerville, ME 04348 
Home: (207) 549-3358 
 
 
Dear Residents of Wiscasset, 
 
It is my great pleasure and honor to serve as your State Senator in Augusta during the 
remainder of this second regular session of the 125th Maine State Legislature. 
 
Maine faces serious challenges.  They are challenges I believe we can overcome by 
working together.  Maine needs to do more to encourage job growth and accelerate 
economic recovery.  And we must continue to help our most vulnerable citizens weather 
these hard times, just as Maine people have always looked out for our neighbors. 
 
While we face many challenges, they are certainly not insurmountable, and we also have 
many opportunities.  I am very confident about Maine’s potential if we build on our 
strengths and make wise economic policy decisions. 
 
As your State Senator, I am here to listen to your legislative needs and concerns, as well 
as act as a liaison between you and the State government.  I can be reached by phone at 
the State Capital at 287-1515 or by e-mail at chris@dirigo.net. 
 
Please feel free to contact me with your questions or concerns. 
 
I am honored and grateful for the opportunity to serve you. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Christopher Johnson 
Senator, District 20 
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Wiscasset Town Warrants 
March 2011 
 
WISCASSET TOWN WARRANT 
STATE OF MAINE 
 
 
 
To John Allen, resident of the Town of Wiscasset in the County of Lincoln. 
 
 
GREETINGS: 
 
 
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn 
the inhabitants of the Town of Wiscasset, in said County and State, qualified by law, to 
vote in Town affairs to meet at the Wiscasset Community Center on Tuesday, March 1, 
2011 from 12:00 PM until 8:00 PM, then and there to act on the following articles: 
 
  
NAMELY: 
 
 Article 1.   To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
   
  JOAN BARNES WAS ELECTED MODERATOR 
 
                            And to vote by secret ballot on the following articles: 
 
Article 2.  Shall the Town vote to authorize the Wiscasset Board 
of Selectmen to enter into a lease 
 with the State of Maine for a public safety tower site on 
Huntoon Hill? 
 
 The lease area will be 100 x 100 feet and will include 
an equipment building and  
 tower site.  Lease payments will be $4,800 annually 
with a 2% escalator each year. 
 The length of the lease will be 40 years. 
 
                 Board of Selectmen—Favor:  5      Oppose:  0    
  
                 YES-276        NO-48     BLANKS-11      ARTICLE PASSES 
 
 
 
 
Article 3.          Non Binding Survey Question: 
 
Do you favor the continued use of the term “Redskins” 
as the Wiscasset High School Mascot? 
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 YES-279      NO-53     BLANKS-3         ARTICLE PASSES 
 
   
 
And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting a copy thereof, attested 
by you, in a public and conspicuous place in said town, seven days, at least, before the 
time of holding said meeting. 
 
            Hereof, fail not, and due return make of this warrant to the Selectmen or Town 
Clerk, with your doings thereon, on or before the time of holding said meeting. 
 
          
 
 Given under our hands this 25th day of January 2011. 
 
                                                                                                 
                                                                                   S/_______________________ 
                                                                                   David Nichols 
                                                                                   Chairman, Board of Selectman 
 
                                                                                    S/________________________ 
                                                                                    Pamela Dunning, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    S/________________________ 
                                                                                    Judith Colby,  Selectman 
 
                                                                                    S/________________________ 
                                                                                    Edward Polewarczyk, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    S/________________________ 
                                                                                    Robert Blagden, Selectman 
 
 
Attest:_S/_____________________            
       
Time of Posting: _______________ 
 
Posted:   
U. S. Post Office 
Ames True Value 
Wiscasset Community Center 
Wiscasset Town Office 
Wiscasset Library  
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June 2011 
 
WISCASSET TOWN WARRANT 
STATE OF MAINE 
 
 
WISCASSET TOWN WARRANT 
STATE OF MAINE 
 
To John Allen, Constable, of the Town of Wiscasset in the County of Lincoln. 
 
GREETINGS:  In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants of the Town of Wiscasset, in said County and State, qualified by 
law, to vote in Town affairs to meet at the Wiscasset Community Center on Tuesday, the 
14th day of June AD, 2011 from 8:00 A.M. until 8:00 P.M., then and there to act on the 
following articles: 
 
Article 1.   To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
 
Susan Blagden was elected Moderator.  Joan Barnes was appointed Deputy Moderator. 
   
  And to vote by secret ballot on the following articles: 
 
Article 2.   To vote by secret ballot for elected positions. 
            
Article 3.   Should any cost center (departmental budget) question fail to pass, shall   
the Town vote to raise and appropriate an amount for the Selectmen to expend 
not to exceed 3/12 of the previous year’s cost center appropriation? 
YES-232 
NO-99 
 
Article 4. Shall the Town vote to appropriate the following Estimated Revenues to 
reduce the tax commitment? 
 
  Recreation                                           $ 470,000    
  Excise                                                  $ 450,000   
  State Revenues                                    $ 343,382    
  Miscellaneous                                      $ 301,300    
  Emergency Medical Services               $ 200,000    
   Charges for Services         $ 101,800      
   State Reimbursements                         $   68,300      
   Senior Center         $   45,279     
   Airport                           $   24,310     
                                       Waterfront                                           $   18,250    
     Total       $2,255,586 
              
    
YES-325 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-38 Budget Committee  recommendation:  6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
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Article 5.   To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to transfer and  
 expend the appropriate funds from taxes and personal property revenue in 
 accordance with the Tax Increment Financing (TIF) agreement for  
 repayment of taxes and for economic development purposes from the Tax 
 Increment Finance (TIF) District Account, consistent with 30-A M.R.S.A. 
 §5251-5261.               
 
YES-306 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-56 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
  
Article 6.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for General                                    
                  Government the sum of $ 551,604? 
   
 
Town Office Administration/Operations  $ 190,064    
Office of Selectmen    $   27,418     
Office of Assessment/Human Resources  $   77,516      
Office of Finance/Tax Collector   $ 162,043    
Town Clerk/Excise Tax Collector/Registrar  $   57,113     
Office of Elections    $   18,250    
General Assistance    $   19,200      
              Total  $ 551,604      
 
YES-289 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-75 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 7. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for General  
 Government / Contingency the sum of $35,000? 
    
YES-205 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-156 Budget Committee recommendation:  4 Favor; 2 Oppose 
  
Article 8. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal  
 Building Maintenance/Operations the sum of $72,868? 
 
YES-302 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-62 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
     
Article 9. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal  
 Planning/Boards and Committees the sum of $59,976? 
 
Municipal Planning  $   58,369 
Municipal Boards & Committees $     1,607 
Total $   59,976 
 
YES-238 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-122 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
   
Article 10. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal  
 Code Enforcement the sum of $55,993? 
  
YES-257 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-102 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
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Article 11. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Contractual  
 Services the sum of $73,000? 
 
Civil Defense, Health Officer, Retirement  $   18,000 
Audit & Financial    $   13,000 
Engineering/Consultants   $   15,000 
Legal     $   27,000 
Total     $   73,000 
 
YES-278 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-82 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
  
Article 12.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Celebrations  
   (July 4th and Winter Celebration) the sum of $11,500? 
 
YES-269 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-95 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
 
   
Article 13. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal Insurance/ 
                  Debt Services/Utilities the sum of $269,030? 
 
Tax Anticipation Note (Interest)   $   20,000    
Municipal Insurance    $   69,030  
Public Utilities: 
Street Lights    $   40,000    
Fire Protection (Hydrants)   $ 132,000   
Unemployment    $    8,000 
Total     $ 269,030  
 
YES-288 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-72 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
      
Article14.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Police Department 
                  the sum of $331,710? 
 
YES-248 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-111 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
  
Article 15. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Fire Department  
 the sum of $83,692? 
 
YES-321 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-42 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose 
   
Article 16. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Animal Control the sum  
                  of $9,295? 
 
YES-294 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 0 Oppose; 1 Abstain  
NO-68 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 17. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal   
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 Highway Department the sum of $671,167? 
 
YES-280 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-82 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 18. Shall the Town vote to appropriate an amount not to exceed  
 $52,699 from the Perpetual Care Trust Fund for the care of Cemeteries? 
 
YES-320 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-46 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
  
Article 19. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of  
 $85,000 for the Wiscasset Public Library? 
 
YES-219 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 0 Oppose; 2 Abstain  
NO-146 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 20. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Lincoln County  
   Television the sum of $5,000? 
 
YES-241 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-123 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
     
Article 21. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,350 for Senior 
Spectrum? 
FAILED: 
  
YES-173 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-193 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 22. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,215 for  
Midcoast Community Action? 
FAILED: 
 
YES-122 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-240 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 23. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 for 
Tedford Shelter? 
FAILED: 
 
YES-180 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-185 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 24. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $324 for 
Healthy Kids? 
 
YES-184 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-180 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose 
 
Article 25. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for 
Eldercare/Trans-Linc? 
 
YES-204 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
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NO-159 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 26. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for 
Jessie Albert Dental Clinic? 
 
YES-215 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-152 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 27. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,350 for 
Coastal Transportation? 
 
YES-185 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-180 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 28. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Shellfish  
     Conservation the sum of $9,807? 
 
YES-281 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-84 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 29. Shall the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to  transfer $355,736 
from the Reserve Fund to be used for Capital Improvements and reducing the 
Fiscal Year 2011-2012 Tax Commitment? 
 
YES-286 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-76 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 30. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for  
 Road and Sidewalk Repair the sum of $150,000? 
 
YES-301 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-64 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 31. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal Building/ 
 Fire Station Roof Repair the sum of $15,000? 
 
YES-319 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-46 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 32. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Wiscasset Community 
 Center Swimming Pool Pump Replacement the sum of $7,000? 
 
YES-252 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-112 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 33.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for a replacement to the  
 1992 Transfer Station Truck the sum of $120,000? 
 
YES-198 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-167 Budget Committee recommendation:   3 Favor; 3 Oppose  
 
Article 34. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the purchase of a 
Public Works Utility Loader with Attachments to replace the 1991 Bobcat 
the sum of $65,000? 
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YES-210 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-152 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 35.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for  
 Commercial Pier Debt the sum of $5,000? 
 
YES-243 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-109 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
 
Article 36.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Wastewater 
 System Generators the sum of $50,000? 
 
YES-280 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-81 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose 
 
Article 37. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for  
 Wastewater Treatment Plant Stairs Repair the sum of $15,000? 
 
YES-261 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-98 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
 
Article 38. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Airport 
 the sum of $40,328? 
 
The Airport generates $24,310 in revenue that offsets the above appropriation. 
 
YES-245 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-117 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 39. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Parks & 
 Recreation Department the sum of $771,607? 
    
The Parks and Recreation Department generates $470,000 in revenue that offsets the 
above appropriation. 
 
YES-226 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-137 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 40. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Transfer 
 Station the sum of $510,371? 
 
The Transfer Station generates $232,965 in revenue that offsets the above appropriation. 
 
YES-291 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-78 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 41. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Senior 
 Center the sum of $55,187? 
 
The Senior Center generates $45,279 in revenue that offsets the above appropriation. 
 
YES-270 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-95 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
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Article 42. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Waterfront & Harbors the     
sum of $45,783? 
 
Waterfront and Harbors generates $18,250 in revenue that offsets the above 
appropriation. 
 
YES-272 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-94 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
 
Article 43. Shall the Town appropriate the sum of $398,351 the entire  
 amount to come from departmental revenues, impact fees and   
 surplus, for the total Wastewater Treatment Plant operational  
 budget? 
 
YES-310 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-52 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 44. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Emergency Medical 
Services the sum of $278,844? 
 
Emergency Medical Services Department generates $200,000 in revenue that offsets the 
above appropriation. 
 
YES-318 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-48 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
 
Article 45.  Shall the Town fix Friday, October 28, 2011 and Friday, April 27,  
 2012 as the dates when semi–annual tax payments are due and   
 payable and instruct the Tax Collector to charge interest at the rate  
 of 7% per annum on all taxes unpaid after said dates?  
 
YES-316 
NO-42 
 
Article 46. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Tax Collector to enter into a 
 standard agreement with taxpayers establishing a “tax club” payment plan 
 for commercial and/or residential real estate property taxes, whereby: 
 
1. The taxpayer agrees to pay specified monthly 
payments to the Town based on his/her estimated 
and actual tax obligation for current year real 
estate property taxes: 
2. The Town agrees not to charge interest on timely 
payments made pursuant to the tax club 
agreement; 
3. The Town authorizes the Tax Collector to accept 
tax club payments for current year taxes which 
may be due prior to the commitment of those 
taxes; 
4. The agreement is automatically terminated if a 
scheduled payment is late, and the taxpayer then 
becomes subject to the same due date(s) and 
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interest date(s) and rate as other taxpayers who 
are not participating in a tax club program; and  
5. Taxpayers wishing to participate in a tax club for 
a particular property tax year shall enter an 
agreement with the town by a publicly-advertised 
deadline determined by the Tax Collector. 
 YES-298 
 NO-63 
 
Article 47. Shall the Town vote to approve the following: 
 
A. To pay interest at 2.00% per annum on any amount overpaid on property taxes as 
noted in M.R.S.A. Title 36, Section 506–A, and to authorize such interest paid or 
abatements granted to be appropriated from overlay funds or, if necessary, from 
undesignated fund balance; 
 
B.  To authorize the payment of tax abatements and applicable interest approved by the 
Selectmen/Board of Assessors from the property tax overlay; 
 
C.  To authorize the Tax Collector to accept pre–payment of property taxes, with no 
interest to be paid on the same; 
 
D.  To authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the town, to sell and dispose of any real 
estate acquired by the town for non-payment of taxes thereon, on such terms, as they may 
deem advisable, and to execute quit claim deeds for such property. Property that, in the 
opinion of the Selectmen, best serves the interest of the Town by remaining Town–owned 
property need not be sold; 
 
E.  To authorize the Selectmen to expend additional funds received from federal, state 
and other sources during the year for Town purposes provided such additional funds do 
not require the expenditure of local funds not previously appropriated; 
 
F.  To authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer, on behalf of the town, to accept gifts, real 
estate and other funds including trust funds that may be given or left to the Town and to 
apply these funds to the accounts the Selectmen deem appropriate; 
 
G.  To authorize the Selectmen to sell or dispose of various items, except real estate, that 
serve little or no purpose in the operation of the town, and to apply the proceeds from 
these sales to the accounts the Selectmen deem appropriate;  
 
H.  To authorize the Selectmen to disburse money received from registration fees of 
snowmobiles for the purpose of maintaining snowmobile trails in Wiscasset; 
 
I.  To authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept State and Federal grants-including 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)  applications and grants from non-profit 
organizations, donations or revenues, on the Town’s behalf for municipal purposes, 
including, when necessary, the authority to sign grant contracts, documents or other 
paperwork and to accept the conditions that accompany grant funds and to appropriate 
and expend grant funds and/or funds for authorized purposes as the Board of Selectmen 
deems to be in the best interest of the Town during the fiscal year 2012. 
    
J.  To authorize the Selectmen to carry forward any Unexpended Account Balance as 
they deem advisable and to authorize the  Selectmen to set at a later date the amount of 
undesignated fund balance, if any, to be used to reduce property tax assessment. 
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YES-304 
NO-52 
 
Article 48. Shall the Town vote to accept monies received from the sale of cemetery 
 lots to be used for perpetual care and maintenance of all cemeteries 
 within the Town of Wiscasset? 
 
YES-343 
NO-18 
 
Article 49. Shall the Town vote to authorize the municipal officers to make final 
determinations regarding the closing or opening of roads to winter 
maintenance pursuant to 23 M.R.S.A. Section 2953? 
 
YES-304 
NO-52 
 
Article 50. Shall the Town vote to adopt the Wiscasset Senior Center Trust and 
 appropriate $1.00 to this Trust? 
 
(Note: The terms of this Trust, which is for the purpose of accepting gifts to be used for 
the Wiscasset Senior Center, may be viewed at the office of the Wiscasset Town Clerk.) 
 
YES-298 
NO-61 
 
Article 51. Shall the Town vote to adopt the Wiscasset Community Center Trust and 
 appropriate $1.00 to this Trust? 
 
(Note: The terms of this Trust, which is for the purpose of accepting gifts to be used for 
the Wiscasset Community Center, may be viewed at the office of the Wiscasset Town 
Clerk.) 
 
YES-291 
NO-65 
 
Article 52. Shall the Town vote to adopt the Wiscasset Parks and Recreation Trust 
and appropriate $1.00 to this Trust? 
 
(Note:  The terms of this Trust, which is for the purpose of accepting gifts to be used for 
the Wiscasset Parks and Recreation Department, excepting the Wiscasset Community 
Center, may be viewed at the office of the Wiscasset Town Clerk.  
 
YES-286 
NO-68 
 
Article 53. To see if the Town will vote to approve a capital improvement project 
 consisting of replacement of the commercial fish pier for a sum not to  
 exceed $350,000; to fund the capital improvement project, to authorize  
 Treasurer and the Chairperson of the Board of Selectmen to issue general 
 obligation securities of the Town of Wiscasset (including temporary notes 
 in anticipation of the sale thereof) in an aggregate principal amount not to  
 exceed $350,000; and to delegate to the Treasurer and the Chairperson of   
 The Board of Selectmen the discretion to fix the date(s), maturity(ies),  
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 interest rate(s), denomination(s), place(s) of payment, form and other 
 detail of said securities, including execution and delivery of said 
 security(ies) and to provide for the sale thereof. 
        
        
   TOWN OF WISCASSET FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
    
1.  Total Town Indebtedness as of June 30, 2010 
         
     A.  Bonds outstanding*                                                 $  878,280 
     B.   Bonds authorized and unissued                              $ 
     C.   Bonds to be issued if this vote is approved             $  350,000 
 
     Total                                                                               $1,228,280 
 
2.   Costs 
  
At an estimated interest rate of 3.5 percent, the estimated costs of  
 
 This bond will be: 
  
 5 years 
 Principal:                $  350,000 
 Interest                    $    35,839 
 Total Debt Service  $  385,839 
  
3.   Validity 
       
The validity of the bond or the voters’ ratification of the bond may not be affected by any 
errors in the above estimate.  If the actual amount of the total debt service for the bond 
issue varies from the estimate, the ratification by the electors is nevertheless conclusive 
and the validity of the bond issue is not affected by reason of the variance.  
          
 *Ferry Road Industrial Park TIF  
      
      
      
  
 S/______________________________ 
                     Treasurer, Town of Wiscasset  
 
 
YES-260 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-97 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
  
 
ORDINANCES 
 
Article 54. Shall the Town vote to amend Article I -TOWN OFFICIALS by deleting  
the following struck through language and by adding the language in bold font: 
 
           1.1 The provisions of 30-A MRSA Section 2528, as heretofore accepted by the 
Town shall govern the election of Town officers, and the following officers shall be 
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elected by secret ballot: five people to be Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the 
Poor, who shall serve terms of two years, with two Selectmen to be elected in odd years 
and three in even years; a member of the Superintending School Committee who shall 
serve for three years ,and the members of the Budget Committee who shall be elected for 
three years, and elect a Road Commissioner by secret ballot to a one year term.  [3-46, 3-
48, 1-52, 2-53, 3-76, 3-81, 11-02, 06-04, 01-05, 6-05, 6-11] 
 
1.3      Effective as of the 2003 Annual Town Meeting until the Town votes 
           otherwise, The Town Manager shall annually appoint the following: Town 
           Clerk, Town Treasurer, Tax Collector, Road Commissioner and Excise Tax       
           Collector. [11-02, 06-04, 01-05, 6-05, 6-11]. 
            
YES-237 
NO-118 
 
Article 55. Shall the Town enact an ordinance titled “Village Waterfront District” by 
deleting strikethrough language in Article II, section 2.2; Article VI, sections F, F.1, F.1.1 
– F.1.8, F.2; and Article VI, section FF and adopting bold font language in Article VI, 
section F “Village Waterfront District”, Article VI, section FF “Village Waterfront 
District Description”, definitions in the GLOSSARY, and the “Village Waterfront 
District” zoning map dated April 5, 2011? 
YES-239 A copy of the text of this ordinance is available from the Town Clerk 
NO-102 
 
Article 56. Shall the Town enact an ordinance titled Article III “Sign Ordinance” by 
deleting Article III “Signs” in its entirety and adopting an ordinance entitled Article III 
“Sign Ordinance”? 
YES-241 A copy of the text of this ordinance is available from the Town Clerk 
NO-100 
 
Article 57. Shall the Town vote to amend Article X “Shellfish Conservation Ordinance”, 
section 6.5.2.b by adding the following language in bold font? 
b. Conservation Time:  Commercial Shellfish License applicants shall complete 
conservation time by May 15 of each year.  The conservation period starts May 16 
and runs until May 15 of the following year. [6-11] 
YES-287 
NO-58 
 
Article 58. Shall the town vote to amend Article V “Solid Waste”, sections 1.5, 5.1, 5.2 and the 
GLOSSARY by deleting the strikethrough language and adopting the language in bold font? 
 
  1.5  The separation and recycling of materials saves in disposal costs, 
conserves materials, energy, and natural resources, and has a long term desirable effect 
on the environment.  In order to increase participation in recycling, and thereby make 
solid waste handling, processing, and disposal more effective and less costly, this article 
makes source separation mandatory effective on October 1, 2011. [6-11] 
 
  5.1 The penalty for non-separation of recyclables from unrecyclable 
goods shall be $2.00 per bag.  The fine shall be charged to and payable by the person, 
business or commercial hauler which brings the unrecycled waste to the facility to be 
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disposed of.   In addition, such person shall reimburse the Town for all expenses incurred 
by the Town as a result of the violation. [6-11] 
 
  5.2 Whoever violates any other of the provisions of this Ordinance shall be 
punished by a fine of not less than $50 and not more than $200 plus costs of prosecution, 
which fine shall be recovered on complaint to the use of the Town of Wiscasset, or by 
imprisonment for not more than three months.  In addition, such person shall reimburse the 
Town for all expenses incurred by the Town as a result of the violation. 
 
RECYCLING: Separating, collecting and/or reprocessing of manufactured materials or 
residues for reuse either in the same form or as part of a different product. [6-11]  
YES-225 
NO-126 
 
Article 59. Shall the Town vote to amend Article II “Temporary or Seasonal Businesses”, 
section 2.17; Article IX “Temporary Sales Ordinance”, section 1.4, 1.4.1 – 1.4.7; and a 
definition in the GLOSSARY by deleting the strikethrough language and adopting the 
language in bold font? 
YES-235 
NO-103 
 
1.4 TEMPORARY BUSINESS  SALES ORDINANCE 
 
1.4.1 Purpose.  It is the intent of this ordinance to regulate temporary business sales 
activities so that temporary stands, concessions and exhibits are allowed only 
upon meeting certain minimum regulations.   
 
1.4.2 Definitions. 
 
a. Temporary Business Activity: Temporary business activity is defined as 
Any activity, stand, concession, carnival, road show, trade show, fair or 
public exhibition, taking place from a temporary structure and/or 
temporary location, whose purpose is to advertise, display, or offer 
goods for sale for no more than ninety (90) consecutive days during a 
three hundred sixty-five (365) day period. 
 
b. Temporary Business License: A temporary business license is A 
document obtained from the Wiscasset Code Enforcement Officer 
Town Manager that grants the applicant permission to conduct a 
temporary business activity in the Town of Wiscasset. 
 
1.4.3 Permits.  It shall be unlawful for any individual, person, firm, corporation, 
partnership, or other business entity to conduct temporary business activities 
in the Town of Wiscasset without first applying for and obtaining a temporary 
business license. 
 
a. The applicant for a temporary business license shall obtain a temporary 
business license from the Wiscasset Code Enforcement Officer Town 
Manager prior to before engaging in any activities associated with this 
section.  The Code Enforcement Officer Town Manager shall have the 
authority to approve or deny any temporary business license pursuant to 
this ordinance. 
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b. A single temporary business license shall be valid for a maximum of 
thirty (30) ninety (90) consecutive calendar days during a three 
hundred sixty-five (365) day period, beginning on the date of license 
approval commencement of the temporary business activity.   
 
c. The temporary business license fee shall be established by the 
Selectmen. There shall be no fee for a temporary business license.   
 
1.4.4 Appeals.  Any application to conduct a temporary business activity that has 
been denied in writing, has been suspended or revoked, may, within thirty 
days of the denial, suspension or revocation, appeal the decision to the 
Wiscasset Board of Appeals as defined in Article I, Section 5.  be appealed 
to the Wiscasset Board of Selectmen.  All appeals must be made by 
submitting a formal written request of an appeal to the Town of Wiscasset 
Town Manager. 
 
1.4.5 Regulations.  Each licensee shall meet all of the requirements listed below.  
Failure to meet any of the requirements listed herein shall constitute grounds 
for non-issuance or revocation of a temporary business license. 
 
a. No temporary business activity will shall create hazardous traffic 
conditions. 
 
b. No temporary business activity shall obstruct or act as a cause of 
obstructing any sidewalk, street or highway within the Town of 
Wiscasset. 
 
c. Each licensee shall be required to clean up its site, repair any related 
damages and remove all materials associated with its temporary 
business activity within twenty-four (24) hours of license or event 
expiration, whichever occurs first.  Failure to remove will shall result 
in the Town removing materials at the expense of said licensee and shall 
constitute a violation of this ordinance. 
 
d. Temporary licenses shall be conspicuously displayed at the place of 
business. 
 
e. Signs shall comply with the applicable provisions of the Wiscasset 
Sign Ordinance, Article III.   
 
f. Adequate toilet facilities shall be provided as determined by the 
Wiscasset Local Plumbing Inspector.  
 
g. Secure written permission from the land owner before applying for 
a temporary business license. 
 
1.4.6 Exemptions.  The following activities are held is exempt under this ordinance: 
 
a. Private garage or yard sales conducted on the seller’s owned or leased 
property. 
 
b. Temporary business activities occurring on town or school property. 
associated with the Main Street Pier. any recreational activities that are 
permitted by law and for other activities which a license or permit by the 
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town is necessary; such as, but not limited to: School Department 
sporting events, 4th of July parade, Main Street Pier activities, etc.  
 
c. Temporary activities involving craft fairs, flea markets and yard sales 
that are sponsored by churches, civic organizations and nonprofit 
organizations that are tax exempt under the provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 
 
d. Temporary business activities shall not be considered in 
determining the minimum lot size requirements for the use or uses 
made of any lot.  
 
1.4.7 Violations.  Any individual, person, firm, corporation, partnership or other 
business entity violating the provisions of this ordinance shall be punished by: 
1). 1st offense shall be a warning; 2).  For each and every offense thereafter a 
payment of a fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) nor more than three 
hundred dollars ($300.00).  Each day of a continuing violation shall be 
deemed a separate offense.  The Wiscasset Police Department and Code 
Enforcement Officer shall be responsible for the enforcement of this 
ordinance 
  
1.4.7 Violation.  Any individual, person, firm, corporation, partnership or other business 
entity violating the provisions of this ordinance shall receive a warning for the first offense.  
For each and every offense thereafter a fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) nor more 
than three hundred dollars ($300.00) shall be levied.  Each day of a continuing violation after 
the issuance of a written notice of violation shall be deemed a separate offence.  The Wiscasset 
Police Department and Code Enforcement Officer shall be responsible for the enforcement of 
this ordinance. 
 
2.17 TEMPORARY OR SEASONAL BUSINESSES 
 
Temporary or seasonal businesses shall not be considered in determining the minimum 
lot size requirements for the use or uses made of any lot provided that the temporary or 
seasonal business: 
 
2.17.1 Complies with all other laws and ordinances (such as, for example, those 
pertaining to Victualers and to parking); [3-95] 
 
2.17.2 Does not create a traffic hazard by blocking traffic vision; and [3-95] 
 
2.17.3 Has written permission from the landowner. [3-95] 
 
 
Glossary 
 
 
TEMPORARY OR SEASONAL BUSINESSES: Those for profit and not for profit 
activities in Wiscasset which operate and set up less than six months out of the year. 
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And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting a copy thereof, attested by you, in a 
public and conspicuous place in said town, seven days, at least, before the time of holding 
said meeting. 
 
Hereof, fail not, and due return make of this warrant to the Selectmen or Town Clerk, 
with your doings thereon, on or before the time of holding said meeting. 
 
            Given under our hands this 19th day of April 2011. 
 
 
                                                                                                 
                                                                                    s/_______________________ 
                                                                                    David Nichols, Chairman  
                                                                                     
                                                                                    s/________________________ 
                                                                                    Pamela Dunning, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    s/________________________ 
                                                                                    Judith Colby, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    s/________________________ 
                                                                                    Edward Polewarczyk, Selectman 
 
                                                                                   s/ ________________________ 
                                                                                    Robert Blagden, Selectman 
 
Attest:________________________                   
Time of Posting: _______________ 
 
Posted:            U. S. Post Office 
                        Ames True Value 
                        Wiscasset Community Center 
                        Wiscasset Town Office 
                        Wiscasset Library  
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WISCASSET TOWN WARRANT 
STATE OF MAINE 
 
To John Allen, Constable, of the Town of Wiscasset in the County of Lincoln. 
 
GREETINGS:  In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants of the Town of Wiscasset, in said County and State, qualified by 
law, to vote in Town affairs to meet at the Wiscasset Community Center on Tuesday, the 
14th day of June AD, 2011 from 8:00 A.M. until 8:00 P.M., then and there to act on the 
following articles: 
 
Article 1.   To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
 
Susan Blagden was elected Moderator.  Joan Barnes was appointed Deputy Moderator. 
   
 And to vote by secret ballot on the following articles: 
 
Article 2.   To vote by secret ballot for elected positions. 
            
Article 3.   Should any cost center (departmental budget) question fail to pass, shall  the   
Town vote to raise and appropriate an amount for the Selectmen to expend not 
to exceed 3/12 of the previous year’s cost center appropriation? 
YES-232 
NO-99 
 
Article 4. Shall the Town vote to appropriate the following Estimated  
 Revenues to reduce the tax commitment? 
 
  Recreation                                         $ 470,000    
  Excise                                                $ 450,000   
  State Revenues                                  $ 343,382    
  Miscellaneous                                    $ 301,300    
  Emergency Medical Services            $ 200,000    
   Charges for Services       $ 101,800      
   State Reimbursements                       $   68,300      
   Senior Center       $   45,279     
   Airport                         $   24,310     
                                     Waterfront                                          $   18,250    
     Total      $2,255,586 
              
    
YES-325 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-38 Budget Committee  recommendation:  6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
   
Article 5.   To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to transfer and 
expend the appropriate funds from taxes and personal property revenue in 
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accordance with the Tax Increment Financing (TIF) agreement for  repayment of taxes 
and for economic development purposes from the Tax Increment Finance (TIF) District 
Account, consistent with 30-A M.R.S.A. §5251-5261.               
 
YES-306 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-56 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
  
Article 6.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for General                                    
                  Government the sum of $ 551,604? 
   
 
Town Office Administration/Operations $ 190,064    
  Office of Selectmen   $   27,418     
  Office of Assessment/Human Resources $   77,516      
  Office of Finance/Tax Collector  $ 162,043    
  Town Clerk/Excise Tax Collector/Registrar $   57,113     
  Office of Elections   $   18,250    
  General Assistance   $   19,200      
               Total    $ 551,604   
   
 
YES-289 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-75 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 7. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for General  
 Government / Contingency the sum of $35,000? 
    
YES-205 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-156 Budget Committee recommendation:  4 Favor; 2 Oppose 
  
Article 8. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal  
Building Maintenance/Operations the sum of $72,868? 
 
YES-302 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-62 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
     
Article 9. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal  
 Planning/Boards and Committees the sum of $59,976? 
 
 Municipal Planning                            $   58,369 
 Municipal Boards & Committees       $     1,607 
 Total                                                    $   59,976 
 
YES-238 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-122 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
   
Article 10. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal  
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 Code Enforcement the sum of $55,993? 
  
YES-257 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-102 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
  
Article 11. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Contractual  
 Services the sum of $73,000? 
 
Civil Defense, Health Officer, Retirement $   18,000 
Audit & Financial   $   13,000 
Engineering/Consultants  $   15,000 
Legal    $   27,000 
Total    $   73,000 
 
YES-278 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-82 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
  
Article 12. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Celebrations  
(July 4th and Winter Celebration) the sum of $11,500? 
 
YES-269 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-95 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
 
   
Article 13.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal Insurance/ 
                   Debt Services/Utilities the sum of $269,030? 
 
Tax Anticipation Note (Interest)  $   20,000    
Municipal Insurance   $   69,030  
Public Utilities: 
Street Lights   $   40,000    
Fire Protection (Hydrants)  $ 132,000   
Unemployment   $    8,000 
Total    $ 269,030  
 
YES-288 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-72 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
      
Article14.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Police Department 
                  the sum of $331,710? 
 
YES-248 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-111 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
  
Article 15. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Fire Department  
the sum of $83,692? 
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YES-321 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-42 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose 
   
Article 16.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Animal Control the sum  
 of $9,295? 
 
YES-294 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 0 Oppose; 1 Abstain  
NO-68 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 17. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal   
Highway Department the sum of $671,167? 
 
YES-280 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-82 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 18. Shall the Town vote to appropriate an amount not to exceed  
 $52,699 from the Perpetual Care Trust Fund for the care of Cemeteries? 
 
YES-320 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-46 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
  
Article 19. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of  
$85,000 for the Wiscasset Public Library? 
 
YES-219 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 0 Oppose; 2 Abstain  
NO-146 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 20. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Lincoln County  
 Television the sum of $5,000? 
 
YES-241 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-123 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
     
Article 21. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,350 for Senior 
Spectrum? 
FAILED: 
  
YES-173 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-193 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 22. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,215 for  
Midcoast Community Action? 
FAILED: 
 
YES-122 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-240 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
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Article 23. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 for 
Tedford Shelter? 
FAILED: 
 
YES-180 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-185 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 24. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $324 for 
Healthy Kids? 
 
YES-184 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-180 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose 
 
Article 25. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for 
Eldercare/Trans-Linc? 
 
YES-204 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-159 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 26. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for 
Jessie Albert Dental Clinic? 
 
YES-215 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-152 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 27. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,350 for 
Coastal Transportation? 
 
YES-185 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 3 Favor; 2 Oppose  
NO-180 Budget Committee recommendation:   2 Favor; 4 Oppose  
 
Article 28. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Shellfish  
Conservation the sum of $9,807? 
 
YES-281 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-84 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 29. Shall the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to  transfer $355,736 
from the Reserve Fund to be used for Capital Improvements and reducing the 
Fiscal Year 2011-2012 Tax Commitment? 
 
YES-286 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-76 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 30. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for  
Road and Sidewalk Repair the sum of $150,000? 
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YES-301 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-64 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 31. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Municipal Building/ 
Fire Station Roof Repair the sum of $15,000? 
 
YES-319 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-46 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 32. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Wiscasset Community 
Center Swimming Pool Pump Replacement the sum of $7,000? 
 
YES-252 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-112 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 33. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for a replacement to the  
1992 Transfer Station Truck the sum of $120,000? 
 
YES-198 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-167 Budget Committee recommendation:   3 Favor; 3 Oppose  
 
Article 34.  Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the purchase of a 
Public Works Utility Loader with Attachments to replace the 1991 Bobcat 
the sum of $65,000? 
 
YES-210 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-152 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 35. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for  
Commercial Pier Debt the sum of $5,000? 
 
YES-243 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-109 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
 
Article 36. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Wastewater 
System Generators the sum of $50,000? 
 
YES-280 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-81 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose 
 
Article 37. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for  
Wastewater Treatment Plant Stairs Repair the sum of $15,000? 
 
YES-261 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-98 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
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Article 38. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Airport 
the sum of $40,328? 
 
The Airport generates $24,310 in revenue that offsets the above appropriation. 
 
YES-245 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-117 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 39. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Parks & 
Recreation Department the sum of $771,607? 
    
The Parks and Recreation Department generates $470,000 in revenue that offsets the 
above appropriation. 
 
YES-226 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-137 Budget Committee recommendation:   4 Favor; 2 Oppose  
 
Article 40. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Transfer Station the sum  
of $510,371? 
 
The Transfer Station generates $232,965 in revenue that offsets the above appropriation. 
 
YES-291 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-78 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 41. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for the Senior Center the sum of  
$55,187? 
 
The Senior Center generates $45,279 in revenue that offsets the above appropriation. 
 
YES-270 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-95 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 42. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Waterfront & Harbors the  
sum of $45,783? 
 
Waterfront and Harbors generates $18,250 in revenue that offsets the above propriation. 
 
YES-272 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-94 Budget Committee recommendation:   5 Favor; 1 Oppose  
 
Article 43. Shall the Town appropriate the sum of $398,351 the entire amount to come 
from departmental revenues, impact fees and surplus, for the total 
Wastewater Treatment Plant operational budget? 
 
YES-310 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-52 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
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Article 44. Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate for Emergency Medical 
Services the sum of $278,844? 
 
Emergency Medical Services Department generates $200,000 in revenue that offsets the 
above appropriation. 
 
YES-318 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 5 Favor; 0 Oppose  
NO-48 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
Article 45. Shall the Town fix Friday, October 28, 2011 and Friday, April 27,  2012 as 
the dates when semi–annual tax payments are due and payable and instruct the 
Tax Collector to charge interest at the rate of 7% per annum on all taxes 
unpaid after said dates?  
 
YES-316 
NO-42 
 
Article 46. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Tax Collector to enter into a 
 standard agreement with taxpayers establishing a “tax club” payment plan 
 for commercial and/or residential real estate property taxes, whereby: 
 
6. The taxpayer agrees to pay specified monthly 
payments to the Town based on his/her estimated 
and actual tax obligation for current year real 
estate property taxes: 
7. The Town agrees not to charge interest on timely 
payments made pursuant to the tax club 
agreement; 
8. The Town authorizes the Tax Collector to accept 
tax club payments for current year taxes which 
may be due prior to the commitment of those 
taxes; 
9. The agreement is automatically terminated if a 
scheduled payment is late, and the taxpayer then 
becomes subject to the same due date(s) and 
interest date(s) and rate as other taxpayers who 
are not participating in a tax club program; and  
10. Taxpayers wishing to participate in a tax club for 
a particular property tax year shall enter an 
agreement with the town by a publicly-advertised 
deadline determined by the Tax Collector. 
YES-298 
 NO-63 
 
Article 47. Shall the Town vote to approve the following: 
 
A. To pay interest at 2.00% per annum on any amount 
overpaid on property taxes as noted in M.R.S.A. Title 
36, Section 506–A, and to authorize such interest paid 
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or abatements granted to be appropriated from overlay 
funds or, if necessary, from undesignated fund balance; 
 
B.  To authorize the payment of tax abatements and 
applicable interest approved by the Selectmen/Board of 
Assessors from the property tax overlay; 
 
C.  To authorize the Tax Collector to accept pre–
payment of property taxes, with no interest to be paid 
on the same; 
 
D.  To authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the town, 
to sell and dispose of any real estate acquired by the 
town for non-payment of taxes thereon, on such terms, 
as they may deem advisable, and to execute quit claim 
deeds for such property. Property that, in the opinion of 
the Selectmen, best serves the interest of the Town by 
remaining Town–owned property need not be sold; 
 
E.  To authorize the Selectmen to expend additional 
funds received from federal, state and other sources 
during the year for Town purposes provided such 
additional funds do not require the expenditure of local 
funds not previously appropriated; 
 
F.  To authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer, on behalf 
of the town, to accept gifts, real estate and other funds 
including trust funds that may be given or left to the 
Town and to apply these funds to the accounts the 
Selectmen deem appropriate; 
 
G.  To authorize the Selectmen to sell or dispose of 
various items, except real estate, that serve little or no 
purpose in the operation of the town, and to apply the 
proceeds from these sales to the accounts the Selectmen 
deem appropriate;  
 
H.  To authorize the Selectmen to disburse money 
received from registration fees of snowmobiles for the 
purpose of maintaining snowmobile trails in Wiscasset; 
 
I.  To authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept 
State and Federal grants-including Community 
Development Block Grant (CDBG)  applications and 
grants from non-profit organizations, donations or 
revenues, on the Town’s behalf for municipal purposes, 
including, when necessary, the authority to sign grant 
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contracts, documents or other paperwork and to accept 
the conditions that accompany grant funds and to 
appropriate and expend grant funds and/or funds for 
authorized purposes as the Board of Selectmen deems 
to be in the best interest of the Town during the fiscal 
year 2012. 
    
J.  To authorize the Selectmen to carry forward any 
Unexpended Account Balance as they deem advisable 
and to authorize the  Selectmen to set at a later date the 
amount of undesignated fund balance, if any, to be used 
to reduce property tax assessment. 
YES-304 
NO-52 
 
Article 48. Shall the Town vote to accept monies received from the sale of cemetery 
lots to be used for perpetual care and maintenance of all cemeteries within the  
Town of Wiscasset? 
YES-343 
NO-18 
 
Article 49. Shall the Town vote to authorize the municipal officers to make final 
determinations regarding the closing or opening of roads to winter 
maintenance pursuant to 23 M.R.S.A. Section 2953? 
  
YES-304 
NO-52 
 
Article 50. Shall the Town vote to adopt the Wiscasset Senior Center Trust and 
 appropriate $1.00 to this Trust? 
 
(Note: The terms of this Trust, which is for the purpose of accepting gifts to be used for 
the Wiscasset Senior Center, may be viewed at the office of the Wiscasset Town Clerk.) 
 
YES-298 
NO-61 
 
Article 51. Shall the Town vote to adopt the Wiscasset Community Center Trust and 
 appropriate $1.00 to this Trust? 
 
(Note: The terms of this Trust, which is for the purpose of accepting gifts to be used for 
the Wiscasset Community Center, may be viewed at the office of the Wiscasset Town 
Clerk.) 
 
YES-291 
NO-65 
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Article 52. Shall the Town vote to adopt the Wiscasset Parks and Recreation Trust and 
appropriate $1.00 to this Trust? 
 
(Note:  The terms of this Trust, which is for the purpose of accepting gifts to be used for 
the Wiscasset Parks and Recreation Department, excepting the Wiscasset Community 
Center, may be viewed at the office of the Wiscasset Town Clerk.  
 
YES-286 
NO-68 
 
Article 53. To see if the Town will vote to approve a capital improvement project 
 consisting of replacement of the commercial fish pier for a sum not to  
 exceed $350,000; to fund the capital improvement project, to authorize  
 Treasurer and the Chairperson of the Board of Selectmen to issue general 
 obligation securities of the Town of Wiscasset (including temporary notes 
 in anticipation of the sale thereof) in an aggregate principal amount not to  
 exceed $350,000; and to delegate to the Treasurer and the Chairperson of   
 The Board of Selectmen the discretion to fix the date(s), maturity(ies),  
 interest rate(s), denomination(s), place(s) of payment, form and other 
 detail of said securities, including execution and delivery of said 
 security(ies) and to provide for the sale thereof. 
        
        
   TOWN OF WISCASSET FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
    
1.  Total Town Indebtedness as of June 30, 2010 
        
                                                  A.  Bonds outstanding*                                      $  878,280 
                                                  B.   Bonds authorized and unissued                   $ 
                                                  C.   Bonds to be issued if this vote is approved $  350,000 
 
     Total                                                          $1,228,280 
 
2.   Costs 
At an estimated interest rate of 3.5 percent, the 
estimated costs of this bond will be: 
  
 5 years 
 Principal:                                               $  350,000 
 Interest                                                   $    35,839 
 Total Debt Service                                 $  385,839 
  
3.   Validity 
       
The validity of the bond or the voters’ ratification of the 
bond may not be affected by any errors in the above 
estimate.  If the actual amount of the total debt service 
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for the bond issue varies from the estimate, the 
ratification by the electors is nevertheless conclusive 
and the validity of the bond issue is not affected by 
reason of the variance.  
          
 *Ferry Road Industrial Park TIF  
      
      
      
  
 S/______________________________ 
             
Treasurer, Town of Wiscasset  
 
 
YES-260 Board of Selectmen recommendation: 4 Favor; 1 Oppose  
NO-97 Budget Committee recommendation:   6 Favor; 0 Oppose  
 
  
 
ORDINANCES 
 
Article 54. Shall the Town vote to amend Article I -TOWN OFFICIALS by deleting  
the following struck through language and by adding the language in bold 
font: 
 
1.1 The provisions of 30-A MRSA Section 2528, as heretofore  
accepted by the Town shall govern the election of Town officers, 
and the following officers shall be elected by secret ballot: five 
people to be Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor, who 
shall serve terms of two years, with two Selectmen to be elected in 
odd years and three in even years; a member of the Superintending 
School Committee who shall serve for three years ,and the 
members of the Budget Committee who shall be elected for three 
years, and elect a Road Commissioner by secret ballot to a one year 
term.  [3-46, 3-48, 1-52, 2-53, 3-76, 3-81, 11-02, 06-04, 01-05, 6-
05, 6-11] 
 
1.3       Effective as of the 2003 Annual Town Meeting until the Town 
votes otherwise, The Town Manager shall annually appoint the 
following: Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Tax Collector, Road 
Commissioner and Excise Tax Collector. [11-02, 06-04, 01-05, 6-
05, 6-11]. 
  
YES-237 
NO-118 
 
Article 55. Shall the Town enact an ordinance titled “Village Waterfront District” by 
deleting strikethrough language in Article II, section 2.2; Article VI, sections F, F.1, F.1.1 
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– F.1.8, F.2; and Article VI, section FF and adopting bold font language in Article VI, 
section F “Village Waterfront District”, Article VI, section FF “Village Waterfront 
District Description”, definitions in the GLOSSARY, and the “Village Waterfront 
District” zoning map dated April 5, 2011? 
YES-239 A copy of the text of this ordinance is available from the Town Clerk 
NO-102 
 
Article 56. Shall the Town enact an ordinance titled Article III “Sign Ordinance” by 
deleting Article III “Signs” in its entirety and adopting an ordinance entitled 
Article III “Sign Ordinance”? 
YES-241 A copy of the text of this ordinance is available from the Town Clerk 
NO-100 
 
Article 57. Shall the Town vote to amend Article X “Shellfish Conservation Ordinance”, 
section 6.5.2.b by adding the following language in bold font? 
b. Conservation Time:  Commercial Shellfish License applicants shall 
complete conservation time by May 15 of each year.  The conservation 
period starts May 16 and runs until May 15 of the following year. [6-11] 
YES-287 
NO-58 
 
Article 58. Shall the town vote to amend Article V “Solid Waste”, sections 1.5, 5.1, 5.2 and the 
GLOSSARY by deleting the strikethrough language and adopting the language in bold 
font? 
 
  1.5  The separation and recycling of materials saves 
in disposal costs, conserves materials, energy, and natural 
resources, and has a long term desirable effect on the 
environment.  In order to increase participation in 
recycling, and thereby make solid waste handling, 
processing, and disposal more effective and less costly, 
this article makes source separation mandatory effective 
on October 1, 2011. [6-11] 
 
  5.1 The penalty for non-separation of recyclables 
from unrecyclable goods shall be $2.00 per bag.  The fine 
shall be charged to and payable by the person, business 
or commercial hauler which brings the unrecycled waste 
to the facility to be disposed of.   In addition, such person 
shall reimburse the Town for all expenses incurred by the 
Town as a result of the violation. [6-11] 
 
  5.2 Whoever violates any other of the provisions of 
this Ordinance shall be punished by a fine of not less than 
$50 and not more than $200 plus costs of prosecution, which 
fine shall be recovered on complaint to the use of the Town 
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of Wiscasset, or by imprisonment for not more than three 
months.  In addition, such person shall reimburse the Town 
for all expenses incurred by the Town as a result of the 
violation. 
 
 RECYCLING: Separating, collecting and/or reprocessing 
of manufactured materials or residues for reuse either in 
the same form or as part of a different product. [6-11]  
YES-225 
NO-126 
 
Article 59. Shall the Town vote to amend Article II “Temporary or Seasonal Businesses”, 
section 2.17; Article IX “Temporary Sales Ordinance”, section 1.4, 1.4.1 – 
1.4.7; and a definition in the GLOSSARY by deleting the strikethrough 
language and adopting the language in bold font? 
YES-235 
NO-103 
 
1.5 TEMPORARY BUSINESS  SALES ORDINANCE 
 
1.4.1 Purpose.  It is the intent of this ordinance to regulate temporary 
business sales activities so that temporary stands, concessions and 
exhibits are allowed only upon meeting certain minimum 
regulations.   
 
1.4.8 Definitions. 
 
c. Temporary Business Activity: Temporary business activity is defined as 
Any activity, stand, concession, carnival, road show, trade show, fair or 
public exhibition, taking place from a temporary structure and/or 
temporary location, whose purpose is to advertise, display, or offer 
goods for sale for no more than ninety (90) consecutive days during a 
three hundred sixty-five (365) day period. 
 
d. Temporary Business License: A temporary business license is A 
document obtained from the Wiscasset Code Enforcement Officer 
Town Manager that grants the applicant permission to conduct a 
temporary business activity in the Town of Wiscasset. 
 
1.4.9 Permits.  It shall be unlawful for any individual, person, firm, corporation, 
partnership, or other business entity to conduct temporary business activities 
in the Town of Wiscasset without first applying for and obtaining a temporary 
business license. 
 
d. The applicant for a temporary business license shall obtain a temporary 
business license from the Wiscasset Code Enforcement Officer Town 
Manager prior to before engaging in any activities associated with this 
section.  The Code Enforcement Officer Town Manager shall have the 
authority to approve or deny any temporary business license pursuant to 
this ordinance. 
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e. A single temporary business license shall be valid for a maximum of 
thirty (30) ninety (90) consecutive calendar days during a three 
hundred sixty-five (365) day period, beginning on the date of license 
approval commencement of the temporary business activity.   
 
f. The temporary business license fee shall be established by the 
Selectmen. There shall be no fee for a temporary business license.   
 
1.4.10 Appeals.  Any application to conduct a temporary business activity that has 
been denied in writing, has been suspended or revoked, may, within thirty 
days of the denial, suspension or revocation, appeal the decision to the 
Wiscasset Board of Appeals as defined in Article I, Section 5.  be appealed 
to the Wiscasset Board of Selectmen.  All appeals must be made by 
submitting a formal written request of an appeal to the Town of Wiscasset 
Town Manager. 
 
1.4.11 Regulations.  Each licensee shall meet all of the requirements listed below.  
Failure to meet any of the requirements listed herein shall constitute grounds 
for non-issuance or revocation of a temporary business license. 
 
h. No temporary business activity will shall create hazardous traffic 
conditions. 
 
i. No temporary business activity shall obstruct or act as a cause of 
obstructing any sidewalk, street or highway within the Town of 
Wiscasset. 
 
j. Each licensee shall be required to clean up its site, repair any related 
damages and remove all materials associated with its temporary 
business activity within twenty-four (24) hours of license or event 
expiration, whichever occurs first.  Failure to remove will shall result 
in the Town removing materials at the expense of said licensee and shall 
constitute a violation of this ordinance. 
 
k. Temporary licenses shall be conspicuously displayed at the place of 
business. 
 
l. Signs shall comply with the applicable provisions of the Wiscasset 
Sign Ordinance, Article III.   
 
m. Adequate toilet facilities shall be provided as determined by the 
Wiscasset Local Plumbing Inspector.  
 
n. Secure written permission from the land owner before applying for 
a temporary business license. 
 
1.4.12 Exemptions.  The following activities are held is exempt under this ordinance: 
 
e. Private garage or yard sales conducted on the seller’s owned or leased 
property. 
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f. Temporary business activities occurring on town or school property. 
associated with the Main Street Pier. any recreational activities that are 
permitted by law and for other activities which a license or permit by the 
town is necessary; such as, but not limited to: School Department 
sporting events, 4th of July parade, Main Street Pier activities, etc.  
 
g. Temporary activities involving craft fairs, flea markets and yard sales 
that are sponsored by churches, civic organizations and nonprofit 
organizations that are tax exempt under the provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 
 
h. Temporary business activities shall not be considered in 
determining the minimum lot size requirements for the use or uses 
made of any lot.  
 
1.4.13 Violations.  Any individual, person, firm, corporation, partnership or other 
business entity violating the provisions of this ordinance shall be punished by: 
1). 1st offense shall be a warning; 2).  For each and every offense thereafter a 
payment of a fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) nor more than three 
hundred dollars ($300.00).  Each day of a continuing violation shall be 
deemed a separate offense.  The Wiscasset Police Department and Code 
Enforcement Officer shall be responsible for the enforcement of this 
ordinance 
  
1.4.7 Violation.  Any individual, person, firm, corporation, partnership or 
other business entity violating the provisions of this ordinance shall 
receive a warning for the first offense.  For each and every offense 
thereafter a fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) nor more than three 
hundred dollars ($300.00) shall be levied.  Each day of a continuing 
violation after the issuance of a written notice of violation shall be deemed 
a separate offence.  The Wiscasset Police Department and Code 
Enforcement Officer shall be responsible for the enforcement of this 
ordinance. 
 
2.17 TEMPORARY OR SEASONAL BUSINESSES 
 
Temporary or seasonal businesses shall not be considered in determining the 
minimum lot size requirements for the use or uses made of any lot provided 
that the temporary or seasonal business: 
 
2.17.1 Complies with all other laws and ordinances (such as, for 
example, those pertaining to Victualers and to parking); [3-95] 
 
2.17.2 Does not create a traffic hazard by blocking traffic 
vision; and [3-95] 
 
2.17.4 Has written permission from the landowner. [3-95] 
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Glossary 
 
 
TEMPORARY OR SEASONAL BUSINESSES: Those for profit and not for profit 
activities in Wiscasset which operate and set up less than six months out of the year. 
 
 
 
 
 
And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting a copy thereof, attested 
by you, in a public and conspicuous place in said town, seven days, at least, 
before the time of holding said meeting. 
 
Hereof, fail not, and due return make of this warrant to the Selectmen or Town 
Clerk, with your doings thereon, on or before the time of holding said 
meeting. 
 
            Given under our hands this 19th day of April 2011. 
 
 
                                                                                                 
                                                                                    s/_______________________ 
                                                                                    David Nichols, Chairman  
                                                                                     
                                                                                    s/________________________ 
                                                                                    Pamela Dunning, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    s/________________________ 
                                                                                    Judith Colby, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    s/________________________ 
                                                                                    Edward Polewarczyk, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    s/ ________________________ 
                                                                                    Robert Blagden, Selectman 
 
Attest:________________________                   
Time of Posting: _______________ 
 
Posted:            U. S. Post Office 
                        Ames True Value 
                        Wiscasset Community Center 
                        Wiscasset Town Office 
                        Wiscasset Library  
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November 2011 
 
WISCASSET TOWN WARRANT 
STATE OF MAINE 
 
To Charles DiPerri, Constable, of the Town of Wiscasset in the County of Lincoln. 
  
GREETINGS:  In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants of the Town of Wiscasset, in said County and State, qualified by 
law, to vote in Town affairs to meet at the Wiscasset Community Center on Tuesday, the 
8th day of November, 2011 from 8:00 A.M. until 8:00 P.M., then and there to act on the 
following articles: 
 
 Article 1.   To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
   
  And to vote by secret ballot on the following articles: 
 
Article 2. Shall the Town appropriate the sum of $5,000 the entire amount to 
come from impact fees for Wastewater System capital expenses? 
 
YES-1014   
NO-135 Board of Selectmen recommendation:  5  Favor:  0  Oppose 
Budget Committee  recommendation:  6  Favor:  0  Oppose:  1  Absent 
   
Note:  This amount should have been included on the June 14, 2011 
Annual    
 
Town Meeting Warrant but was omitted.  This amount will not increase the 
tax commitment as it comes from impact fees. 
 
Article 3.         Non-Binding Referendum Question: 
 
Shall the Town of Wiscasset vote to begin evaluating 
the process of withdrawal from RSU 12? 
YES-917             
NO-220  Board of Selectmen recommendation:  5  Favor:  0  Oppose    
 
Note: Pending on the warrant article vote, the Selectmen may seek 
legal advice regarding the process and procedures for RSU withdrawal. 
 
And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting a copy thereof, attested 
by you, in a public and conspicuous place in said town, seven days, at least, 
before the time of holding said meeting. 
 
Hereof, fail not, and due return make of this warrant to the Selectmen or Town 
Clerk, with your doings thereon, on or before the time of holding said 
meeting. 
 
            Given under our hands this 20th day of September, 2011. 
                                                                                       
                                                                                    _______________________ 
                                                                                    Judith Colby, Chairman  
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                                                                                    ________________________ 
                                                                                    Pamela Dunning, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    ________________________ 
                                                                                    David Nichols, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    ________________________ 
                                                                                    Edward Polewarczyk, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    ________________________ 
                                                                                    William Curtis, Selectman 
 
Attest:________________________                   
Time of Posting: _______________ 
 
Posted:            U. S. Post Office   Wiscasset Library 
                        Ames True Value   Wiscasset Town Office 
                        Wiscasset Community Center 
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December 2011 
 
WISCASSET TOWN WARRANT 
STATE OF MAINE 
 
To Charles DiPerri, Constable, of the Town of Wiscasset in the County of Lincoln. 
  
GREETINGS:  In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants of the Town of Wiscasset, in said County and State, qualified by 
law, to vote in Town affairs to meet at the Wiscasset Community Center on Tuesday, the 
13th day of December, 2011 from 9:00 A.M. until 8:00 P.M., then and there to act on the 
following articles: 
 
 Article 1.   To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
 
Joan Barnes was elected Moderator, Keith Bridgham was 
appointed deputy Moderator. 
   
And to vote by secret ballot on the following articles: 
 
Article 2.   Shall an Ordinance entitled “Town of Wiscasset Fireworks  
 Ordinance” be enacted?              
 
YES-78 
NO-46 
 
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to join the Maine Public Employees   
Retirement System as a Participating Local District effective 
January 1, 2012, and: 
 
     a.)  To offer Regular Plan AN to its employees who  
work 1000 hours or more per year. 
       b.)  To authorize the Town Manager to sign the  
contract between the Town, and the Maine 
Public Employees Retirement System; 
       c.)  To exclude employees from membership in the  
Plan who work less than 1000 hours per 
year; 
     d.)  To allow eligible participating employees to buy  
back past years of service, upon the 
employee’s full payment of all associated 
costs. 
       
Board of Selectmen recommendation:  5  Favor:  0  Oppose 
 
 YES-104 
  NO-20 
    
And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting a copy thereof, attested 
by you, in a public and conspicuous place in said town, seven days, at least, 
before the time of holding said meeting. 
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Hereof, fail not, and due return make of this warrant to the Selectmen or Town 
Clerk, with your doings thereon, on or before the time of holding said 
meeting. 
 
            Given under our hands this 20th day of October, 2011. 
                                                                                       
                                                                                    _______________________ 
                                                                                    Judith Colby, Chairman  
                                                                                     
                                                                                    ________________________ 
                                                                                    Pamela Dunning, Selectman 
 
                                                                                    ________________________ 
                                                                                    David Nichols, Selectman 
 
  
                                                                                   ________________________ 
Attest:____________________                                 Edward Polewarczyk, Selectman 
Time of Posting:____________ 
           ________________________ 
Posted at:                                                                    William Curtis, Selectman 
U. S. Post Office, Wiscasset Library 
Ames True Value, Wiscasset Town Office and 
Wiscasset Community Center                    
 
 
124 VOTES CAST  
 
 
